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Robert James (Bobby) Fischer 1943-2008
“All I want to do, ever, is just play chess.” (Bobby Fischer)
The world’s most talented chess player, Robert James (Bobby) Fischer, has
died at the age of 64.
Fischer was suffering from degenerative kidney (renal) failure. This had
been a problem for some years, but it became acute in October 2007, when
he was admitted to a Reykjavík Landspítali hospital for stationary treatment.
He stayed there for about seven weeks, being released in a somewhat
improved condition in the middle of November. He returned home gravely ill
in December apparently rejecting any further ‘Western medicine’.
Fischer stayed in an apartment in the same building as his closest friend
and spokesman, Garðar Sverrisson, whose wife Krisín, a nurse, looked after
him. Garðar's two children, especially his son, were very close to Fischer. The
Sverrissons were his only close friends and contacts during his last two years.

Fischer had instructed Garðar Sverrisson
that he wished to be buried in the small
Catholic cemetery of Laugardælir church,
outside the town of Selfoss, 60 km southeast of Reykjavik. It was a place Bobby had
visited a number of times with Garðar and
Krisín, whose parents live there. He said
that the Laugardælur countryside would be
perfect as his final resting place, should he
die in Iceland. He did not wish anyone to
be present at the funeral except Miyoko
Watai and Garðar's family, who would
arrange the funeral. On January 21st at
noon, after a Catholic funeral presided over
by Fr. Jakob Rolland of the diocese of
Reykjavik, he was buried according to his
Fischer’s resting place
wishes. Fisher left an estate estimated to
be worth $500,000.
Fisher was highly respected by his peers. Here are two tributes:
“It is difficult to play against Einstein’s theory.” (Mikhail Tal after his first loss
to Bobby Fischer.)
“When I played Bobby Fischer, my opponent fought against organizations, the
television producers and the match organizers. But he never fought against
me personally. I lost to Bobby before the match because he was already
stronger than I. He won normally." (Boris Spassky.)

Bobby Fischer’s Gift to the World
by Robert Burger

Four faces of Bobby Fischer
Fischer did not want to prolong his life with large amounts of pain killers and
permanent dependence on a dialysis machine. When he was released from
the hospital his doctors gave him a few months to live. His wife Miyoko Watai
came from Japan to spend the Christmas season with him. She returned on
January 10, 2008, just before Fischer's death, and so had to make another
trip almost immediately after.
In the middle of January his condition deteriorated and he was returned
to the hospital, where elevated levels of serum creatinine were found in his
blood. He died on January 17, 2008, in his apartment in Reykjavík. A friend,
who stayed with him until he died, said that Fischer's last words were,
"Nothing soothes pain like the touch of a person".

In the late 1870s, a brief announcement appeared in The Argonaut, a periodical published in San Francisco: Paul Morphy, chess genius of the century,
had died. The grief that spread across the chess world was intensified by the
knowledge that this native of New Orleans had spent his last years in isolation and apparent mental derangement. One hundred thirty years later, the
same fate befell the chess genius of the twentieth century.
Despite the contradictions of his later years, however – the rants against
his native land and against his perceived enemies – Fischer left a legacy to
every chessplayer on the planet that deserves our awe. I don’t think there’s a
problemist alive who doesn’t enjoy a game of chess or at least appreciate a
brilliant game of another. Face it: the game dictates large areas of problem
standards. We admire the classical themes, as they are now being called: the
flight-giving key, the well-presented neatness of position, and especially the
underlying idea that one and only one mate or line of play would result from
the maximum defense by Black. It’s the logic, stupid!
Thus when Bobby burst on the scene at the Rosenwald III tournament at
a midtown Manhattan hotel in 1956, and sacked his Queen as Black to Donald Byrne, he began a steady stream of gift-giving to the chess fraternity. Here
was something as electrifying as Morphy’s tour of Europe in 1858-1859. I
happened to be at that Donald Byrne game in 1956, and when I reported to
Guthrie McClain, the co-editor of the California Chess Reporter, in San Francisco, that this fellow Fischer was a hundred-year reincarnation of the great
Morphy, he gulped and ran the article.
Just a few months later, in 1957, Bobby Fischer’s mother called Mr.
McClain and me to ask if we would “watch over him” at the U.S. Junior
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Championship, to be played in San Francisco, at the Mechanics’ Institute. We
did, of course, and thus began a long though distant relationship with Bobby.
He won that Junior, by the way.
Fischer soon began to establish a mystique: the idea of streaks. He wasn’t
content to amass enough points to win a tournament: he wanted to win every
game. When he won the U.S. Championship in 1963-1964, he punctured the
inevitability of his victory by tossing in a classic game (versus Robert Byrne,
the true ‘evergreen game’). Here was a game in which the grandmaster commentators on the scene were speculating about how Fischer might try to salvage a draw, being well down in material, when Byrne resigned. This is where
the problem world begins to meet the messy world of competitive chess.
In the final position of that game, black’s advantage seems elusive: the
control of white squares. But then White begins to check his options, like the
black side of a complete block. One by one, no move appears to defend. The
resigned position is virtually a mate in four.
Fischer's depth of analysis, over the board, is worDiagram A
W________w
thy of composed positions. Here is the finale of that
[rdw1rdkd] second 'Game of the Century', in my opinion by far the
[0wdwdpgp] deepest. It relies on pinpoint control of squares (see
[b0wdwdpd] diagram A): 18...Sxg2 (a Rook is meaningless when
[dwdpdwdw] the white squares are protected only by this Bishop)
[wdwdwdwd] 19.Kxg2 d4 (Ay, there's the rub: the Pawn not only
[GPHwhw)w]
[Pdw!NdB)] opens the long diagonal but sets up a target on the
[$wdRdwIw] diagonal of the other Bishop, as it must be taken)
w-------- 20.Sxd4 Bb7+ 21.Kf1 Qd7! Here White resigned depriving Fischer of the finish 22.Qf2 Qh3+ 23.Kg1 Re1+! forcing either the Queen
or the Rook off line, as Bxd4 awaits.
As U.S. champion, Bobby conducted a nationwide tour in 1964 – how else
to cash in on his newly won prestige? As documented in many books, this
was probably the most extensive collection of simultaneous exhibitions in
chess history. One thinks of Zuckertort or Marshall or Capablanca or Reshevsky, but here was modern transportation and communication in the service of chess. Where Alekhine had stumbled in San Francisco in 1932 from
excessive socializing with the organizers before the simul, Bobby was dedicated. And he was also gracious: when he saw he was losing a piece to me on
his 13th move, he abruptly resigned.
Larry Evans, who knows as much about Bobby as anyone, assisted him in
producing the definitive book, My 60 Memorable Games. But then began the
ascent to the World Championship. Larsen and Taimanov were his first two
hurdles: he handled them, each, 6-0. Petrosian was determined not to add to
this embarrassment, but still lost with not much more than a whimper. Now
it was on to the Spassky championship at Reykjavik, and the rest is history.
What does all this have to do with chess problems? The life of Milan Vukcevic may offer the best answer: the competitive spirit can easily nourish the
desire to compose – which is, after all, the desire to create something for others to enjoy. In the book I did on Fischer, The Chess of Bobby Fischer
(McGraw-Hill, 1975), I took liberties with the subject to introduce problem
ideas that are suggested by Fischer’s games. But the games speak for themselves.
The turning point in the 1972 match came in the sixth game, with the
score tied and hence the championship just beginning. Bobby departed from
his stated predilection for King's Pawn games by opening 1.c4 for the first
time in his tournament life. He seemed very much at ease in this 'slower'
game. Commentators pointed out that the opening was following CapablancaTartakower, London 1922. Yet there was a lot of recent praxis, and Spassky

seemed content to accept the ‘hanging Pawns’ typical of the Tarrasch. At first
Fischer aimed at a strong Knight against a Pawn-hemmed Bishop. Then suddenly, with 20.e4! (King's Pawn game at last) he showed his true intentions:
to exploit the white squares. Spassky seemed mesmerized by the idea of a
protected passed Pawn, but the game was really about constricting all black's
pieces. The e-Pawn reached its ideal spot, the buildup proceeded, and the
final combination was almost an after-thought. Fischer now was ahead and
never looked back.
Fischer-Spassky, 1972 World
Championship, Reykjavik (Game 6),
Queen’s Gambit Declined
1.c4 e6 2.Sf3 d5 3.d4 Sf6 4.Sc3 Be7
5.Bg5 0-0 6.e3 h6 7.Bh4 b6

W________w
[rhb1w4kd]
[0w0wgp0w]
[w0wdphw0]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdP)wdwG]
[dwHw)Ndw]
[P)wdw)P)]
[$wdQIBdR]
w--------

Black intends to fianchetto the c8Bishop reinforcing the d5-Pawn.
Fischer counted on Spassky playing
this defense and prepared well for it.
8.cxd5 Sxd5 9.Bxe7 Qxe7 10.Sxd5
exd5 11.Rc1 Be6 12.Qa4 c5 13.Qa3
Rc8 14.Bb5!

W________w
[rhrdwdkd]
[0wdw1p0w]
[w0wdbdw0]
[dB0pdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[!wdw)Ndw]
[P)wdw)P)]
[dw$wIwdR]
w-------Fischer deviates from the typical
14.Be2, followed by a quick castling.

14...a6 15.dxc5 bxc5 16.0-0 Ra7
17.Be2 Sd7 18.Sd4! Qf8 19.Sxe6
fxe6

W________w
[wdrdw1kd]
[4wdndw0w]
[pdwdpdw0]
[dw0pdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[!wdw)wdw]
[P)wdB)P)]
[dw$wdRIw]
w--------

20.e4! (Usually played by Fischer on
move one, gives Black the option of
winning a Pawn or securing a supported passed Pawn. Neither works:
the center cannot hold.) 20...d4
21.f4 Qe7 22.e5 Rb8 23.Bc4 Kh8
24.Qh3 (after this, it's just cat and
mouse) Sf8 25.b3 a5 26.f5 exf5
27.Rxf5 Sh7 28.Rcf1 Qd8 29.Qg3
Re7 30.h4 Rbb7 31.e6 Rbc7 32.Qe5
Qe8 33.a4 Qd8 34.R1f2 (Fischer
isn't in time trouble, as is Spassky,
but he marks time anyway) Qe8
35.R2f3 Qd8 36.Bd3 (the plan now
emerges -- to make the black Knight
move) Qe8 37.Qe4 Sf6 38.Rxf6 gxf6
39.Rxf6 Kg8 40.Bc4 Kh8 41.Qf4
Resigns.

At this point, Spassky rose and joined the audience in applauding. I don't
know of any comparable magnanimous gesture before or since in chess history.
The competition of chess has unfortunately overtaken the editorial content of mass chess magazines. So be it: that is their lack of imagination and
their weakness. But make no mistake about it: Bobby Fischer’s games have
enriched the lives of millions of people, and given them new insights into
chess ideas. Despite his perceived failings as a person in his later years, his
epitaph needs no asterisk.
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StrateGems’ 10th Anniversary Jubilee Tourney Results
The tourney announcement was made in 2007 in order to celebrate the 10 th
anniversary of our magazine. It was decided to have four sections: twomovers,
helpmates, series-movers and fairies. StrateGems’ editors of these sections
were selected to be the judges. The themes were decided by them. The tourney was directed by Mike Prcic, who received all entries and sent unnamed
diagrams to the judges. Prize winners will receive books from the library of
StrateGems. Results of our tourney follow.
TWOMOVERS. Theme: At least two pairs of variations - in each pair the
weakening effect is the same but the strengthening effect is different. The
weakening effect must be different between the two pairs. Or, at least three
black defenses produce the same type of weakness, but each defense must
have a unique defensive motif. Judge: Aaron Hirschenson
I would like to thank Mike Prcic for inviting me to judge this section. It
was a great honor. I wanted to choose a modern theme but Mike asked for a
classic one. I thank Paz Einat for offering the theme which has wide thematic
requirements and affords many interesting possibilities.
I received ten good-quality problems and ranked nine of them. A problem
by Andreas Schönholzer (wKh1-bKd5) was not ranked because the effect of
the defense 1...Bxd4 is similar to 1...Sc6. Besides, the problem is similar to
one of his ranked problems. My ranking is as follows:
1st Prize
2nd Prize
4th Prize
3rd Prize
Rauf Aliovsadzade
Robert Lincoln
Robert Lincoln
Robert Lincoln
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wgwdndwd]
[wgwdwdBd]
[wdw4ndwd]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dBdpIpdw]
[dpdrdwdP]
[dw)wdwdN]
[dRdrdPIw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Bdwdpdwd]
[wdBdpdn$]
[dR)wiw)R]
[dw$wdwdw]
[dw!w)pdr]
[dwdpdk0w]
[wdw0PdwG]
[wdw)kdwd]
[wdw)k)w$]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdN]
[!wGw)RdK]
[dwdpdwdw]
[dwdwdP)w]
[wdw4Ndwd]
[N0wdP0Nd]
[n0wdw)Kd]
[QdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdn]
[dwdndwdw]
[dNgwdwdw]
[Gbdwdw4w]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(12+7)
#2
(11+10)
#2
(11+8)
#2
(11+9)
1st Prize - (Rauf Aliovsadzade) Excellent presentation of the theme in three
pairs of variations. In two of the three pairs, the weakening effects are performed in a manner different from the other eight problems that appear in the
award. Solution: 1.Sf2! (2.Sg4#), First pair: 1...Bd6+ (Check) 2.cxd6# (Battery
play), 1...Sf6 (Direct attack) 2.gxf6# (Battery play). Second pair: 1...d5 (Line
closing) 2.cxd6# (En passant mate), 1...f5 (Direct attack) 2.gxf6# (En passant
mate). Third pair: 1...Rxe2 (Flight-giving) 2.Sd3# (Control removal), 1...Sxf2
(Capture of threat piece) 2.Bg3# (Control removal).
2nd Prize - (Robert Lincoln) Very good presentation of the theme in eight
variations. Solution: 1.Qa4? (2.Qc2/d5#) b1Q!, 1.Qb3? (2.Qc2#) Rxd4!;
1.Qb4! (2.d5#), 1...Be5 2.Rxe5# (Guard d4), 1...Bf4 2.Rxf4# (Interference on
f5), 1...Rxh7+ 2.Bxh7# (Check), 1...Rd5 2.Bxd5# (Block threat unit), 1...Rxd4
2.Qxd4# (Capture threat unit), 1...b1Q 2.Qxb1# (Guard b4), 1...Sxc3 2.Sxc3#
(Capture guard of e5), 1...Sxe3 2.Rxe3# (Guard c4). Great achievement!
3rd Prize - (Robert Lincoln) Here we have seven thematic variations. Solution: 1.Bxd7? (2.Bxe6#) fxg3!, 1.Rxg6? (2.Rf6#) g4!, 1.Qb2? (2.Qf6#) d4!;
1.Qc4! (2.Qd3#), 1...e5 2.Bxd7# (Guard mating line/line opening), 1...Se5
2.Rf6# (Guard mating square/line opening), 1...dxc4 2.Be4# (Capture mating
unit/line opening), 1...d4 2.Qxe6# (Interference for flight/line opening), 1...g4
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2.Rh5# (Unblock for flight/line opening), 1...fxg3 2.Qg4# (Capture for
flight/line opening), 1...Rxf7+ 2.Rxf7# (Check/line opening), (1...Bxc2
2.Qxc2#, 1...Re1 2.g4#). Great technical achievement as well!
4th Prize - (Robert Lincoln) Three good thematic pairs. Solution: 1.cxd8Q?
(2.Qa8/Qb7/Qc6#) Rxh4!, 1.Qc6+? Kxd4 2.Qc4#, 1...Rd5!, 1.d5? (2.Qc4/f3#)
Bxf4!; 1.Qc4! (2.d5#), First pair: 1...Rd5 2.Qxd3# (Block threat square/selfblock), 1...Be3 2.f3# (Guard battery line/self-block), Second pair: 1...Sd6
2.Sf6# (Rear battery unit/unguard), 1...Rg5+ 2.Sxg5# (Check/unguard), Third
pair: 1...Bxf4 2.Sd2# (Capture for flight/self-pin), 1...Rxd4 2.Bb7# (Capture
threat unit/self-pin).

1st Honorable Mention
2nd Honorable Mention 3rd Honorable Mention
1st Commendation
Robert Lincoln
Robert Lincoln
Robert Lincoln
Andreas Schönholzer
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdrdwd]
[wdRdBdwd]
[NGBdwdwd]
[BdwHndwd]
[$wdw)wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[)wdrdwhw]
[Hwdwdpdr]
[p0kdwdnd]
[wGPdpdpd]
[wdwdw0pg]
[wdw0wdw$]
[$w0NgNdB]
[hwdk)Pdw]
[dndwdNdw]
[dwdwipdw]
[Pdw0w0Pd]
[NdNdwdwg]
[bdQ)k0r$]
[wdPdPdw0]
[IQdw0rdw]
[dP4P$wdw]
[dwdwdw)w]
[dp0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdP!Kdwd]
[wdwdPIwd]
[wdwdw!wI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dndwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[grdwGwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(10+11)
#2
(14+7)
#2
(9+11)
#2
(11+10)w--------w
1st Honorable Mention - (Robert Lincoln) Good presentation of the theme in
five thematic variations. Solution: 1.Rb5? (2.Rxb6#), 1...axb5 2.axb5#, 1...Bc7
2.Rxc7#, 1...Rb8!, 1.Sc3? (2.Qd5#) dxc3!; 1.Sf6! (2.Qd5#), 1...bxa5 2.Qb7#
(Capture for flight/line opening), 1...b5 2.R5xa6# (Unblock for flight/line
opening), 1...Sxe7 2.Bxe8# (Guard mating square/line opening), 1...c4
2.Qxc4# (Interference on mating line/line opening), 1...e2 2.Qxf3# (Pin the
threat unit/line opening), (1...Bxf6 2.Qe6#, 1...Rd8 2.exd8S#).
2nd Honorable Mention - (Robert Lincoln) Here we have three thematic
pairs. Solution: 1.Bf7? (2.Bxe6#) gxf5!, 1.Bc5? (2.Scb6#) Rxb3!, 1.Qd1?
(2.Qh1#) Rxc2+!, 1.Qxc3? (2.Qxa5/Qd4#) Sxb3!, 1.Kf1? (2.Qg2#) Sxd2+!;
1.Kd1! (2.Qg2#), First pair: 1...Rxc4 2.dxc4# (Guard mating line/self-injury)
1...Rxd3 2.Qxd3# (Pin/self-injury), Second pair: 1...exf5 2.Bf7# (Capture for
flight/line opening), 1...Rxc2 2.Qxa5# (Guard mating square/line opening),
Third pair: 1...Sxd2 2.Sxc3# (Capture threat unit/unguard), 1...Bf2 2.Rxd8#
(Interference/unguard).
3rd Honorable Mention - (Robert Lincoln) Good thematic problem with nice
defenses in only two pairs. Solution: 1.Bxd7? (2.Qc6#), 1...Se6 2.Qxe6#,
1...Sxf5 2.Bc6# (Qe6?), 1...Sb~ 2.S(x)d6#, 1...Sxd4!? 2.Qxd4# (Sd6?), 1...Bb3!;
1.Sb6! (2.Qd3#), First pair: 1...Rxd4 2.a8Q# (Nietvelt/self-pin), 1...Kxf5
2.Qd5# (King flight/self-pin), Second pair: 1...fxg3+ 2.Sxg3# (Check/self-pin),
1...Rxg3 2.Sxg3# (Guard/self-pin), (1...Bc2 2.Qxc2#). Pity that the key is not
better.
1st Commendation - (Andreas Schönholzer) Two thematic pairs of defenses.
Solution: 1.Sb5! (2.Qxf5#), First pair: 1...Rb2 2.Bxc3# (Pin wQ/Grimshaw),
1...Sg7 2.Sxf7# (Direct guard/Grimshaw), Second pair: 1...fxe4 2.Sc6# (Unguard/self-block), 1...f4 2.Qd4# (Line closing/self-block).
2nd Commendation - (Andreas Schönholzer) Four variations, but the key
detracts. Solution: 1.Bc2! (2.Qf5#), 1...Rf6 2.Qd5#, 1...Re6 2.Qf4#, 1...Sd6
2.Bxd4#, 1...Re4 2.Sd3#.
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HELPMATES. Theme: A helpmate in two moves. White sacrifices a piece (not
a Pawn). The capturing black piece closes a line of another black piece. No
zeroposition, fairy pieces or fairy conditions. Judge: Nikola Stolev
I judged sixteen problems, a relatively small number, but the quality was
good. Thus, I decided to award ten problems. They all show the thematic requirement in the same way: a capture of the white piece by the black Pawn.
Thus, the judging was influenced by other factors and my personal bias. Of
those entries that did not make it, I would like to mention one by Misha
Shapiro (wKg5-bKd1). The author had an excellent idea but the mating picture is unbalanced. In the first solution (in a) we have two pinned black
pieces, while in the second solution (in b) the pinning is missing. Too bad.

3rd Prize
1st Prize
2nd Prize
2nd Commendation
Aaron Hirschenson
Mario Parrinello
Misha Shapiro
Andreas Schönholzer
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wIwdR4wg]
[r1wdwdnd]
[wdw$wdwd]
[wdndRdwI]
[dpdr0Pdw]
[!pHwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwhQdp]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[w0wdP0wd]
[wdpdw0wI]
[wdwdwdw4]
[dpdwdNdw]
[dw$wdwdw]
[)wip0rdR]
[dwGwiwdp]
[wdpdw0wd]
[Kdwdw0k0]
[w4w0pdw1]
[wdPgwdwd]
[Gwdwdpdw]
[dp)wdpdp]
[HwdwGwdw]
[dBdwdw0N]
[Rdw)wiwd]
[n4wdwdwd]
[wdwHwdwd]
[wdw$wHwd]
[dndwHbdw]
[dbdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwgb]
[dwdw4wdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (7+12)
h#2 b) Pd2→b2 (9+12)
h#2 b) Sc7→g7 (6+15)w--------w
#2
(9+9)
1st Prize - (Mario Parrinello) The best entry of the tourney has a wide thematic complex including self-pinning, opening-closing of lines, Zilahi (Q/B)
and pin-mates. Solution: a) 1.Rxd2 Qf6 (Bd6?) 2.exf6 Bc5#, b) 1.Bxb2 Bd6
(Qf6?) 2.exd6 Qb6#. Author’s comment: The closings of black lines are purely
motivated since the tries fail because the lines of the two thematic black
pieces are not closed in turn: a) 1.Rxd2 Bd6? 2.exd6 Qb6#?? 3.Bd4!! and b)
1.Bxb2 Qf6? 2.exf6 Bc5#?? 3.Rd4!! Zilahi, pin-mates.
2nd Prize - (Misha Shapiro) After the introductory Grimshaw, the white
Queen is unpinned and she mates in both solutions. At the same time we
have a double opening (clearing) of lines. Nice! Solution: a) 1.Rc2 Sa6 2.bxa6
Qg7#, b) 1.Bc2 Ra5 2.bxa5 Qg1#.
3rd Prize - (Aaron Hirschenson) One third black pin is combined with line
closings and pin-mates. Solution: 1.Rf3 Bf4 2.exf4 Sxe4#, 1.Rf2 Sdc4 2.dxc4
Bxd4#.

1st Honorable Mention
2nd Honorable Mention 3rd Honorable Mention
4th Honorable Mention
Menachem Witztum
Aaron Hirschenson
Eugene Fomichev
Mario Parrinello
SG-10JT
2008
SG-10JT
2008
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwIwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdrgwdwd]
[wdwdwgbd]
[dwHBdwdw]
[dwdw0wdp]
[dwdpipdN]
[dw0wdwdp]
[wdw1Ndwd]
[wdw0Pdwd]
[qdwdwdpd]
[rGwdw0Nd]
[0wdP0wdw]
[hw0wdwdw]
[dndwdwdw]
[$pdwdw4w]
[wdkdwdwd]
[wdwgpdpd]
[wdwHw)wd]
[w0wdkdpd]
[Gr0rdwdw]
[dwdw)wdw]
[0wdRIp0b]
[dRdw0pdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[PiNIb4Q4]
[wdp0wdwd]
[KHwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[$wdwHwdw]
[dwdw$wdw]
[dwdndw1w]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 b) -Pd5
(6+7)
h#2 2 solutions (8+12)
h#2 b) Re1→e2 (6+14)
h#2 2 solutions (6+15)w--------w
1st

Honorable Mention - (Aaron Hirschenson) After the initial black line
closing, mating Rooks are unpinned with the thematic move. Solution: a) 1.f5
Sa4 2.bxa4 Re5#, b) 1.Sf2 Sc4 2.bxc4 Rxe3#.

2nd Honorable Mention - (Eugene Fomichev) A nice problem with a double
white/black sacrifice on b4- and d4-square. Solution: a) 1.Qb4! Bxb4 2.axb4
Bb5#, b) 1.Qd4! Sxd4 2.exd4 Be6#. Author’s comment: Annihilation with thematic closing on b4 and d4. Mates by unpinned wB.
3rd Honorable Mention - (Menachem Witztum) A black thematic move
opens lines for the white Queen, which mates by capturing a black piece,
which is sacrificed on the mating square. Cute! Solution: 1.Bg7 Sf3 2.gxf3
Qxg7#, 1.Sb7 Sd3+ 2.exd3 Qxb7#.
4th Honorable Mention - (Mario Parrinnelo) A double control of e6-square
by Black, leads to a reciprocal play by the black thematic pieces (Q/B). Solution: a) 1.Bg2 (Qa5?) Sc6+ 2.dxc6 Kxd2#, b) 1.Qa5 (Bg2?) Sf5+ 2.gxf5 Kxf3#.

5th Honorable Mention
Fadil Abdurahmanović
SG-10JT 2008
W________w

[wdBdrdwd]
[dwdw$wdw]
[wdwdNdw0]
[dw0wdw0r]
[wdw0wdwG]
[dndP)kdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[gwdwdwdK]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (7+10)

1st Commendation
Aaron Hirschenson
SG-10JT 2008
W________w

[wdwdR1rg]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw4pdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw$]
[dwdkHwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (5+7)

2nd Commendation
M. Witztum & M. Shapiro
SG-10JT 2008
W________w

[wdbdwgwd]
[0wiwdNdw]
[w0ndPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wHwdpdwd]
[IwdwGwdr]
[whw4wdwd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w
h#2 b) Qh1→b1 (6+10)

5th Honorable Mention - (Fadil Abdurahmanović) Initially, black thematic
lines are closed. Later they are opened with Umnov effects. Black Rook and
Bishop have reciprocal roles. Solution: 1.g4 Sg5+ (S~?) 2.hxg5 Bb7#, 1.dxe3
Sd4+ (S~?) 2.cxd4 Rf7#.
1st Commendation - (Aaron Hirschenson) A pleasant Meredith without
white Pawns and with a black Grimshaw. Solution: 1.Rg7 Sd5 2.exd5 Rd4#,
1.Bg7 Sf5 2.exf5 Rh3#.
2nd Commendation - (Menachem Witztum & Misha Shapiro) The novelty is
a reciprocal unpinning of white pieces, but the second moves are unbalanced.
Solution: a) 1.Se7 Sd3 2.exd3 Bf4#, b) 1.Sd3 Bc5 2.bxc5 Sd5#.
SERIES-MOVERS Theme: Double series movers. Black/White plays his series
first and White/Black then responds with a series of equal length, delivering
the stipulation (mate, stalemate, etc.) on his last move. Judge: Marko Ylijoki.
I received only five entries! Unfortunately not only the quantity but also
the quality of the entries was unsatisfying. Three problems were cooked. Jeremy Morse (Kf3-Ke6), double-ser.h#12, solves in four moves: 3.Kh5 4.g4+,
1.Ke4 2.Kf5 3.h3 4.hxg4#. Jeremy Morse (Kg1-Kh8) double-ser.h=20 solves in
19 moves: 1.Qe5 2.Qe2 9.Ke1 11.Ra1 12.d4 15.Ba2 18.Kb1 19.Qg2+, 1.Kxg2
4.Kxf5 5.Kxe6 7.Kxg4 9.Kxh6 12.Kxe7 15.Kxb6 17.Kxd4 19.Kd2=. Jeremy
Morse (Kc3-Ka6) double-ser.h=20 has dual in white's 15th move:
15.Kd4/Kc3. The last two were not worth rewarding: Rauf Aliovsadzade (Ke8Kg1) double-ser.h=6 is too simple, Rauf Aliovsadzade (Kh1-Kc6) doubleser.h#4 2 solutions, the first solution (1.Ba6) is not a specific doubleseriesmover but a normal helpmate. Thus no entry was awarded.
FAIRIES. Theme: Anti-Circe helpmate in two moves. Creation of white or
(plus) black batteries or (plus) creation of white/black anti-batteries. Fairy
pieces are allowed but no other fairy conditions. Both forms of Anti-Circe are
allowed. Judge: Petko A. Petkov.
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I received eleven problems, although I expected more participants because the
genre Anti-Circe is very popular.

StrateGems 2006 h#n Award

2nd Prize
1st-2nd Hon. Mention
1st-2nd Hon. Mention
1st Prize
Ladislav Belcsak
Michal Dragoun
Juraj Lörinc
Michal Dragoun
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

I thank Chris Feather who invited me to judge this tourney. It was a great
honor and also a great pleasure to study all the problems published in this
excellent magazine.
Twenty-five problems were published in 2006. The following could not be
awarded:
H1111: anticipated by E. Holladay IRM 1997 White: Ke3-pd3 (2) Black: Kd6Rd4-Rd5-Be6-Bf6-Se5-pd3-f5 (8) h#6½.
H1132: plenty of humour due to the sequence of black sacrifices but it seems
rather mechanical.
H1155: compare to P0500901.
H1158: it recalls familiar h#2 strategy and is too mechanical. H1162: the
play is obvious (the only possibility is to capture the wPd6) and unjustifiably
prolonged. (Although it is true that longer helpmates allow for more strategy,
they should not be artificially prolonged.)
I propose the following awards:

[wdwdwdwd]
[bhqdQdwI]
[wdQdwdrd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw!wdb]
[dkdQhRdw]
[dqIwdw0w]
[dqdPdPdK]
[w0wGwdQd]
[w)Qdwdwd]
[q0Q0wdwd]
[wdwdrdwd]
[dQdw0w4w]
[dPdndwdw]
[dw!wdwdw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w1wdwiPh]
[wdwdBdwd]
[w0r0w)wg]
[wdpdkdwH]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[dwiw0pdQ]
[dwdw1whN]
[K1pHw)wd]
[wdwdwdw0]
[wdwdw1wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[drdwdQdw]
[dwdwdw4w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Gwdqdqhw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 b) Ng1→b8 (6+10)
h#2 2 solutions (8+9)
h#2 3 solutions (9+10)
h#2 2 solutions (6+14)w--------w
Anti-Circe, qQGs
nNNightriders

Anti-Circe Calvert
qQGs, nNightriders

Anti-Circe
qQLions, qQRoses

Anti-Circe Cheylan
nN Nightriders, qLion

1st Prize - (Michal Dragoun) A phenomenal problem with cyclical creation of
white batteries, cyclic Zilahi, cyclic Annihilation captures on d2-, g6- and d6square. Solution: 1.Gxd2 (Gd1)! Gxb1 (Gb8)[A] 2.Gd7 Bxb4 (Bc1)#[B], 1.Bxg6
(Bc8)! Bxb4 (Bc1)[B] 2.Bd7 Nxh4 (Nh8)#[C], 1.Qxd6 (Qd8)! Nxh4 (Nh8)[C]
2.Qd7 Ggxb1 (Gb8)#[A]
2nd Prize - (Ladislav Belcsak) An original idea; transformation of two
masked white batteries G/R and G/B into anti-batteries after the change of
places by the battery pieces (the forward piece from the initial battery transforms into rear piece in the anti-battery!). The fine black moves Nxd7 and
Nxc6 have Annihilation character with the goal of selfpins! Solution: 1.Gh1!
Gg7 2.Nxc6 (Nc1) Rc7#, 1.Nf1! Gf3 2.Nxd7 (Nd1) Bc6#.
1st-2nd Honorable Mention - (Michal Dragoun The Annihilation theme plays
the main role in this good problem with special battery play finishing with
model mates. It also shows the Zilahi theme. Solution: 1.LIxc6 (LIc1)! Kxb7
(Ke1) 2.LIcxf4 (LIf1) ROa4#, 1.ROxc5 (ROc1)! Kxb6 (Ke1) 2.ROxf4 (ROf1) LIf6#.
1st-2nd Honorable Mention - (Juraj Lörinc) Another creation of Anti-Circe
batteries (rear piece Nh3) with the help of promoted white Lions, after Pawn’s
unpins. Model mates. a) 1.LIfh1! f8LI 2.Rf4 LIb4#, b) 1.LIdh1! d8LI 2.Rd5
LIa8#
1st Commendation - (Juraj Lörinc)
Nice reciprocal creation of white S/S
1st Commendation
2nd Commendation
batteries with model mates. This conJuraj Lörinc
Michal Dragoun
ception is not new but here an interSG-10JT 2008
SG-10JT 2008
W________w
W________w
esting detail is the “Black Umnov” in
[wdwdwdwG]
[wdwdqdKd]play of black pieces combined with
[dwHwdwdw]
[dQ)w0ndw]distant blocks. 1.d2 Sxd5 (Sb1) 2.Kd3
[wIwdwdwd]
[wdqdwdwd]Sa3#, 1.Rd6! Sxd3 (Sb1) 2.Kd5 Sd2#.
[dwdrdwdw]
[dpdr0wdw] nd
[wdkdwdwd]
[pdwiwdn1]2 Commendation - (Michal Dra[dwdp4wdw]
[dwdpdw!w]goun) Creation of (typical of this genre)
[wdwdpHwd]
[whw0wdwd]white batteries after three promotions
[dwdwdwdw]
[HwdndQdq]on c8-square. This rather difficult idea
is not new and the construction is
w--------w
h#2 3 solutions (6+16)
h#2 2 solutions (4+5)w--------w
heavy. 1.ROd6! c8RO! 2.Kc3 ROcxd6
Anti-Circe, qQRoses
Anti-Circe Cheylan
qQGs, nNNightriders (ROd8)#, 1.Qh3! c8G! 2.Kc4 Gxh3
(Gh8)#, 1.Nf2! c8N 2.Kc5 Nxf2 (Nf8)#
All claims to individual judges must be received by October 1, 2008.

by Mario Parrinello, FIDE Judge

1st Prize
2nd Prize
Christopher Jones
Steven B. Dowd
4th Prize
3rd Prize
Reinhart Fiebig
after K. Dittrich
& Mirko Degenkolbe
Kostas Prentos
StrateGems 2006
StrateGems 2006
StrateGems 2006
StrateGems 2006
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[bhwdwdwd]
[wdwdkdwd]
[wdwdBdbd]
[wdwdwdwi]
[iqdwdp0w]
[dwdpdw0w]
[dwdpdwdw]
[dwdwdpdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[wdw0wdPd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[0wdPdw0B]
[dwdwdkdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdPd]
[wdw4wdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[)pdpdwdw]
[0wgw1wdw]
[dwdp0ndp]
[wdwdKdPd]
[b)w)wdwd]
[PdP0rdwd]
[w0p0pdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
[IwGwdwdw]
[dwdwdwhK]
[gr4qdwhK]
w-------w-------h#5½
(4+10)w-------h#14
C(2+15)
h#7½
(2+8)w--------w
h#14½
(9+9)
1st Prize - (Christopher Jones - H1113) A good example of how an old idea
(K. Dittrich, Die Schwalbe 1932: White Kh5-pg5 (2); Black: Ka7-Qa2-Rb8Ba8-pa6 (5) h#4) can be used to create a piece of art, as the name of the
author does guarantee. The nice maneuver by the bB and the bQ (both stand
in the wrong squares and have to exchange their positions, thus resulting in
a Bristol after a critical move by the bB) is associated with the bQ sacrifice
after a tempo move by the wK. The tempo strategy is a remarkable feature of
this problem as is the clever choice of the “White to play” format. In fact the
wK has at his disposal only one of the six possible squares. The other ones
are forbidden for undesired checks by the promoted bQ. So the initial white
move allows us to better enjoy the black promotion and the careful move
1…Kd3! Afterwards, Pg2 promotes, showing an Excelsior and the promoted
bQ (a Phoenix piece) performs the square-block. (Note that here it is the
promoted bQ which self-blocks in comparison with the precedessor.) Another
great achievement by this composer. Solution: 1...Kd3 2.Qf3+ gxf3 3.g2 f4
4.g1Q f5 5.Bh1 f6 6.Qg2 fxg7 7.Qa8 g8Q 8.Bb7 Qg1#.
2nd Prize - (Steven Dowd & Mirko Degenkolbe - H1136) Longer helpmates
seem to provoke controversial feelings in solvers. I refer to the phase with
repeated white tempo moves which appear (and are) rather boring. I think
that this less-interesting phase is the necessary prelude to the following play.
The longer (and consequently more boring) the better should be the strategy
of the second phase. To me this problem perfectly meets this “rule” and fully
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compensates for the several oscillating moves by the wK (9 out of 15!) which
are not exciting. These moves are necessary to allow the following more
interesting play: the freedom of the incarcerated white Bishops, the blacksquared annihilates the mating square and guards the bK’s field and the
other one, as the rear piece of a well concealed B/P battery, then mates. The
most appealing feature of this problem is the long journey of the bK which, at
the end, surprisingly returns to his diagram square. An excellent problem
which does not lack paradox. Solution: 1…a4 2.Bb1 Kxb1 3.Kd8 Ka1 4.Kc7
Kb1 5.Kb6 Ka1 6.Kc5 Kb1 7.Kb4 Ka1 8.Kxa4 Kb1 9.Kb5 Ka1 10.a4 Kb1
11.a3 Ba3 12.Kb6 Bb2 13.Kc7 Bxg7 14.Kd8 Bf6+ 15.Ke8 g7#.
3rd Prize - (Kostas Prentos - H1160) It is difficult to show in long h#s
something original and it requires great imagination by the composer. The
author has really succeeded here. It is surprising that the wB has to pass
through a2 in order to reach the mating square but the interplay between
both sides is even more paradoxical. In fact, the annihilation of the disturbing
wPa2 leads to a white switchback for tempo purposes and a critical black one
(the bB has to cross even two critical squares, f7 and b3) with a mixed Bristol
maneuver for the final sacrifice by the Bg8. All the play is perfectly unified,
elegant and with excellent strategy. Solution: 1…Bh5 (tempo) 2.Bxa2 Be8!
(tempo) (Bf7?, Bf3?, Bxe2?) 3.Bg8! Bf7 4.Ke4 Ba2 5.Bb3 cxb3 6.Kd3 Bb1#.
4th Prize - (Reinhold Fiebig - H1091) An Excelsior by White and one by
Black are not a novelty as several examples exist, even in miniatures. What is
the merit of this two Excelsiors problem? The answer lies in the close
interdependence between the black Excelsior and the white one in
comparison with several predecessors which instead show them
simultaneously and without the necessary and valuable interplay thus
emphasizing cooperation between both sides (the basis of the helpmate). First
the bPf7 has to promote and then, after the sacrifice of the promoted Knight,
the wPh2 can start its march to the final destination. There is an additional
black promotion, showing a Phoenix, and the familiar tempo oscillation by
White, here executed by the wK. The blocked black pieces are not very
attractive but I was not able to improve the construction. Solution: 1.Se1
Kxg1 2.f6 Kh1 3.f5 Kg1 4.f4 Kh1 5.f3 Kg1 6.f2+ Kh1 7.f1S Kg1 8.Sg3 hxg3
9.Sg2+ Kh2 10.Sf4 gxf4 11.e1R f5 12.Rg1 f6 13.Rg7 f7 14.Rh7 f8Q#

1st Honorable Mention 2nd Honorable Mention
1st Commendation
3rd Honorable Mention Rolf Wiehagen &
Eckart Kummer &
Steven B. Dowd &
Christopher Jones
Rolf Wiehagen
Marko Ylijoki
Mirko Degenkolbe
StrateGems 2006
StrateGems 2006
StrateGems 2006
StrateGems 2006
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwhwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwgw]
[gwdwdwdw]
[dwdp0qgK]
[dwdpdw0w]
[wdpiwdwd]
[w0w0wdwd]
[wiwdpdw0]
[wdw0kdpd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[0Pdpdpdw]
[0wdw)wGr]
[dw0Pdp)w]
[wdKdwdwd]
[K0wdk)pd]
[w0wdPdpd]
[wdP0w)wd]
[4wdwdw4w]
[dPdwdp)w]
[dwdw)wdw]
[dwdPdwdp]
[p0pdpdqd]
[wdwdw)wG]
[wdpdwdRd]
[wdwdwdw)]
[hwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdb]
[dwdwdwdK]
w-------w--------w
w-------h#6
(2+12)w-------h#7½*
(7+10)
h#11
(7+9)
h#3½ b) Kb6→c5 (6+14)
1st Honorable Mention - (Eckard Kummer & Rolf Wiehagen - H1112) If
someone wishes to study line play, this elegant white minimal offers
interesting points, not only the very well known wK Rundlauf, but also
several shut-offs which are necessary to allow the bK to reach his final
destination (after initial square vacation by the bRa3). The strategy is based
on critical moves (several intersection squares are involved, the most
exploited of them is d4) and a white tempo move (3...Ke4!) which explains the

first closing of black lines after 1.Raf3!. All the moves are thematical except
the prosaic and technical self-block at B6. A pleasing and entertaining
strategic problem. Solution: 1.Raf3 Be3 2.Bd4 Kd3 3.Kc5 Ke4 4.Kb4 Kxd4
5.Ka3 Kc4 6.a4 Bc5#.
2nd Honorable Mention - (Steven Dowd & Marko Ylijoki - H1114) The most
interesting feature of this problem is the different destiny of the wPf2. In the
set-play it is annihilated in order to free the incarcerated wBh2 which then
surprisingly mates on the other edge of the board. In the play it becomes the
front piece of an unexpected white battery which is activated after the
sacrifice of a promoted black piece. The presence of the idle bBa7 is
regrettable. Solution: Set: 1.Kd3 Bg1 2.Ke2 Bh2 3.Kxf2 Bg1+ 4.Ke2 Bxb6
5.Kd3 Bc7 6.Kd4 Bb8 7.Kc5 Bxa7#. Play: 1…Bg1 2.d4 Bh2 3.d3 Bg1 4.d2
Bh2 5.d1S Bg1 6.Se3 fxe3 7.Kd5 Bf2 8.Kc5 e4#.
3rd Honorable Mention - (Christopher Jones - H1131) Another problem
which shows interesting line play. Here the strategy is based on openings of
black and white lines after the bQ sacrifices. The exchange of roles between
the thematical white pieces is perfect and natural. I slightly regret the
twinning presentation and the unbalanced fourth black moves, flight in a)
and self-block in b). Solution: 1…Bf4 2.Qf6 exf6 3.Rb5 Bc7+ 4.Kc5 Rxc2#, b)
1…Rxg4 2.Qf5+ gxf5 3.Bc6 Rxb4 4.d5 Bxe7#.
1st Commendation - (Rolf Wiehagen & Mirko Degenkolbe - H1161) The
very nice journey by the bK is matched by a shorter wK trek. Both Kings have
to annihilate an opposite Pawn. The wPf4 has to be eliminated in order to
allow the black King to access the square e5 after a long trip. (It is
paradoxical that the bK, in theory, could reach the final destination in one
move and instead has to spend 11 moves.) The white counterpart must allow
the Excelsior by the wPh2. A nice touch is 5...Kg3? which fails because it
prevents the bK from reaching e5. This longer helpmate demonstrates that
interesting strategy can be shown without boring oscillations. The fact that
the bK is in check in the diagrammed position does not bother me, but what
prevents a higher placing is that the bK Rundlauf has not been completed.
Solution: 1.Ke7 Kg1 2.Kd8 Kf2 3.Kf7 Kg3 4.Kb6 Kxh3 5.Ka5 Kg2 (Kg3?) 6.Kb4
h4 7.Kc3 h5 8.Kd2 h6 9.Ke3 h7 10.Kxf4 h8S 11.Ke5 Sxg6#.

2nd Commendation - (Steven Dowd
2nd Commendation
3rd Commendation
- H1115) This Meredith shows an
Steven B. Dowd
Zoltán Laborczi
StrateGems 2006
StrateGems 2006
interesting
and
not
obvious
W________w
W________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[wdwdwdwd] sequence which leads to consecutive
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw] liberations of blocked pieces. The
[pdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd] first one which benefits from this
[)wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw] maneuver is the bPa7 which in turn
[wdwdwdpd]
[wdwdw0wd] frees the wK after the sacrifice of the
[dw0wdp)w]
[dwdpdwdw] promoted pieces. Afterwards the wK,
[wdP0w)wG]
[wdwdwiBh] after a carefull choice of moves,
[dwdKdwdw]
[dwdwdwdK] frees the bPd2, which then
w-------w--------w
h#5½ b) Sh2→h3 (2+4) promotes (and at the end blocks)
h#16
(6+6)
and gives freedom to the white
mating piece whose duties in the meantime are to oscillate in the SE corner.
This problem could be ranked higher but the solution is artificially prolonged
since 13 moves would suffice. Solution: 1.Kd7 Bg1 2.Kc6 Bh2 3.Kb5 Bg1
4.Kxa5 Bh2 5.Kb4 Bg1 6.a5 Bh2 7.a4 Bg1 8.a3 Bh2 9.a2 Bg1 10.a1S Bh2
11.Sb3 cxb3 12.Ka3 Kc2 13.d1R Bg1 14.Rf1 Kd3 15.Rxf2 Kxc3 16.Ra2 Bc5#.
3rd Commendation - (Zoltán Laborczi - H1134) A nice miniature with
different strategy between the two phases. There are two white tempos by the
wBg2, switchbacks by both Bishops and exchange of place between the Kings
in a) and the very well known wB Rundlauf in b). Note that curiously the
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configuration of the pieces in the mating positions show the initial of the
author. Solution: a) 1…Bh3 2.Kg3 Kg1 3.Sf3+ Kf1 4.Kh2 Kf2 5.Kh1 Bf1 6.Sh2
Bg2#, b) 1…Kh2 2.f3 Bxf3 3.Kf1 Kg3 4.Kg1 Be2 5.Kh1 Bf1 6.Sg1 Bg2#.
All claims to Nikola Stolev should be received by October 1, 2008.

Four of a Kind
by Robert Lincoln
The Banny theme has been a staple in the modern repertoire for a long time.
No.1 is Dimitry Banny’s prototype twomover. Black destroys tries by timely
interference: 1.e3? (2.Qg2#) Qe6! or 1.e4? (2.Qg2#) Qd6!; 1.Qd1! (2.Qg1#)
then returns those tries as mates reciprocally changed versus the same
defenses through 1...Qd6 2.e3# and 1...Qe6 2.e4#. Unrelated events are
1...Qd3 2.exd3# and 1...Qxe2+ 2.Qxe2#. The “pre-firing” of some potential
battery is a customary technique for such a system.
No.1 Dimitry Banny
No.3 Uri Avner
No.4 Valentin Rudenko
5th Prize
& Paz Einat
1st Prize
No.2 David Shire
The Independence 1990W________w
Shakhmaty 1968
feenschach 1983
De Waarheid 1976
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wGwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w$wdw4wd]
[dwdBdpdw]
[iwHNdwdw]
[dwdndwdw]
[Iw!w0wdw]
[qdwdwdwd]
[wdwIPdwd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdpdPdw]
[dwdBdwdw]
[dwdNGNiP]
[dpdkGwHR]
[wdw0w)kd]
[wdw)Qdwd]
[wdwdw$wd]
[pdwHpdwd]
[0wdwdwdR]
[dwdwdwdr]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdQdPdwI]
[pdwdwdwd]
[wdw)wdwd]
[wdwdwdw4]
[dwdwdwdw]
[$wdwdbdw]
[dwdBdKdw]
[dwdwgqdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
Circe
(8+3)
#2
(9+9)
#2
(8+6) #2
(8+4) #2
Creation of a battery occurs differently in No.2. White’s constant aim is
clearing a path for (2.Qa8#). 1.Bc4? reserves 2.Rxa2# for 1...Ra8, but 1...Bg2!
In like fashion, 1.Bb3? cannot account for 1...Rh8! On 1.Bxa2!, the false
starts are majestically restored upon 1...Rh8 2.Bc4# and 1...Bg2 2.Bb3#. The
shutoffs are quite attractive.
Fairy rules prove no drawback for determined composers. No.3 also
utilizes wP “one-two” as chief motivation. Circe applications pile up when
1.d3? (zz) 1...fxe5 (Bc1) 2.Rf2#, but 1...Sxe5! (Bc1). Then, 2.Rf2+ is met
1...Sxd3 (Pd2). Similarly, 1.d4? (zz) has 1...Sxe5 (Bc1) 2.Rf2#, but 1...fxe5!
(Bc1) works because 2.Rf2+ exd4 (Pd2). The solution inserts 1.Rf2! (zz) first
to cope with 1...fxe5 (Bc1) 2.d3# and 1...Sxe5 (Bc1) 2.d4#. A leftover 1...S~
allows 2.Bxf6#.
The theme is almost missed in the voluminous transfers and changes of
No.4. All virtual probes and key produce a consistent (2.Qc6#) goal. 1.Sf7?
bashes 1...Rc2 2.Bf4#, but 1...Rc8! 1.Sh3? continues with 1...Rc8 2.Bf4#, but
1...Rc2! 1.Bf4! smartly returns 2.Sf7# and 2.Sh3# against 1...Rc2 and
1...Rc8. This is only the tip of a huge iceberg. Readers should trace the
consequences of the cited tries as well as 1.Sgf3? and 1.Bxh2? Look for ten
mates altogether!

Dr. Savo Zlatic (1912-2007)
One of the most prominent Croatian problemiss, Dr. Savo Zlatic, has died at the age of 95. He
graduated from medical school in 1930. He practiced until retirement. Dr. Zlatic learned chess
at the age of 14, but started composing in his thirties. He was an international judge as well as
honorary master of FIDE for chess problems.

ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS
Problems published in this section are eligible for the year 2008 competition. Please send your
originals to the individual editors. All solutions and comments are due by 05/15/2008 and
should be sent to the Solutions Editor. Solutions and comments are preferred by email, although regular mail solutions and comments will be accepted as always.
Our apologies for skipping the series-movers and stalemates section due to the medical
emergency of our editor. The section will continue in the next issue.

TWOMOVERS
Editor: Aaron Hirschenson, Judge: Evgeny Bourd
Welcome to the newcomer Miroslav Suitek.
Abdelaziz opens with a rich content: white correction, Sushkov, Barans, Pseudo-LeGrand, change and transfer mates and a battery play. T0630 by Givi shows secondary Dombroskis with transfer mates. There is a surprising (and clever) mechanism of reciprocal changes
in T0631 by Paz. The joint (T0632) by Valentin and Viktor shows a nice Le-Grand theme
with transfer mates. T0633 by David, has a good mechanism with three threat corrections,
while Givi demonstrates Le-Grand theme in four variations. Robert and Michel perform a new
version of Robert’s T0602 with a clearer mechanism in order to obtain the pseudo-Kiss cycle
in (T0635). T0636 shows themes B and G with nice play on the open white lines. Miroslav
shows two changed mates and one transfer mate.
T0629 Abdelaziz Onkoud
T0630 Givi Mosiashvili
T0631 Paz Einat
Morocco
Georgia
Israel

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Indwdwdw]
[wHpdwdwd]
[0k0b$wdw]
[w)p)wdwd]
[dN!wdwdw]
[w$wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(8+7)
T0632 Valentin Rudenko
& Viktor Melnichenko, Ukraine

W________w
[w1wdwdwd]
[dpdQdpGw]
[P0whwdb4]
[dN)kdpdw]
[KdwHwdwd]
[dwdwdwhw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dB$wdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(10+10)

W________w
[wdNHwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[Kdwhwdwd]
[$Pibdw$w]
[wdwhwdw4]
[dP)wdw0w]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdw!wdw]
w--------w
#2*
(9+8)
T0633 David Shire
England

W________w
[bdwdwdwd]
[0wdw4rdp]
[Ndw!wdpI]
[dBdPdPhw]
[wdwiPdw$]
[dw0wHwdw]
[wdpdP)wd]
[hwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(11+11)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw!p0wdw]
[wdb0pdwd]
[dndk)wHR]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dPdw)wdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwdRdwGK]
w--------w
#2*
(10+8)
T0634 Givi Mosiashvili
Georgia

W________w
[rgw!Kdwd]
[dwdw$wdw]
[qGPdwdw0]
[dp$wdwHw]
[rdwdwiwh]
[dwHPdpdB]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdndwdb]
w--------w
#2*
(11+11)

Martin Moskowitz, of Boca Raton, Florida, died Friday, Jan. 25, 2008. He was 91. Martin
was a lifelong chess player, but a latecomer to helpmates. Said his daughter: “In his final few
weeks of his life, he was poring with tremendous enthusiasm over Christopher Feather’s book,
Black to Play. It was remarkable that an elderly man found such deep satisfaction and
challenge in something so new. He was very pleased to have published about a dozen
helpmate problems in the past two years.”
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T0635 Philippe Robert
& Michel Caillaud, France
Version of T0602

T0636 Rainer Paslack

W________w
[wdw$wdKh]
[dwdBGwdw]
[wdpHwdpd]
[dPHw)b$w]
[pdPiw0wd]
[)w0wdQdn]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwgw]
w--------w
#2*
(12+10)

Germany
W________w
[w1wdndwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[w0pdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdR]
[w0rdkdw)]
[dwdwHN)B]
[b4Pdw0Pd]
[Gw!RdKgw]
w--------w
#2
(12+13)

T0637 Miroslav Suitek

Czech Republic
W________w
[w!wdwdBh]
[IwdwHn0w]
[wdPdwdwG]
[dw0w)wHw]
[wdwip)w$]
[dp0wdwdw]
[bdP0P0wd]
[dwdw$wdw]
w--------w
#2*
(13+11)

T0616 (Guida) 1.fxg5? (2.Qxf3#[A]), 1…f2 2.Sd6#[B], 1...Qf5![a], 1.Bg1? (2.Sd6#[B], 1…Sf5
2.Qxf3#[A], 1...exf4 2.Rxd4#, 1...dxe3![b]; 1.Rd5! (2.Rxe5#), 1…Qf5 2.Qxf3#[A], 1…dxe3
2.Sd6#[B], 1…Sg4 2.Qxh7#.
T0617 (Petite) 1.Qxa5?[A] (2.Qa1#), 1...Sf3[a] 2.Bxe7#[B], 1...Se2 2.S4d3#, 1...Qe4 2.Sxg4#,
1...Qd5!; 1.Bxe7![B] (2.Rg5#), 1...Sf3[a] 2.Qxa5#[A], 1...Bd3 2.S4xd3#, 1...Qe4 2.Sxg4#.
Nice reversal, with different threats (JM).
T0618 (Gavrilovski) 1...Q~ 2.Se2#[A], 1...Qxe5 2.Se6#[B], 1...Qxg6+ 2.Sxg6#, 1.cxd3?
(2.Se2#[A]), 1...dxe5 2.Se6#[B], 1...Qxg6+ 2.Sxg6#, 1...Qxd4 2.Rxd4#, 1...Rb2!, 1.Kd6?
(2.Se6#[B]), 1...Qxe5+ 2.Qxe5#, 1...Qxd4 2.Rxe4#, 1...Bxf7!; 1.Sef3! (2.Qg5#), 1...Q~/Qxg6+
2.Se6#[B], 1...Qxf3 2.Se2#[A], 1...Qxd4 2.Rxd4#, 1…Kxg4 2.Qh4#. 1…Bxf7 needs to be
neutralized, and the splendid flight-giving key activates the wQ (JM).
T0619 (Hirschenson) 1.Sg4/Sxf3? (2.Bb7[A]/Re7# [B]), 1...Qxf5 2.Qc4#, 1...Qxf7!, 1.Sg6?
(2.Bb7[A]/Re7#[B]) hxg6+!, 1Sd7? (2.Bb7#[A]), 1...Qxf6 2.Qc4#, 1...Qxf7 2.Rh4#,
1...Rxd3![a], 1.Sc6? (2.Re7#[B]), 1...Qxf5 2.Qc4#, 1...Qxf7 2.Rh4#, 1...Sxd3![b]; 1.Sc4!
(2.Sd6#), 1...Rxd3[a] 2.Re7#[B], 1...Sxd3[b] 2.Bb7#[A], 1...Kxd3 2.Qd5#. Nice key (BB).

SG40 (October - December) Solutions - TWOMOVERS
THREEMOVERS
Comments from: Bob Bua (BB) and Jeremy Morse (JM)
T0608 (Shifrin) 1...Kxd5 2.Qa8#, 1.Qa8? (2.Sd6#[A]), 1...e5xf4[a] 2.Sf6#[B], 1...Bc5!, 1.Qg8?
(2.Sd6[A]#), 1...Bc5 2.Qxg6#, 1...e5xf4[a]!; 1.Qg5! (2.Sf6#[B]), 1...e5xf4[a] 2.Sd6#[A],
1…Kxd5/Sg4 2.Qxe5/Bg2#. Fairly obvious key changes mate after bK flight (JM).
T0609 (Markov) 1.h8S? (2.Qd5#), 1...Kg5 2.Rh5#, 1...fxg5!; 1.Sf3! (zz), 1...Ke4/Kg6/Ke6
2.Sh4/Kf4/Bd3, 1…c3 2.Bd3#. White’s massive forces lie in ambush. The puzzle is
where to put the wS’s (JM).
T0610 (Ferron) 1.Rc6! (2.Se8#), 1…Rfe5/Rd5/Rc5/Rb5/Rg5/Rf4/Rf3/Rf2/Rf1 2.dxe5/Rxe6/
dxc5/d5/hxg5/Rxf4/Qxf3/Qxf2/Qxf1#. Task with strong key shows nine pure prospective
unblocks by wR (JM).
T0611 (Markov/Polen) 1.Sc5? (2.Sb7#), 1…Rxd3/Bb5 2.Qa8/Rxb5#, 1...Bc6!; 1.Bg5!
(2.Bd8#), 1…Rxd3 2.Qa8#, 1...Qxf2 2.Qxa1#, 1…Rf6 2.Qd5#, 1…e4+ 2.Bf4#. Surprising
key leads to four good variations (LB).
T0612 (Kovačević) 1...Bxf4/Rxd5+ 2.Qxf4/Bd5#; 1.Sd3! (2.Sf2#), 1…Bxf4 2.Sg3# (2.Qxf4?),
1…Raxd5 2.c5# (2.Bxd5?), 1...Qxf4[a] 2.Bg5#, 1…Rhxd5[a] 2.Bd6#. Two prominent Black
moves have their set mates changed and are duplicated with further mates – costly in
material, but refreshingly original (JM).
T0613 (Navon) 1...exd2[a] 2.Sd7#[A], 1...Rxg3[b] 2.Sd3#[B], 1.Re3? (2.Sd7[A]/Sd3#[B]),
1...Rxe3[d] 2.Sd7#[A], 1...Rxg3[b] 2.Sd3#[B], 1...Bxe4!, 1.Ka2? (2.Qb2#), 1... exd2[a]
2.Sd7#[A], 1...Rxg3[b] 2.Sd3#[B], 1...Bxe4#[c]!, 1...d7? (2.Qd6#), 1...Bxe4[c] 2.Qxe6#,
1..exd2[a]!, 1.Qc6? (2.Sd7#[A]), 1... Bxe4[c] 2.Qxe4#[Y], 1...Rxg3!; 1.Qa5! (2.Qc3#),
1...exd2[a] 2.Sb7#[C], 1...Rxg3[b] 2.S5xe6#[D], 1...Bxe4[c] 2.Sd7#.
A A.Geinblat & E.Navon
T0614(v)
w________w
[bdwdwdwd]
[0wGw0Khw]
[Qdwdpdwd]
[dpgk)wHp]
[w0wdRdwd]
[dwdw0Pdw]
[w)Ndwdwd]
[dqdwdwdw]
w-------#2
(9+12)

T0614 (Grinblat) 1.Qxc5? (2.Re4[A]/Sxc4[B]/Sxf3#[C]), 1…b5
2.Re4[A]/Sxf3#[C], 1...e6 2.Sxc4[B]/Sxf3#[C], 1...Sg5 2.Qd4/Sxc4#,
1...Sf3~ 2.Qxd4/Re4[A]/Sxc4#, 1... Sxd2 2.Qd4#, 1…Rf2
2.Re4[A]/Sxc4[B], 1...Rxd2!; 1.Sf6! (2.Sg4#), 1…Be4 2.Rxe4#,
1...Bc6 2.Sxc4#[B], 1...Be6 2.Sxf3#, 1...exf6 2.Qxf6#. Grinblat and
Navon sent an improvement (See diagram A. Solution: 1.Qxb5?
(2.Rd4/Sxb4/Sxe3#), 1...a5 2.Rd4/Sxe3#, 1...Sf5 2.Sxb4#, 1...Qxb2
2.Sxe3#, 1...Qc1/Qg1 2.Rd4/Sxb4#, 1...Qd1 2.Sxb4/Sxe3#, 1...Qe1
2.Rd4#, 1...Qxc2!; 1.Sxe6! (2.Sf4#), 1...Sxe6 2.Qxe6#, 1...Bd4
2.Rxd4#, 1...Bb6 2.Sxb4# 1...Bd6 2.Sxe3#).

T0615 (Aliovsadzade) 1...Bd5 2.Qxe5#, 1...Qd5 2.Qxg8#, 1.Qe4? (2.Qf4#) Se2!, 1.Qe2?
(2.f4#), 1…Bd5 2.Qe5#, 1...Qd5!; 1.Qxd7! (2.f4#), 1...Bd5 2.Qf5#, 1...Qd5 2.Se6#, 1…Se2
2.Se4#. Set mates after rare Q/B Grimshaw on d5 neatly changed (JM).

Editor: Rauf Aliovsadzade, Judge: Dejan Glišić
Welcome to Victor Kichigin! It is good to have Mikhail Marandyuk back. He appeared in this
section in 1999 – the last century! He sent us a very good threemover. Send us more, Mikhail,
will you?
The two Vasilies sent us a miniature this time. (Vasily Malyuk turns 75 on May, 3. Congratulations! He is an active chess composer in the Russia’s Far East Chita region and the
inventor of a fairy piece called Ricksha.)
Three miniatures are followed by a joint Meredith where the authors, by means of tries,
attempted to revive an old device. M0699 is a real solving challenge composed in good traditional style. Abdelaziz's original (another favorite of mine in this issue) has five (!) thematic
variations plus a nice side variation. The last original is an improvement upon M0682 (SG-41).

M0694 Vladimir Kozhakin

Russia
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[!wdwdwdw]
[Ndkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdwdwdK]
w--------w
#3
(4+2)
M0697 Aleksander Melnichuk

& Victor Kichigin, Russia
w________w
[Ndwdwdwd]
[)kHB0wdw]
[w)wdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w
#3
(8+3)

M0695 Kenan Velihanov

Azerbaijan
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[wdw0pdwd]
[dwdwib!w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(3+4)
M0698 Alex Markevitch

Jackson, NJ
w________w
[wdwdwdwG]
[dRdwdwdK]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdNdwdwd]
[0wdwHwdw]
[p0ndw)wd]
[iwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(6+6)

M0696 Vasily Malyuk &

Vasily Pomogalov, Russia
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdKdwdw]
[kdBdwdwd]
[0pdwdwdw]
[Ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(3+4)
M0699 Leonid Makaronez &

Leonid Lyubashevsky, Israel
w________w
[wdQdBdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwH]
[dwdrdwdw]
[PdNiwdwd]
[Iw0pdwdw]
[wdw$wdwd]
[Gwdwdwdn]
w--------w
#3
(8+6)
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M0700 Gennady Zgerski
Russia
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[wdwdr0wd]
[Gndpdwdw]
[Rdw)k0wI]
[dpdw)wdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[!wdwdNHw]
w--------w
#3
(9+8)
M0682v Herb Holden &
Eugene Fomichev, USA/Russia
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwIn0w]
[wdwdnHNd]
[4wdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdPiw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
w--------w
#3
(5+7)

M0701 Mikhail Marandyuk
Ukraine
w________w

[bdwdw$w4]
[dwdw0p0w]
[wdwdPdwd]
[Iwipdwdw]
[RdpHwdw0]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdw)BdwG]
[hwdwdwdQ]
w--------w
#3
(9+11)

M0702 Abdelaziz Onkoud
France
w________w

[wdwdNdwG]
[dKdpdpdb]
[wdpdp0wd]
[dpdkhwdw]
[w$w)wdw4]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwHwdwg]
[hQdwdqdw]
w--------w
#3
(8+13)

SG40 (October - December) Solutions THREEMOVERS
Comments from: Author (A), Ladislav Belcsak (LB) and David
Moulton (DM)

M0658 (Zimmer) 1.Qf1? h3!, 1.Qb3? Kh5 2.Qe6, 1...Kf4!, 1.Sg6?
~ 2.Se5+, 1...Kh3!; 1.Qf2! (zz), 1...Kh3 2.Qg1 g4 3.Sf2#, 1...Kh5
2.Qf5 Kh6/h3 3.Qg6/Qxh3#, 1...h3 2.Qg3+ Kf5 3.Qf3# Nice tries
and solution.
M0659 (Kozhakin) a) 1.e4? (zz), 1...g5 2.Bh5, 1...Kg6!; 1.Bc2!
(zz), 1...g6 2.e4 g5 3.e5#, 1...g5 2.Bh7 g4 3.Rf5#; b) 1.Bc2! (zz),
1...g6 2.d4 g5 3.Rd6#, 1...g5 2.Bh7; c) 1.Se6? (zz), 1...Kg6 2.Sf4+,
1...g5! 1.e3? (zz), 1...g5 2.Rd6+, 1...Kg6!; 1.Be6! g5 2.Bf7 (threat) g4 3.Se8#, 1...Kg6 Bf7+
Kh7 3.Rh5# Change of play between twins.
M0660 (Pomogalov/Malyuk) 1.Qh5! (zz), 1...Kd6 2.Bb7 e5/e6/Ke6 3.Qc5/Qh6/Qd5#, 1...h6
2.Bb7 d6 3.Bc8#. Not easy to see the flight-taking key (LB).
M0661 (Makaronez) 1.Se4! (2.Rf6+ Sxf6 3.Sg5#), 1...Kxf5 2.Qh3+ Kxe4 3.Qd3#, 1...gxf5
2.Qb3+ Sc4 3.Qxc4# Three models. Excellent key and pretty mates (LB).
M0662 (Markevitch) 1.Sf5! (2.Qc6+ Kxc6 3.Se7#), 1...Kxe6 2.Qc6+ Kxf5/Kf7 3.e4/Sxh6#,
1...Ke4 2.Qc6+ Kxf5 3.e4#.
M0663 (Zgerski) 1.b7! (2.bxa8Q+ Kd7 3.Rh7#; 2...Kc7 3.Qc8/Rh7#), 1...Sb6 2.Bb5+ Kd5/Kc7
3.Qxh1/b8Q#, 1...Sc7 2.b8S+ Kd5 3.Rd8#, 1...Kd7 2.Rh7+.
M0664 (Onkoud) 1.Rb4! (2.Rb5+ Kxd6 3.Rd7#), 1...Bxd5 2.f4+ Kxd6 3.fxe5#, 1...cxd6 2.f3+
Rxd5 3.fxe4#, 1...Kxd6 2.Rd7+ Rc5 3.Pf~#, 1...Kxd5 2.Rb5+ Kxd6 3.Bxe5#. Siers battery
(A).
M0665 (Hirschenson) 1.Bb7! (2.Rxf5+ Rxf5 3.Sg4#), 1...Qc3 2.Sc4+ bxc4 3.Re3#, 1...Rc3
2.d4+ Sxd4 3.Qd5#. Grimshaw (A).
M0666 (Popovski) 1...Bb4 2.Bxe7 ~/c4/cxd4 3.Rd6/dxc4/Sxb4#, 1...Sg5 2.Bxe7 (3.Sf6 &
Rd6#); 2...Se4 3.dxe4#, 1.Bxe7? (2.Rd6#), 1...Bc7 2.Sxc7+, 1...cxd4!; 1.Bxc5! (2.Sxf6+
exf6/Sxf6 3.Rd6/Re5#), 1...Rxe8 2.Bg2+ f3/Bf3 3.Se3/Bxf3#, 1...Rg7 2.Sc7+ Sxc7/Bxc7
3.Rd8/Sb4#.
M0667 (Grinblat) 1.Qc7? (2.d7 ~ 3.Se7 & Sf4#), 1...Sa5 2.Sf4+ Kxe5 3.d7#, 1...Sb5 2.Sb4+
Kxc5 3.Qxc6#, 1...Sc2!; 1.Qe7! (2.d7 ~ 3.Sc7 & Sb4#), 1...Sa5 2.Sb4+ Kxc5 3.d7#, 1...Sb5
2.Sf4+ Kxe5 3.Qxe6# Symmetrical change of play.
M0668 (Murăras 1.Rd6! (2.Rxc2+ bxc2 3.Qxc2#), 1...Re4 2.Qc5+ bxc5 3.Sa5#, 1...Sfe4
2.Qf1+ gxf1~ 3.Bxf1#, 1...Sge4 2.Qe6+ dxe6 3.Bxe6#, 1...Bxd6 2.Sxd6+ Kd4 3.Se2#. The wQ
is pinned on the key-move and unpinned on Black’s second moves. Good key and good
unpin variations (LB), I had lots of fun with this – once I finally figured it out (DM).
M0669 (Keller) 1.Qc5? a1Q!, 1.B~? f6!,1.Se7? Rg8!, 1.h5! (2.Rg4+ Kxf5 3.Rf4#), 1...Bd1
2.Rd4+ Bxd4 3.Qd3#, 1...exf5 2.Sc3+ Rxc3 3.Qd5# 1...Rg8 2.Bg7 ~/exd5/Bxd3/Bc5/Rc5
3.Sf6/Qxd5/Qxd3/Sc3/Rd4#, 1...Bxe3 2.Rg4+ Kxf5 3.Sxe3#. Variations 1...Bd1 and 1...exf5
are well-matched.
u

MOREMOVERS & STUDIES
Moremovers Editor: Richard Becker, Studies Editor: Franjo Vrabec
Judges, Moremovers: Eugene Fomichev, Studies: Alain Pallier
Moremovers. We welcome newcomers Tibor Ersek and Alexander Sygurov!
Herb opens the Moremover section again with an offering in the Bohemian style. Tibor’s
fourmover presents a simple foreplan to prevent Black from playing Bxg2. Alexander’s problem is very complex: a Wurzburg Plachutta is preceded by anti-critical moves in both try and
actual play! Some interesting play can also be found in M0706 in which mating moves in the
threat reappear as second moves in thematic variations.
We have quite a diverse offering of longer problems this time, including miniatures by
Valery Rezinkin and Baldur Kozdon and an amusing White minimal by Vladimir Nikitin.
Alexander's M0708 has the feel of a logical try study. One of the tries runs parallel to the main
line until the defect is finally revealed on the mating move. Consecutive checking moves occur
in each of two thematic lines in Oto’s M0711.
Studies. Welcome a newcomer Vladimir Neistadt! E0144 is a combination of many themes in
tries and in a solution. In E0145, the black side is practically stalemated. When the yoke finally
loosens, White’s pair has occupied squares which guaranty a draw. As with many Richard’s
studies, E0136 has many tries and a two-way Zugzwang, both making solving difficult. E0147
is a hard to realize romantic theme. It reminds of a chess problem though.

M0703 Herb Holden

Cheney, WA
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£ª£¤£¤¥
¢¤£1£¼£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£Z£¤¥
¢¤£¼»¤£H£¥
¢£¤Y¤2¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤©¤¥
¢¤£¤m¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#4
(5+6)
M0706 Rauf Aliovsadzade &

Leonid Makaronez, USA/Israel
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢o¤£¤Y¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤©º£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤m¼WJ¥
¢¤«¼»¤£¼£¥
¢£¤£¼2¤£º¥
¢H¹¤£¤£¤W¥
¢Y¤»¤£º£¤¥
¢¤£n£¤£¤0¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#4
(11+12)

M0704 Tibor Érsek

Hungary
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤£¤©1¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤»¥
¢£¤£¤»¤£Z¥
¢3¹H£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤»¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤»X£¤£¼£¥
¢»¤£¤£¤¹Z¥
¢¤£¤£Xo¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#4
(7+10)
M0707 Valery Rezinkin

Russia
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤G¥
¢£¤£¤»¤Y¤¥
¢¤£¤£1£3o¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#5
(2+4)

M0705 Alexander Sygurov

Russia
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤Y¤£¤£p¥
¢¤£¤£¤©¬0¥
¢»¤£º£X©¤¥
¢¤£¤¹¼£¤£¥
¢£n£3¹X£¤¥
¢¼£¤£¤£Z»¥
¢£¤£º£¤£¼¥
¢¤£¤£¤G¤«¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#4
(11+11)
M0708 Alexander Feoktistov

Russia
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢«¤£Z£¤Y¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤¹¼£¥
¢£¤£¼©¤£¤¥
¢ª»¤2¼£¤£¥
¢»¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£º¹¼£¤m¥
¢£¤£¤0¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#5
(7+10)

)

SG2006 #2 Award Revision
Fifth Prize by Vasyl Dyachuk is anticipated by E. Fomichev & S. Vokal, Wola Gulowska,
2005, 3rd Pr., Kd2 Qc2 Rb6 Bd4 Bg6 Sd8 Pc7-e3 (8) - Kd5 Qa8 Bh7 Sf5 Sh6 Pa4-b4-b3-g5h2 (10), #2, 1.Kd3? (2.e4/Qc5#) Sxd4!, 1.Se6? (2.e4#), 1.Sxd4 2.Qc5# (1...Qc6 2.Qxc6#),
1.Sd6!; 1.Re6! (2.Qc5#), 1.Sxd4 2.e4# (1...Qd8 2.Qc6#). The judge, M. Mladenović, has
removed 5th Prize from the award. No other adjustment is made.
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M0709 Leonid Lyubashevsky &
Mikhail Satanovsky, Israel/USA
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£

M0710 Vladimir Nikitin
Russia
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£

¢£¤£¤£¤oZ¥
¢¤£¤»n«¤»¥
¢I¤£ºY¤£¤¥
¢¤£p»¤£¤£¥
¢£¬¹¤2º£¤¥
¢¤£º£ªW¼¹¥
¢£¤£H¹¤0¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#5
(11+12)

¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£º£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¼£¼¥
¢¤£¤£¼Y¼Y¥
¢£¤£¤»J«¼¥
¢¤£1£3o¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#6
(2+12)
M0713 Baldur Kozdon

M0712 Steven B. Dowd &

Germany
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤£¤£1¥
¢¤£¤£H£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤©3¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤I¥
¢£¤£¤£¤£ª¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
¢£¤£¤¹¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#8
(5+2)

Joaquim Cruasats, USA/ Spain
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¼oª»¤£¥
¢£¤£¤£1£¤¥
¢¤£º¹¤£¤m¥
¢£¤£¤2¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£n£¤£¥
¢£¤¹¤£º£º¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#7
(9+4)
E0144 János Mikitovics

Hungary
w________w
[RdwGndwd]
[)w0wdwdw]
[wdwdw)bd]
[dwdwiP0w]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdw0wgw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w
Win wK in check (6+8)

E0147 Vladimir Neistadt

E0145 Vladimir Nikitin

Russia
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdp0wdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dpdwdw!w]
[p4wdwdwd]
[4biwdKdw]
w--------w
Draw
(2+9)

M0711 Oto Mihalco
Slovakia
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£

¢£¤£¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤©¤£H£¥
¢»¤£¼Y¼£¤¥
¢¤»¤»¤£ª»¥
¢£¤£3£¤£¼¥
¢¤£¤£¼£p£¥
¢£1¹¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#6
(5+11)
M0714 Nicolai Zinovyev

(correction of M0399)
£¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
¢£¤£¤0¤£3¥
¢ZY¤£¼£X£¥
¢£¤£¤£¤mn¥
¢¤»¤£¤»¼£¥
¢£¤£¤»¤¹¤¥
¢¼o¤»¤£¤£¥
¢£¤»¤£¤£¤¥
¢¤«¤£¤£¤W¥
£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
#37
(6+13)
E0146 Richard Becker

Oregon City, OR
w________w
[wdwdwdwg]
[dw0wdwdB]
[wdwdRdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdb]
w--------w
Draw
(3+6)

SG40 (October - December) Solutions MOREMOVERS & STUDIES

Russia
w________w
Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Romuald Lazowski (RL)
[wdwdwdwd]and David Moulton (DM)
[dwdwdwdw]
[p0wdwdpd]M0670 (Holden) 1.Rg1? f2! 2.Raf1 g2 zz; 1.Rh1! f2 Raf1 g2
[iw0wdw)b]3.Rhg1 zz, 1...g2 2.Rhg1 f2 3.Raf1 etc. Very cute with an
[pdRGwdpI]excellent key (LB), Fine problem with tempo-moves and tries
Cute idea (DM).
[)p)wdwdw](RL),
M0671 (Fomichev/Aliovsadzade) 1.Qb2! (2.Qa3+ Rb4 3.Qxb4+
[wdwdwdwd]c5/Bc5 4.Sb5/Qxc5#), 1...Rc4 2.Sb5+ cxb5 3.Rd5+ K~ 4.Qe5#,
[dwdwdwdw]1...Rd5 2.Se4+ fxe4 3.Re6+ Kxe6/Kc5 4.Qf6/Qc3#, 1...Rb4
w--------w
Draw
(6+9) 2.Qxf2 Rb6+ 3.Qxb6 cxb6 4.Bb8#; 2...Rc4 3.Qd2+ Rd4 4.Qxd4#;
2...Rb5 3.Sxb5+ cxb5 4.Qc5#.

M0672 (Lyubashevsky/Satanovsky) 1.Se8! (2.Sxc7+ Sxc7 3.Kxc7 ~ 4.Rd6#, 1...Rf5 2.e4+
Kd4 3.Rxf5+ f6 4.Bxf6#, 1...Re5 2.fxe5 ~ 3.Sxc7+ Sxc7 4.Rd6#, 1...Bf5 2.Rd6+ cxd6 3.Sf6+
Ke6 4.d5#, 1...Be4 2.Sb1 c3 3.Bb3+ Rc4 4.Sxc3#.
M0673 (Grinblat) 1.c3! (2.Sxf3+ Qxf3 3.d4+ cxd4 4.cxd4#), 1...Sb3 2.Sd7+ Kd6 3.Sb6+ K~
4.Sxc6#, 1...Qg1 2.Sg4+ Kf4 3.Sf2+ Ke5 4.Sxf3#, 1...Sb5 2.Sxb5+ Ra7 3.d4+ cxd4 4.cxd4#.
A nice variation on the Siers battery (LB).
M0674 (Kalkavouras) 1.Bf6? e5! 2.Bh4 e4 3.Bf6 Se6; 1.Bh4! d1S 2.Bf6 e5 3.Sa5 Kd4 4.Sf5+
Kc5 5.Sb3#.
M0675 (Kalkavouras) 1.Bc8? Kc6! 2.Sfd8+ Kd5 3.Rb1 Kxe5; 1.Rb1! Rxb1 2.Bc8 Kc6
3.Sfd8+ Kd5 4.Re3 dxe3 5.Sf7 Kc6 6.Bd7+ Kd5 7.c4#; 4...Qe4 5.Rxe4 Bxe5 6.Bxb7+ Kd6
7.Sf7#.
M0676 (Nikitin) 1.Bd6+! Kc3 2.Bxe5+ Kb4 3.Bd6+ Kc3 4.Kc5 Rd1 5.Be5+ Kd2 6.Kd4 Se3
7.Bc7 Sd5 8.Bxa5+ Sc3 9.Bxc3#; 7...Sc4 8.Bf4+ Se3 9.Bxe3#. Enjoyable, if easy (DM).
M0677 (Dowd/Degenkolbe) 1.Rd3! Ra6 2.Rd6+ Rxd6+ 3.Kxd6 b5 4.e4 fxe4 5.e3 Kf5 6.Be2
Kf6 7.Bxb5 Kf5 8.Be2 Kf6 9.Ba6 Kf5 10.Bc8+ Kf6 11.Kd7 Kf5 12.Ke7#.
M0678 (Zinovyev) 1.d8S+! Rxd8 2.exd8S+ Kd6 3.Sbd7+ Kc6 4.Sxa5+ Kd6 5.Sab7+ Kc6
6.Sd8+ Kd6 7.Sf7+ Kc6 8.Sxe5+ Kd6 9.Sf7+ Kc6 10.Sxh6 Kd6 11.Sf7+ Kc6 12.Sd8+ Kd6
13.Kb4 Ke5 14.Kb5 Kd4/Kd6 15.Sc6/Sf7#. Beautiful construction and perfect strategy
(RL), The first ten moves were easy, but it took me a while to find the finale (DM).
E0136 (Czengeri) 1.Kc7! [1.Ke8? gxh6! 2.g6 (2.f4 hxg5! 3.fxg5 Kxa7 =) 2...Rxf3 3.g7 Rg3
4.Kf7 (4.g8Q Rxg8+ 5.Nxg8 Kxa7 6.b5 h5 =) 4...Rxg7+! 5.Kxg7 Kxa7 6.b5 Kb6 =] 1...gxh6
2.g6! (2.gxh6? Rxf3 3.Kxb6 Rf6+ 4.Kc7 Rxh6 =) 2...Rxf3 (2...Re3 3.Sf5! Re1 4.Kd8 h5 5.Sh4
+-; or 2...Rc3+ 3.Kxb6! Re3 4.g7 +-) 3.g7 Rg3 4.g8Q+ Rxg8 5.Sxg8 Kxa7! (5...h5 6.Kxb6! +) 6.b5 (6.Sxh6? Ka6! 7.Sf5 Kb5 =) 6…h5 7.Se7! (7.Sf6? h4 8.Sg4 h3 =) 7...h4 8.Sc8+ Ka8
9.Sxb6+ Ka7 10.Sd5! h3 11.b6+ Ka6 12.Sb4+ Kb5 13.Sd3 h2 14.Sf2 Ka6 15.Sh1! +E0137 (Mikitovics) 1.Sxh6! (1.Sg7+? Kd7! 2.gxh6 Rf3+! 3.Kg8 Ke7! 4.Se6 Rg3+! 5.Sg7 Rf3
=) 1...Rd7 2.g6! (2.Kg8? Rd5 3.Sf7 Rf5 4.g6 Rxh5 =) 2...Rd8+ 3.Kg7 Rd5 4.Kh7! Rxh5 5.g7
Rg5 6.g8Q+ Rxg8 7.Sxg8! (7.Kxg8? Kd5 =) 7...Kd5 (7...Kf7 8.Kh6 Kxg8 9.Kg6 +-) 8.Se7+!
Kd6 9.Sc8+! (9.Sf5+? Kd5 =) 9...Kd5 10.Sa7! (10.Sb6+? Kd4 =) 10...Kc4 11.Sc6 Kd5
12.Sb8! Kc4 13.Sxa6 +E0138 (Jones) 1.Kf1 [1.fxg3? fxg3 2.Kf1 (2.axb5 d5) 2…f5 3.f4 (3.Kg2 f4) 3…bxa4] 1…bxa4
(1…f5 2.Kg2 bxa4 3.bxa4 gxf2 4.Kxg2 +-) 2.bxa4 g2+ (2…f5 3.Kg2 gxf2 4.Kxf2 +-) 3.Kxg2
Kb7 4.Kh3 (4.Kf1? Kb6 5.Ke2 Ka5 6.Kd3 Kxa4 7.Kc2 Ka3 8.Kb1 f5 9.Ka1 d6) a) 4…d5
5.Kg2 (5.Kg4? d4 -+) 5…Kb6 6.Kf1 +- b) 4...f5 5.Kh4 (5.Kg2? Kb6 6.Kf1 Ka5 7.Ke2 Kxa4
8.Kd3 Ka3 9.Kd4 Kxa2 10.Ke5 Kb3 11.Kd6 Kc3) 5...d5 6.Kh3 (6.Kg5 d4 7.Kxf4 Ka6 -+)
6...Kb6 7.Kg2 Ka5 8.Kf1 +E0139 (Marković) 1.Se6+ Kf6 (1…Kh6 2.Qf4 Sg5 3.Qxg5+ mate) 2.g5+ Sxg5 (2…Kf5
3.Sd4+ Kg4 4.Qf4+ Kh5 5.Qh4+ mate) 3.Sxg5+ Kg7 (3…Kxg5 4.Qf4+ Kh5 5.Qh5+ mate, or
3…Kf5 4.Qf4+ mate) 4.Qe7+ Kh8 [4...Bf7 5.Se6+ Kh8 (5…Kg6 Qg5+ mate, or 5…Kh6
6.Qf6+ Qg6 7.Qf4+ Kh5 Qh4+ mate) 6.Qf6+ Qg7 7.Qxg7+ mate] 5.Se6 h5 (5…h6 6.Qf6+
Kh7 7.Sf8+ mate) 6.Kg1! (6.Qf6+? Kh7 7.Kg1 Kh6 8.g4 Qf7 9.Qh8+ Bh7 10.g5+ Kg6 11.Qe5
Qe7! =) 6...Qf7 7.Qd8+ Qg8 8.Qf6+ Kh7 9.g4! +E0140 (Marković) 1.Bxh3 [1.Sd7+? Kf4 2.Bxh3 e2 -+, or 1.Bxd4+? Sxd4 2.Sd7+ (2.Bxh3
Kxf6 3.Bf1 e2 -+) 2...Kf4 3.Bxh3 Sb5+ -+] 1...e2 (1...Kxf6 2.Bf1 Kg5 3.Bxd4 Kxh5 4.Be2+ +) 2.Bxd4+! (2.Sg4+? Kd5 3.Bg2 Kc4 4.Sxf2 e1Q 5.Se4 dxc3 +-) Sxd4 3.Sg4+ Kd5
(3...Kf5/Ke6 4.Sxf2+ K~ 5.Sd3 +-, or 3...Ke4 4.Sxf2 K~ 5.Sd3 +-, or 3...Kf4 4.Sxf2 e1Q 5.Sd3
+-) 4.c4+! Kxc4 (4...Ke5/Kc5 5.Sxf2 e1Q 5.Sd3 +-) 5.Bf1! exf1Q 6.Se3+ Kc3 7.Sxf1 =

SELFMATES
Editor: Petko A. Petkov, Judge: s#2-3, n – Zoran Gavrilovski
Selfmates with strategic play dominate our selection. Zivko’s trio demonstrates (again) fine
battery motives in S0410 and S0412 and his patented cycle in S0413.
S0411 shows a well known theme but with a novel interpretation and some additional ideas.
Gamnitzer sent one of his difficult-to-solve entries (S0414). S0415 has a surprising finale.
Regarding moremovers, always let us know which program was used for checking.
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S0410 Živko Janevski
Macedonia
w________w

S0411 Petko A. Petkov
Bulgaria
w________w

S0412 Živko Janevski
Macedonia
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dw!w0P$w]
[wdpdKdw0]
[dwdBHwgr]
[wdwdwip0]
[dwdwdwHb]
[wdwdP)pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
s#3
(9+10)

[w!wdwHwd]
[dpdwdw$w]
[bdwdPiw)]
[drdpdwdR]
[w0wdw)wd]
[dwdr0pdB]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwgKdw]
w--------w
s#3
(9+11)

[nHwdwdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wGwdrdw0]
[dp)wdPdp]
[w4kdwIpd]
[1p)Rdw)w]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
w--------w
s#3
(11+10)

S0413 Živko Janevski

Macedonia
w________w
[wdwdBdnd]
[!wdwdwdw]
[wdp0Ndwd]
[0wdNdwdr]
[kdpIpdwd]
[hr)w)wdw]
[wdPdwdwg]
[$wdwdwdb]
w--------w
s#3
(9+12)

S0414 Camillo Gamnitzer

Austria
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
[wdRdNdP0]
[dPdPiwhR]
[wGwdwdwd]
[0w)pdP0w]
[w0w)pdPg]
[4bdwIwHq]
w--------w
s#5
(14+12)

S0415 Wilfried Seehofer

Austria
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0w)piwdw]
[Pdw1wdwd]
[IwGwdBdw]
w--------w
s#7*
(6+4)

SG40 (October - December) Solutions - SELFMATES
Comments from: Author (A), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C. C. Frankiss (CCF) and Romuald
Lazowski (RL)
S0395 (Aliovsadzade) a) 1.Se6! (zz), 1…fxe3 2.Bf2 exf2#, 1…f3 2.Bh2 f2#; b) 1.Qh4! (zz),
1…fxe3 2.Qf2+ exf2#, 1…f3 2.Qe7 f2#. Change of play in a twin form (A), Clever
twinning and attractive switchback in b) (CCF).
S0396 (Janevski) 1.Qf2? (2.Se4+ fxe4+ 3.Be5+ Rxe5#), 1…Bxg3 2.Be5+ Bxe5 3.Qd4+ Bxd4#,
1…d1R 2.Qd4+ Rxd4 3.Rxc4+ Rxc4#, 1…Be7 2.Qf3+ gxf3 3.Se4+ fxe4#, 1…Sxd6!; 1.Qg1!
(2.Se4+[A] fxe4+ 3.Be5+[B] Rxe5#), 1…Bxg3 2.Be5+[B] Bxe5 3.Qd4+[C] Bxd4#, 1…d1R
2.Qd4+[C] Rxd4 3.Rxc4+[D] Rxc4#, 1…Sxd6 2.Rxc4+[D] Sxc4 3.Se4+[A] fxe4#. Cycle ABBC-CD-DA with elements of changed play. Nice fourfold cycle. I like the subtle refutation
of 1.Qf2 (LB), This composer’s usual cycle of white moves – well done (CCF).
S0397 (Janevski) 1.Qb1? (2.Bxe6+ Kxe6 3.Qa2+ d5#), 1…Bxf5 2.Qb5+ Ke6 3.Qe5+ dxe5#,
1…Bxf7 2.Qb4! ~ 3.Qc5+ dxc5#, 1…Bxd7 2.Be4+ Ke6 3.Qa2+ d5#, 1…f1Q 2.Qd3+ Qxd3
3.Be4+ Qxe4#, 1…f1B!; 1.Qa1! (2.Bxe6+ Kxe6 3.Qa2+ d5#), 1…Bxf5 2.c4+ Ke6 3.Qe5+
dxe5#, 1…Bxf7 2.Qxa3! ~ 3.Qc5+ dxc5#, 1…Bxd7 2.Be4+ Ke6 3.Qa2+ d5#, 1…f1Q 2.c4+
Qxc4+ 3.Be4+ Qxe4#, 1…f1B 2.c4+ Bxc4 3.Qe5+ dxe5# Rich changed play. Considerable
play after the threat (CCF).
S0398 (Janevski) 1.Sc6? (2.Sb4+ Rxb4 3.Qd4+ Rxd4#), 1…f5 2.Rd4+ exd4 3.Sxf4+ Sxf4#,
1…Rb4 2.Se7+ Sxe7 3.Qd4+ Rxd4#, 1…Bf5!; 1.Sa6! (2.Sb4+ Rxb4 3.Qd4+ Rxd4#), 1…f5
2.Rd4+ exd4 3.Qxd4+ Qxd4#, 1…Bf5 2.Qd4+ exd4 3.Sxf4+ Sxf4#. Enjoyable unpinning
defenses (CCF).
S0399 (Sobrecases) 1…b5 2.Rxb5+ Ka7 3.Qb6+ Ka8 4.Qf2 a4 5.Sa3 Rh1#; 1.Rf7+! Kb8
2.Qc7+ Ka8 3.Rf2 a4 5.Sa3 Rh1# ; 3…b5 4.Sxa5 b4 5.Sb3 Rh1#. The Knight, with a little
help from his Queen, overpowers Black’s Pawns (LB), Attractive lightweight (CCF).
S0400 (Selivanov) 1.Bf5! Kc5 2.Qd4+ Kc6 3.Rb6+ Kc7 4.Rb7+ Kc6 5. Be4+ Qd5 6.Qb4!
Qxe4 7.Rc7+ Kxc7 8.Qb7+ Qxb7#, 1…Kc7 2.Rb7+ Kc6 3.Be4+ Kc5 4.Rd5+ Kc6 5.Rb6+ Kc7
6.Qa7+ Kc8 7.Rc6+ Qxc6 8.Qb7+ Qxb7#. Beautiful aristocratic miniature (RL), Tricky
solving (CCF).

HELPMATES
Editor: Nikola Stolev
Judges: Živko Janevski (h#2), Petko A. Petkov (h#3) and Mike Prcic (h#n)
Welcome to newcomer Silvio Baier!
As usual, our selection includes various helpmates in regard to style and the number of
moves. We start with a Meredith by Guttman, while the author of H1290 shows twins progressing on the second row. H1293 and H1294 show the dual role of black first move, H1296
is a nice example of line effects. The Israeli duo shows black Grimshaw with black selfpinning (H1297). H1301 is a new version of a problem already published in SG.
Christopher sends us another fine example of his work using R/B duo for a pair of harmonious solutions. H1308 uses S/P duo in a Zilahi theme.
In H1310, solvers should look for a white and black switchback with Indian. H1312 shows
a type of Rundlauf.

H1289 Newman Guttman
USA
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwgwdw]
[wdkdqdQI]
[Gw0w0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#2 b) Ba3→a1 (3+7)
H1292 Zoran Sibinović

Serbia
W________w
[wdwdwIwd]
[dw0wdNHw]
[wdwdwhwd]
[dwdBdwdw]
[wdPiwdwd]
[dw0w4wdw]
[wdwdw4wd]
[dwdwdwGw]
w-------h#2 2 solutions
(6+6)
H1295 Tode Ilievski

Macedonia
W________w
[wdwdrdwg]
[dwdp4pdw]
[wdQdwdwd]
[dw)wdphp]
[wdw)wibd]
[dwdwdndR]
[wdwdw$w)]
[dwdwdKdw]
w-------h#2 2 solutions (7+11)

H1290 Andrej Dikusarov
Russia
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpiwdwdw]
[wdwdwHpd]
[dPdwdPdw]
[wGwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2
(5+5)
b/f) Ph2→g2,f2,e2,d2,a2
H1293 Henk Weenink

The Netherlands
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdp]
[wdw1Pdkd]
[dw$whw)w]
[wdwdwdrd]
[IwdwdB4b]
[wdwdwdwd]
[gwdwdwdw]
w-------h#2 2 solutions
(5+9)
H1296 Menachem Witztum

Israel
W________w
[wdwdw$wd]
[dqdwdwdr]
[rdndwIpd]
[dwdpdb0w]
[wdndwdpd]
[$wGwgkHw]
[wdpdw0p)]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#2 b) Bc3Kg6 (6+15)

H1291 Fadil Abdurahmanović
& M.Prcic, Bosnia/USA
in memory of Bobby Fischer
W________w

[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdRdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[rdwdwdw4]
[Hw0kdwdw]
[wdNdpdw0]
[dwdwdwgw]
w-------h#2 2 solutions
(5+7)
H1294 Vitaly Medintsev

Russia
W________w
[wdwdwdwh]
[0wdpdwdB]
[K0wdwdwd]
[dwgpdwdw]
[R)kdndwd]
[dr)w$wdw]
[wdwdwdw1]
[dwdwdbdw]
w-------h#2 2 solutions (6+11)
H1297 Menahem Witztum

& Jean Haymann, Israel
________w
[wdRdwdwI]
[dwGw$wdw]
[wdwdwHwd]
[dw0wdw4w]
[w0wgwdp0]
[dwdw)w)w]
[wdwdPiw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#2½ b) Re7→f7 (8+8)
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H1298 Robert J. Bales JR.
Broadview, IL
W________w

H1299 Ivan Borisenko &
Vitaly Shevchenko, Ukraine
W________w

H1301 Semion Shifrin
& Leonid Makaronez
Israel, H1084(v)
________w

H1302 Martin Moskovich†
Boca Raton, FL
W________w

[bgwdwdKH]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#3 2 solutions
(4+3)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdrdrdwd]
[dw)kdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdp)wdK]
[wdwdw)Rd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3 b) wSg2
(6+4)
H1304 Rashid Usmanov

Russia
W________w
[BdwdRdwd]
[dwIpdpdw]
[whw0wdwd]
[drdb4wdw]
[whw0kgpd]
[dwdp1wdw]
[wdwdw0pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#3
4 solution (3+16)
H1307 Daniel Novomesky

Slovakia
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[qdwdwdwd]
[dwHw4wdw]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIP)wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#4
2 solutions (4+3)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdpin]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGw1wdn]
[wdw$wdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w-------h#3 2 solutions (3+6)

H1300 Nikolai Kuligin
Ukraine
W________w

[kdwdwdwd]
[dRdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdw0bdwd]
[dwdwdndw]
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w-------h#3 b) Ka8→d6
(3+6)

H1310 Silvio Baier &
Mirko Degenkolbe, Germany
W________w

[BdwdwdNd]
[dwdrdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w-------h#6
(3+4)

H1311 Andrey Kalotay
USA
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#7
(2+2)

H1312 Reinhardt Fiebig &
Rolf Wiehagen, Germany
dedicated to Mike Prcic
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwiq]
[wdwdwdwd]
[db0pdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[pdwdPdwd]
[Iwhwdwhw]
w-------h#7½
(2+10)

SG40 (October - December) Solutions - HELPMATES

[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdpdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[IpHwdwdw]
[pHwiw0wd]
[dwhwdpdw]
[Bdpdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#3
2 solutions (6+9)
H1305 Henk Weenink

The Netherlands
________w
[wdwdwhwd]
[dB0wdwdw]
[wdwdbdpd]
[dw0wdk0w]
[PHPdwdwd]
[)K)whrdw]
[wdP0wdpd]
[Gwdrdwdw]
w-------h#3 b) wRb4
(9+12)
H1308 Zlatko Mihajloski

Macedonia
W________w
[w1wgwdwh]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdwdpipd]
[dwdwdrdw]
[w4wdbdwd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwH]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#4½ 2 solutions (3+9)

H1303 Christopher Jones
England

W________w
[wdw$wdwd]
[dwdwdrdw]
[w0w4phw0]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwiwdpI]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wgwdw)wd]
[Gw1wdwdw]
w-------h#3 b) Sf6→d3 (5+11)
H1306 Robert J. Bales Jr.

Broadview, IL
W________w
[wdwdwdBH]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdpdKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#4 b) Sh8→g2 (3+3)

H1309 Nikolai Kuligin &

Vitaly Shevchenko, Ukraine
W________w
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwIw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdr]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------h#5
(2+3)

Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C. C. Frankiss (CCF), Ryan McCracken (RM),
Jeremy Morse (JM) and David Moulton (DM)
H1235 (Elbaz) a) 1.f5 Ke7 2.Ke4 Kd6#, b) 1.c3 Kb6 2.Kd4 Kc6#. Easy solving (CCF).
H1236 (Baudoin) 1.Kg4 Rh3 2.Rf3 Rh4#, 1.Sg4 Bh4 2.Bg5 Bg3#. Rather easy to solve
(CCF).
H1237 (Chkhetiani) 1.R2c5 dxc5 2.Bxf3 Bxd3#, 1.R7c4 bxc4 2.Bxg6 Rf6#. Harmonious
play with interesting capture scheme (CCF).
H1238 (Schönholzer) a) 1.Sxe5 d4 2.Sd7 Re3#, b) 1.Sxd2 Bd4 2.Sc4 Rf2#. Line opening and
unpinning moves by bSs (CCF).
H1239 (Vieira) 1.Bxf4 Rc4! (Rxd6?) 2.Be5+ dxe5#, 1.Sxf4 Rxd6! (Rc4?) 2.Se6 dxe6#. Line
opening by black units. Attractive problem (CCF).
H1240 (Érsek) a) 1.Qxe3 bxc5 2.Qe5 Sd6# (Se3?), b) 1.Qxc4 g4 2.Qd5 Sf5# (Sc4?). BQ selfpins and then self-blocks on pinning line (CCF).
H1241 (Abdurahmanović) 1.Sxd6 Sc4+ 2.Kxd5 Qe5#, 1.S6c5+ Sg4+ 2.e5 dx
dxc6+ 2.Kxe5 Rd5#. Congratulations to the composer. The e.p. solution defeated me,
and somehow I doubt that I am the only victim (LB), Nice e.p. capture in one line. Fine
problem (CCF).
H1242 (Fomichev a) 1.Sxe6 Sxf3+ 2.Rf4 Rxe6#, b) 1.Sxg5 Sxd4+ 2.Qe4 Bxg5#. This is very
nice in light of being very complicated (LB), For some reason, this took me a lot longer
than it should have (DM), Good construction with matching play (CCF).
H1243 (Zgersky) a) 1.Kf5 Bd4 2.Ke4 Qe5#, b) 1.Kxg7 Bd3 2.Kh6 Rxh7#, c) 1.Kf7 Bxc4
2.Kg8 Bxd5#, d) 1.Kf5 Sf7 2.Ke4 Sd6#. All black moves by the bK. Excellent twinning
(CCF).
H1244 (Velihanov) 1.Se6+ Bc5 2.Kxd5 Rf5#, 1.Kxd5 Rf5+ 2.Kd4 Bxc5#. Multiple pin-mates
in a complex problem (CCF).
H1245 (Bales) 1.h1Q+ Be4 2.Qh4 Rh7 3.Qd8 Bb7#, 1.Se7 Re6 2.Sc6 Bf5 3.Sd8 Rc6#. Neat
self-blocks on d8 with battery play in one line (CCF).
H1246 (Moskowitz†) 1.b1B Qf7 2.Bxe4+ Qf3 3.Beh7 Qf6#, 1.Bf7 Kg2 2.h1R Qxf7 3.Rh7
Qf8#. Two distinct lines of play perhaps not too difficult to find (CCF).
H1247 (Bakcsi/Zoltán) a) 1.Kd4 Bh6 2.Ke5 f8S 3.Rd4 Sd7#, b) 1.R4f3 Sd7 2.Bg3 f8B 3.Kf4
Bh6#. Interesting how the same exact white setup results in two very different mates
just based on the move order (RM), Interesting cycle of White’s moves including
promotions to S and B (CCF).
H1248 (Lukyanov) 1.Sg4+ Kxg6 2.Kd5+ Kf5 3.Qc5 e4#, 1.Ba7 exd3 2.Kc5+ Kxe5 3.Qb5 d4#,
1.e4+ Kg5 2.Ke5 exf3 3.Qd5 f4#. Excellent, especially where the Bishop hides behind the
King (LB), Mates on e5/d5/c5 with bQ self-blocks on d5/c5/b5. Well composed (CCF).
H1249 (Kalkavouras) a) 1.Ke6 c5 2.Kd5 Rc4 3.Se6 Se3#, b) 1.Kg4 exd3 2.Kf3 Re2 3.Sg4
Sd4#. Difficult to work out the mating squares. Clever problem (CCF).
H1250 (Popovski) a) 1.S3c4 Sg2 2.Rg3 Kf1 3.Kf3 Bd5#, b) 1.S5c4 Bxg4 2.Se6 Sd3 3.Kd5
Bf3#.
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H1251 (Jones) 1.Se1 Ba2 2.f5 Be6 3.Rg7 Bf7#, 1.Re5 Rc8 2.Sd5 Rc2 3.Bf1 Re2#. Elegant
problem from this composer, but not as difficult as usual (CCF).
H1252 (Chepizhny) 1.Rxb6 Bxc4 2.Rxc4 Bxb6 3.Kc3 Ba5#, 1.Bxb6 Rxc4 2.Bxc4 Rxb6 3.Kd3
Rxd6#. Nice correspondence between black and white play (LB), Excellent pin-mates
(CCF).
H1253 (Kalotay) a) 1...Rg8 2.Kd6 Sg6 3.Kc7 Sf8 4.Kb8 Se6#, b) 1...Ke2 2.Kf4 Rh6 3.Kg3 Kf1
4.Kh2 Sf5#. Pretty echo in diagonally opposite corners (LB), Considerable achievement
to have two mates with only four units (CCF).
H1254 (Bales) a) 1.a1S Kxf2 2.Sc2 Kxf3 3.Se1+ Kg4 4.Sg2 Sf3#, b) 1.Ra4 Kxf2 2.Rh4 Se2
3.Kh3 Kxf3 4.Rh2 Sg1#. Attractive twinning if fairly straight forward (CCF).
H1255 (Grigoryan) a) 1.c1B Sb4 2.Bb2 Sc2 3.Kc1 Sa3 4.d1B Bf4#, b) 1.e1B Sc5 2.Bf2 Se4
3.Ke1 Sg3 4.d1B Ba5#. Too much symmetry (RM), Interesting problem but play in b)
virtually identically to a) (CCF).
H1256 (Bales) 1.Re1 Kxh2 2.Kf1 Kg3 3.h2 Se2 4.h1S+ Kh2 5.Sf2 Sg3#. Admirable problem
with many possibilities but only one delightful solution. I do hope that it is original.
Could the Ph2 be dispensed with? (JM), A complimentary problem to H1254. However
it seems to solve without the bPh2 (CCF).
H1257 (Novomesky) 1.Bc3 Se4 2.Kd4 Sg3 3.Be4+ Ke6 4.Bd3 Kd6 5.e4 Sf5#, 1.Bb7 b4 2.Kc4
Ke6 3.Ba6 Kd7 4.Kd5 Se4 5.Bc4 Sf6#. Chameleon-echo in a miniature, nicely done (LB),
Chameleon mates well executed (CCF).
H1258 (Gigoryan) 1.c3 Kf2 2.c2 Ke3 3.c1B Kd4 4.Bg5 Sa4 5.Bd8 Sb6 6.Bc7 Sc8#. Neat but
easy (JM), Simple promotion and self-block problem (CCF).
H1259 (Fiebig/Wiehagen) 1.Kb5 Sxb3 2.b1R+ Sc1 3.Rb4 Se2 4.d1Q+ Sg1 5.Qd8 Se2 6.Qb6
Sc3#. The wS thrusts and parries his way to victory (JM), Well conceived with
promotions to Q and R and self-blocks (CCF).
H1260 (Lois/Osorio) 1.Kb5 cxb3 2.Ba5 bxc4+ 3.Kb4 Rxe3 4.Ka4+ Kf2 5.Bb4 Re7 6.Ka5
Ra7#. The bK goes around in a circle, the Bishop switches back with a nice effect (LB),
Rundlauf develops naturally out of the position (JM), Interesting maneuvers by bK and
bB to unpin wR (CCF).
H1261 (Dowd/Degenkolbe/MIlošeski) Diagram Error: bKa3, bBa4. 1...Rc2? 2.?? [2.bc2#!!]
Rxb2 3.?? R~ 4.b2 Rxb2 5.Bc2+ Kxc2 6.Ka4 Ra2#, 1...Rc6 2.dxc6 d7 3.c5 d8R! 4.c4 Rd2 5.c3
Rxb2 6.c2+ Rxc2 7.b2 Rxb2 8.Bc2+ Kxc2 9.Ka4 Ra2#. Nice Phoenix (LB).

FAIRIES
Editor: Petko A. Petkov, Judge: Diyan Kostadinov
We start with Mario Parrinello who remains true to the his favorite genre, help-selfmates.
There are three of his problems, F0724, F0739 and F0744, all with substantial strategy. Feather’s strategy is often unusual. With one of his favorite pieces, the Locust, he finds new opportunities, as demonstrated in F0736 and F0738.
Václav Kotesovec’s style is unique. This time he offers three (typical for his creativity)
entries: F0745 (with 14 black Knights!), F0733 and F0734. The two Viennese friends perform
in F0737 and F0727 some pleasant melodies, while the German duo collaborate in F0743.
The new French star in this genre, Guy Sobrecases, is not only a very active composer but
also an unusual author judging by his F0726, F0728, F0735 and F0740. Another talented
composer, Eric Huber, uses a combination of fairy conditions in F0723. The Italian composer
Vito Rallo has three entries, F0725, F0729 and F0749, while his countryman, Stefano Galleti,
shows a nice idea in F0730 (without a predecessor we hope).
The play in F0731 and F0732 (with a maximummer condition) is not elementary. In
F0746, F0747 and F0748, the authors presented some difficult ideas with neutral pieces.
F0742 demonstrates cyclic play with Chinese pieces.
Definitions of Fairy Conditions and Pieces
Anti Andernach Chess - See SG41
Anti-Circe (Standard “Calvet Type”) – See SG41

Anti Patrol Chess (Elliuortap) - A piece can capture only if it is not controlled (by a piece of
its side).
Anti-Super Circe - On making a capture, any capturing unit (including the King) is reborn on
any free field on the board without causing a self-check of a selfmate. Thus every move has
two active parts: capturing component (capture of enemy piece) and rebirth (replacing) component. If the first or second component is not possible, the move is illegal. The captured unit
disappears, as in normal chess. Pawns(white, black, neutrals, half-neutrals) can be reborn on
the first or eight row. When reborn on the first row(for Black) or the eight row (for White) , the
promotion (as the second move’s part) is obligatory and the promoted unit is chosen by the
capturing side. White reborn Pawns on 1st rank (black on 8 th) have no power. Normal, orthodox rules for castling and en passant are in force with the following additional elements: castling is permitted with the reborn King or (plus) Rook, and en passant is possible in combination with the Pawn’s promotion as second component of the same capturing move.
Circe - See SG41
Circe Parrain - See SG41
Double Maximummer - See SG41
Grasshopper - See SG41
Help self (compel) mate - See SG41
Isardam - The moves causing a Madrasi-like paralysis are illegal. This holds right up to the
capture of the mated King. This is a standard form of Isardam.
Joker - Takes the power of the last man moved.
Contact chess (Koko) - A move is legal only if at least one of the squares adjacent to the
arrival square is occupied (i.e. a piece, having moved, must be in contact with another). Kings
can be attacked only by means of contact moves, i.e. ones using other pieces as contacts, and
they may move only to squares with contacts. A King ‘A’ can mate the King ‘B’ through
direct contact if: a) The mating move is a legal contact-chess move and after this move the
King ‘A’ is not in check, b) After mating move the King ‘A’ can legally capture King ‘B’, but
King ‘B’ cannot legally (by means of contact) capture King ‘A’ or evades the mate through
some other move.
Leo - See SG41, Lion - See SG41
Locust - See SG41, Madrasi - See SG41
Mars-Circe - See SG41, Masand Chess - See SG41
Maximummer - Black must play his geometrically longest move or may choose from among
longest moves of equal length, distances being measured from the center of each square.
Diagonal and oblique distances are measured from the orthogonal coordinates by using
Pythagoras’ theorem (take the square root of the sum of the squares of the orthogonal
distances). All other orthodox chess rules apply.
Neutral piece - See SG 41, Nightrider - See SG 41
Patrol Chess - A piece cannot capture or check (but may move or observe) if it is not observed
by another piece of its own side.
PAO - See SG 41
Platzwechsel Circe (PWC) - A unit (not a King) when captured, is replaced on the square just
vacated by its captor. If a captured piece is a Pawn, and a capturing piece stands on Pawn’s 8 th
rank, as a part of this capture, the Pawn is replaced on its 8th rank and must promote to any
unit of its side, determined by the captor. Thus, the white or black Pawn on its 8 th rank is
illegal. The Pawns, replaced on their 1st (white) and 8th (black), have no power and they cannot
move. A neutral (half-neutral) Pawn can stand legally on its own 1st or 8th rank but it cannot
move. After the en passant capture, the captured Pawn takes a place of the enemy capturing
Pawn.
PWC (Interchange Circe) When a capture is made, the captured unit (except a King) is
replaced on the square the capturing unit just leaves. A Pawn is immovable on its 1st rank.
Rook-Lion - Moves like Lion but only on Rook-lines.
Rook-Locust - Moves like Locust but only on Rook-lines.
Royal piece - See SG 41, Series-mover (ser.) – See SG41
Transmuting Kings – When in check, takes the power(s) of the checking unit(s) in place of its
own.
VAO - See SG 41, Zebra - 2:3 Leaper.
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F0723 Eric Huber
Romania
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdqdwdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdPHwdw]
[whwdwiwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[bdwdwhwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Se5→c5 (3+5)
Circe Parrain + Isardam

F0726 Guy Sobrecases

France
w________w
[wdwdRdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdBIwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdpGwd]
[dwdwdwdr]
[wdwdw0kg]
[dwdwdndw]
w--------w
ser.#3
(4+6)
b) Patrol Chess
c) Anti Patrol Chess

F0729 Vito Rallo

Italy
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[whwIwdwd]
[gwhwdwdw]
w--------w
h#5
Masand
(1+4)
F0732 Wilfried Seehofer

Germany
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[iwdwdrdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdP)Pdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
w--------w
s#10* Maximummer (4+2)

F0724 Mario Parrinello
Italy
w________w

[wdw4Ndwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dpdwdw0w]
[wdp)k0wd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[w1wIwdnd]
[dw4wdw$w]
w--------w
hs#3 Anti -Circe (5+10)
b) bBd8

F0727 Helmut Zajic

Austria
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdw0w0Rd]
[dwdwGkdw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdrdw]
w--------w
ser.h#4
Circe
(3+5)
b) -Rf1, c) Kc4→h7

F0730 Stefano Galletti

Italy
w________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwHpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0w0]
[dwdwdwdr]
[wdwdw4wd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#6
Circe
(2+6)

F0725 Vito Rallo
Italy
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[w0wdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIwgwdwd]
[dwdwhwdw]
w--------w
h=3
Masand
(2+4)
b) h#4

F0728 Peter Harris &
Guy Sobrecases
Republic of South Africa/France
w________w

[QdwdwdwH]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdk]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdr]
w--------w
h#4 Anti-Andernach (4+2)
a) + white Maximummer
b) + black Maximummer
F0731 Tibor Ėrsek

Hungary
w________w
[wdwdwdw4]
[dwdpdwdp]
[w$wdwdP0]
[dwdPdwdw]
[P)Pdpdw0]
[dwdb)wdw]
[KHwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwiw]
w--------w
s#8 Maximummer (10+8)

F0735 Guy Sobrecases
France
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwfwdw]
[wdwdadwd]
[dwindwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (3+2)
Koko, aJokers, b) Black Rd5,
c) bBd5 – h#3
F0738 Chris Feather

England
w________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[dw0p0wdw]
[wdpibdwd]
[dwdwdwdn]
[wdpdq)wd]
[!pdwgwdw]
[wdw!wdnd]
[dwdwdKdw]
w--------w
h#2½*
(5+12)
qQLocusts
F0741 Ladislav Belcsak

San Francisco, CA
w________w
[wdkdBdwd]
[dRdw)w0q]
[Pdqdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdw)wdq]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dw1wdwGr]
w--------w
hs#3 b) Qc6→d7 (8+7)
qGrasshoppers

F0733 Václav Kotěšovec

Czech Republic
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdKdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#15 2 solutions (2+2)
Koko, PWC, Double Maxi

F0734 Václav Kotěšovec

Czech Republic
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdk]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwhwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dNdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#16½ 2 solutions (2+2)
Koko, PWC, Double Maxi

F0744 Mario Parrinello

Italy
w________w
[wgwdwdwd]
[0Rdwdwdw]
[wdwdbHwd]
[dwiPdrdw]
[rdwdwHnh]
[0wdr)w!K]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
hs#3½ b) LEg3Sg4 (8+10)
QLEO, rPAO, bVAO

F0736 Chris Feather
England
dedicated to Petko A. Petkov
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdB$qdw4]
[dw0kdwdw]
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw4wdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) LOb4→g6 (4+5)
BVAO, RPAO, QLocust
F0739 Mario Parrinello

Italy
w________w
[w$wdwdwd]
[!pdw4w0w]
[wdRdp4wd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[PdwGp4wd]
[iwdwdwdP]
[p)Pdw)wH]
[dwdwhw$K]
w--------w
hs#2½ Anti-Circe (12+11)
b/c) Pg7→g6/g4
rRRook-Lions

F0742 Petko A. Petkov

Bulgaria
w________w
[wHwdwdbd]
[dNdwdwdw]
[wdw$Bdwd]
[dkdwdw0w]
[wGwdw$wd]
[dPdwdw0w]
[w)P)pdw0]
[dwIrgbdr]
w--------w
s#3
(11+10)
rPAOs, bVAOs

F0745 Václav Kotěšovec

Czech Republic
w________w
[Ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[ndnhnhwh]
[hnhnhnhn]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser.=14 2 solutions (1+14)
Mars Circe, NZebra
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F0737 Klaus Wenda
Austria
w________w

[qdnIwdwd]
[dRdBdwgw]
[wdwibdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[p!wdw1w0]
[dwdndwdw]
w--------w
h#2
Anti-Circe (5+9)
b) bPe6, qGrasshopper,
nNightrider

F0740 Guy Sobrecases

France
w________w
[bdkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dw0wdKdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions (3+4)
Circe Parrain
kTransmuting King

F0743 Dieter Müller

& Franz Pachl, Germany
w________w
[w1wdw1rd]
[dwdwdq4Q]
[wdwdb0Qd]
[$P)wdQdP]
[wdwdp)Kd]
[dkdwdwdw]
[wdw$wdnd]
[dw1wdqdw]
w--------w
h#3 b) Pe4→d3 (10+12)
QGrasshoppers, qQLocusts
RRook-Locusts

F0746 Petko A. Petkov

Bulgaria
w________w
[wgwdwdwd]
[4pdwhwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[4wdpdwdK]
[p0wgkdwd]
[0wdrHwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdbdw]
w--------w
h#2 3 solutions (1+12+3)
Anti Super-Circe
NNeutral Nightrider
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F0747 Krasimir Gandev
Bulgaria
w________w

[w1wdqdw1]
[dQdwdwdw]
[wdw!Q!wd]
[1wdQiwdw]
[wdQ!wdKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw!wdwd]
[1wdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 5 solutions (2+6+7)
qGrasshoppers, QLEO

F0748 Kohey Yamada
Japan
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w4wdwdqd]
[dwdwiwdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdqdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2½ 2 solutions (1+2+3)

F0749 Vito Rallo
Italy
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdndwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h=3 b) Ka2→b3 (1+1+1)
Royal Piece

F0697 (Rallo) a) 1.Kf3! Gg5 2.Kg2 Gb6 3.Gg1 Gd6 4.Kh1 Sg3#, b) 1.Kf6! Gh3 2.Kg7 Gf5
3.Gg8 Sf4 4.Kh8 Sg6# Cute chameleon-echo! Attractive, enjoyable problem (CCF).
F0698 (Rallo) 1.Gc8 2.Se8 3.Ba5 4.Bd2 5.Bh6 6.Bxf8 (=wB) 7.Ke6 8.Gxf8 (=wG) 9.Sd6
10.Sf7 Sc5#. Neat way to use the Bishop as intermediate captor (LB), Clever sequence.
Difficult solving (CCF).
F0699 (Sobrecases) 1.Bb1! axb1Q 2.Qxb4+ Qxb4 3.Kh4 Qf8 4.gxf8S Kc5 5.Sxg6 Kd4 6.Se5
Ke3 7.Sf3 Kxf4 8.Sg1 hxg1R 9.g6 Ra1 10.g7 Ra8 11.g8B Ra1 12.Ba2 Rh1# Interesting AUW.
Mixed AUW in the course of play. Remarkable problem (CCF).
F0700 (Gandev) 1.Ra5! nLIxb6 2.nLIbf2 nLIxf5#, 1.Qa7! nLIxb5 2.nLIbf5 nLIxf2#, 1.Qe6!
nLIxf5+ 2.Kc6 nLOxb5-b6#. Tactics quite difficult to work out. Good Problem (CCF).
F0701 (Grushko) 1.Cnxh3 (Fn) e8 (h4) 2.e5 Fng4 (Cn) 3.h3 hxg4 (Cn)#, 1.e6 Cnxh3 (Fn) 2.e5
(h2) Fnf5 (Cn) 3.e4 exf5 (Cn)#. This problem is excellent (RL), How do people think of
problems like this? (CCF).

RETROS AND PROOF GAMES

SG40 (October - December) Solutions - FAIRIES
Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C. C. Frankiss (CCF) and Romuald Lazowski (RL)
F0687 (Petkov) 1.Bxe5 (Bc1)[A]? (zz), 1…f4[a] 2.Sxd5 (Sb1)#[B], 1…d4[b] 2.Kxf5
(Ke1)#[C], 1…b5!, 1.Sxd5 (Sb1)?[B](zz), 1…f4[a] 2.Bxe5 (Bc1)#[A], 1…e4[c] 2.Kxf5
(Ke1)#[C], 1…a5!; 1.Kxf5 (Ke1)! (zz), 1…d4[b] 2.Bxe5 (Bc1)#[A], 1…e4[c] 2.Sxd5
(Sb1)#[B]. Cyclical Rukhlis - Zagoruiko with reversal motives. (1…b5 2.Bb6#, 1…a5 2.Sa6#.)
Enjoyable problem (CCF).
F0688 (Parrinello) a) 1.Rxf6 (Ra1) Sf6 2.Rh1 Se8 3.Rh3+ Bx3 (B8)#, b) 1.Rd7 (Rh1) Bd7
2.Rf1 Be8 3.Rf3+ Rxf3 (Ra8)#, c) 1.Rxe6 (Rh1) Re6 2.Rh5 Re8 3.Rc5+ Sxc5 (Sb8)# Excellent
cyclical play! Very nice cycle (LB), Rotation of mates by bR, Bb, and BS and blocks of
e8 by the same units cyclically. All very well done (CCF).
F0689 (Petkov) 1…Bf2 2.Qc3 Bb6 3.Qc5 Ra6 4.Bc7+ Bxc7#, 1…Ra4 2.Ba7 Rf4 3.Bc5 Bg3
4.Qf6+ Rxf6# Creation of reciprocal black batteries between R and B (Distant Grimshaw). B/R
and R/B batteries setup in an economical setting (CCF).
F0690 (Petkov) 1…Rg5! 2.Sf1 Rh5+ 3.Qh2 Rh8 4.Qh7+ Rxh7#, 1…Bg4! 2.Bf1 Bf3+ 3.Qg2
Ba8 4.Qb7+ Bxb7#. Elegant unpins, anticipating pins, and moves along pin lines. All
most attractive (CCF).
F0691 (Murarãsu) 1.Rd4! Kh2 2.Rg4 Kh3 3.Bf3 Kh2 4.Bg2 Kg1 5.Bf1+ Kh2 6.Rg1 Kxg1
7.Rd2 exf1Q#. Although the reflexmate is obvious, the way to get there is not. Clever
tactics (CCF).
F0692 (Pachl/Mueller) 1.fxe3 Bg4! 2.exd2 Rc4# (1…Rd6?), 1.Gxe6! Rd6! 2.Ge2 Sc4#
(1…Sf1?), 1.Sxc6! Sf1! 2.Sxd4 Bc4# (1…Bg4?) Original creation of anti-batteries with Zilahi
motives, antidual and cyclical elements. Cyclic Zilahi with mates on the same square (LB),
Each of the mating units captures in turn and mates on c4 by acting as a hurdle to
wGa6. Well composed (CCF).
F0693 (Pachl/Mueller) 1.Ed7! a7 2.Ef1 Ea6#, 1.Sde3! c7 2.Sf1 Ec6#, 1.KAa1! e7 2.KAf1
Ee6#, 1.Sfe3! g7 2.Sf1 Eg6#. A hard puzzle (RL), Complicated strategy well executed
(CCF).
F0694 (Feather) 1…EAce3 2.Qxc7 LOxd2-d1 3.Qd6 LOxd6-d7#, 1…EAae3 2.Qxd6 LOxc4-c3
3.Qc7 LOxc7-c8#. Pretty hopping play, pretty model mates, and pretty exchange of
function (LB), Well constructed problem as one would expect from this composer
(CCF).
F0695 (Parrinello) a)1.Ka2! Ng5 2.Nh4 Ke4 3.Qe5+ Kxe5#, b) 1.Ka1! Ng4 2.Nd3+ Ke3
3.Qe2+ Kxe2#. Very nice problem with very nice sparse construction. Those royal
batteries are difficult to find (LB), Perhaps not the most subtle mating move (CCF).
F0696 (Rallo) 1.Rd3 Oe3+ 2.Rd2 Od4 3.Be3 Ogf6#, 1.Rd5! Og3 2.Rd3 Oe3+ 3.Kf5 Oee5#.
Complex Orphan strategy with Orphan’s receiving both R and B powers in the final
position (CCF).

Editor: David Moulton
Judges: Retros: Radovan Tomašević, Proof Games: Radovan Tomašević
We have a short, but tough, column this issue. We start with a correction of Dimitry Baibikov’s R0141, which he cooked just as SG40 was going to print. In Dragan’s problem, you
must give the last six black Pawn captures in the shortest resolution of the position (to the
position from where the rest of the retro play is easy). At one point, there is a choice of captures, but one line uses two more captures and extra moves to transpose into the shorter line.
(There are also a few places where moves can be interchanged without materially affecting the
strategy.) There is only one piece that could retract to unlock the logjam, but it seems impossible to allow that retraction, and it takes a good deal longer than one might think!
Paul’s first proof game is your one chance to relax before delving into P0222. A first
glance at the position suggests that there is not enough evidence of the moves to be able to
recover them, but a deeper look shows more clues lurking.

R0141(v) Dimitry Baibikov
Israel
w________w

[wdwdR1B1]
[dw0RgQ!p]
[wdw0pIwd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdwdwiw)]
[dpdwdP1w]
[pdwdw)PG]
[dwdwdwHw]
w--------w
Last 54 single moves? (13+11)

R0145 Dragan Petrović
Serbia
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[Ipdwdwdw]
[pdp0wdwd]
[)wgP)Pdw]
[rdr1b4Pd]
[0pGp!B)w]
[whPHN$Pd]
[dwdniwdw]
w--------w
Circe
3bR
(15+16)

P0222 Paul Rãican
Romania

P0221 Paul Rãican
Romania

w________w
[whb1kgw4]
[dwdpdw0p]
[wdwdwGn$]
[0B0wdpdQ]
[w0wdwdwd]
[Hw)w)Pdw]
[PdP)NdP)]
[$wdwIwdw]
w--------w
PG 16.0 moves
(16+14)

Last 6 captures by black Pawns in the
shortest resolution of the position?

w________w SG40 (October - December) Solutions - RETROS
[rhniwdwd]
& PROOF GAMES
[0p1wdwgw]
[wdwdwdwd] Comments from: Author (A), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), C.C.
[dw)wdwdw] Frankiss (CCF), Barry Keith (BK), Romuald Lazowski (RL) and
[w)wdwGwd] Ryan McCracken (RM)
[0rdbdwdw]
[p)wdQdPd] R0141 (Baibikov) Retract -1...Bd8xSe7 -2.a5-a6 Qb1-b8 -3.a4-a5
[$NHwdwIw] b2-b1Q -4.a3-a4 b3-b2 -5.b2xRa3 Ra5-a3 -6.h5-h6 Rg5-a5
--7.Qh6-g7 Rg7-g5 -8.Qg6-h6+ a3-a2 -9.Qd3-g6 a4-a3 -10.Qb5-d3
w--------w
PG 29.5 moves
(10+12)
a5-a4
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-11.Qb8-b5 a6-a5 -12.b7-b8Q a7-a6 -13.a6xBb7 Be4-b7 -14.h4-h5 Bg6-e4 -15.Se5-f7 Bf7g6+ -16.Sc6-e5 b4-b3 -17.Sb8-c6 b5-b4 -18.b7-b8S b6-b5 -19.c6xSb7 Sa5-b7 -20.c5-c6 Sc6a5 -21.Sf5-e7 Se7-c6+ -22.c4-c5 Qg4-g3 -23.Sg3-f5+ Qh5-g4 -24.c3-c4 Qa5-h5 -25.c2-c3
Qe1-a5 -26.a5-a6 e2-e1Q -27.a4-a5 e3-e2 -28.a3-a4 e4-e3 -29.a2-a3 f5xBe4 -30.Bd3-e4 b7b6 -31.Bf1-d3 Kg4-f4 etc. The author found a cook: Retract -1...Bd8xSe7 -2.a5-a6 Qb1-b8 3.a4-a5 b2-b1Q -4.a3-a4 b3-b2 -5.b2xRa3 Ra5-a3 -6.h5-h6 Rb5-a5 -7.h4-h5 Rg5-b5 -8.Qh6g7 Rg7-g5+ -9.Qh5-h6+ a3-a2 -10.Qb5-h5 a4-a3 -11.Qb8-b5 a5-a4 -12.b7-b8Q a6-a5 13.c6xSb7 Sa5-b7 -14.c5-c6 Sc6-a5 -15.Sc8-e7 Se7-c6+ -16.Sa7-c8 b4-b3 -17.Sc6-a7 b5-b4 18.Sb8-c6 b6-b5 -19.b7-b8S a7-a6 -20.a6xBb7 Be4-b7 -21.c4-c5 Bg6-e4 -22.Sh6-f7 Bf7-g6+
- 23.Sf5-h6 Qg4-g3 -24.Sg3-f5+ Qh5-g4 -25.c3-c4 Qa5-h5 -26.c2-c3 Qe1-a5 -27.a5-a6 e2e1Q- 28.a4-a5 e3-e2 -29.a3-a4 e4-e3 -30.a2-a3 f5xBe4 -31.Bd3-e4 b7-b6 -32.Bf1-d3 Kg4-f4
etc. Also cooked by Ryan McCracken.
P0213 (Lois) 1.a4 e5 2.Ra3 Qg5 3.Rg3 Qxd2+ 4.Kxd2 e4 5.Kc3 e3 6.Qd5 exf2 7.Qa2 fxg1Q
8.Kb3 Qxg2 9.Rg1 Qe4 10.Bh3 Kd8 11.R3g2 Qe8 12.Be6 Ke7 13.Ka3 Qd8 14.Bb3 Ke8#.
Eight-officer home base mate theme, discussed in the Retro Mailing List during the
last quarter of 2006 (A), Nice shuffle in close quarters of the black royal family (LB),
Phoenix theme with bK triangulation to allow final check to wK. Attractive problem
(CCF).
P0214 (Lois/Osorio) 1.f4 d5 2.f5 Be6 3.f6 Sd7 4.fxe7 f5 5.exf8B Se7 6.a4 Sc8 7.Bd6 Qh4+
8.Bg3 0-0 9.a5 Rf6 10.a6 Rg6 11.axb7 Rg5 12.b8Q g6 13.Qxa7 Kg7 14.Qa2 Rxa2 15.Bf2
Qxf2+. Double Pawn Rundlauf to get back home and to be captured there. Referring
to the Osorio-Frolkin article, this problem shows a HB non-HC & Phantom (THC nonTHB) white side (A), I enjoyed this one the most (LB), I can't resolve the bR's making
only four moves! How does a bR get to g5? (BK), Promotions to wQ and wB with
both units captured on their starting squares. Difficult to solve (CCF).
P0215 (Osorio) 1.Sc3 h5 2.Sd5 Rh6 3.Sxe7 Rf6 4.Sd5 Sh6 5.Sc3 Ke7 6.g4 Ke6 7.g5 Kf5
8.g6 Kg4 9.gxf7 g6 10.Sf3 Bg7 11.f8S Bh8 12.Se6 Qg8 13.Sf4 Rf8 14.Sg2 Kh3 15.Sb1 Sg4
16.Sg1#. Good Knight play with three active wS's on the board. Most enjoyable
(CCF).
P0216 (Osorio/Lois) 1.f3 Sc6 2.Kf2 Sd4 3.Kg3 Sxe2+ 4.Kg4 Sg3 S.Se2 Sxh1 6.Sg3 Rb3
7.Be2 Ra8 8.Qg1 Rb8 9.Sf1 Sg3 10.Qc5 Se4 11.d4 Sc3 12.Bd2 Sxa2 13.Be1 Sb4 14.Ra6 Ra8
15.Rc6 Sa6 16.Sbd2 Sb8. Subtle tempo play allows the bS to pause while the wR
settles on the 6th rank (LB), Clever bS tour of the board with only three captures.
Again, most enjoyable (CCF).
P0217 (Osorio/Lois) 1.Sf3 Sf6 2.Se5 Sd5 3.Sxd7 e5 4.d4 Bb4+ 5.Sd2 Bc3 6.Sb6 Sb4 7.Sbc4
Qd5 8.Sa3 Qa5 9.d5 Kd7 10.d6 Kc6 11.Sab1 Kb5 12.d7 S8c6 13.d8S Bd7 14.Sxf7 Raf8
15.Sg5 Rf3 16.Sh3 Re3 17.Sg1 Bxd2+. Three Knights act as imposters after 17.Sh3-g1:
Pronkin on b1, sibling on g1, and e-meta sibling on d2 (A), Felicidades por estos
bailes de caballeros! (BK), How to get an odd number of White moves - not easy to
find. An interesting and entertaining problem. Gracious! (CCF).
P0218 (Elkies) 1.g3 a5 2.Bg2 Ra6 3.Be4 Rf6 4.Sf3 d6 5.0-0 Qd7 6.Kh1 Qh3 7.Rg1 Qf1 8.b3
Bh3 9.Ba3 Rf5 10.Qc1 f6 11.Qb2 Kf7 12.Qd4 Kg6 13.Sc3 Qb1 14.Bc1 Kh5 15.Rg2 g6
16.Kg1 Bh6 17.Kf1 Bg5 18.Ke1 Sh6 19.Rg1 Re8 20.Rh1 Sg8 21.Sg1. To reach b1 from d8
in only four moves, the black Queen must go via f1. This requires White to castle and
then maneuver both King and Rook back to their home squares (A), Very natural
matrix for achieving the 'castle-uncastle' theme (RM), Discovering the forced bQ path
to b1 helps in solving. Five switchbacks is quite an accomplishment (BK), Interesting
problem (RL), Five switchbacks is quite an achievement, but solving not too difficult
(CCF).
P0219 (Millour) 1.f4→B g5→B 2.fxg5→A Sf6→B 3.g6→B Se4→A 4.g7→A Sxd2→B
5.gxf8R→B Se4→A (switchback) 6.Rf2→A (switchback) 0-0→B! 7.g4→B Kg7→A
8.g5→A Rh8→A (switchback) 9.g6→B Kf8→B 10.g7→A Ke8→A (switchback, 10...Sf6?
11.g8R+ K or Sxg8) 11.g8R→B Sf6→B (switchback, 11...b5? 13.e4 is not possible)
12.Rgg2→A (switchback) Kf8→B (switchback) 13.e4→B Qg8→B! 14.Se2→B (14.Bg5?
14...Qg4 is not possible) Qg4→A! 15.Bg5→B (15.Bc4? 15...Kg8 is not possible) Kg8→A!
(switchback, 15...Kg7? 16.Bc4 Kg8 is not possible) 16.Bc4→B Kg7→B (switchback) 17.00→B! Rf8→B (switchback) l8.Re1→A Kh8→A! (18...b5? 19.Rh1 Kh8 is not possible
because of Rh1)
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19.Rh1→B (switchback) a6→B! (19...Sg8? 20.Kfl is not possible because of Rf8) 20.Kfl→A
Sg8→A (switchback) 21.Ke1→B (switchback) Qxd1→B+. Not Qd8-e8-h5-d1 and not Qd8g8-d5-d1; the Queen must go via g4 to allow 15...Kg8, because of Rg2. Excelsiors, castlings,
and switchbacks! (A).
Corrections from SG39. Regarding R0136, SG39, the solution was printed, along with a cook
(in SG41) by Radovan Tomašević. However, Rene Millour pointed out that the cook does not
work. In the text of the solution it is pointed out that Black cannot retract ...Pc7-c6 until after
the bQ gets back to the 8th rank. But in Radovan’s line, Black’s first retraction is c7-c6!.
Paul Raican found a cook in Ryan’s R0140: Add wKa8, Pe4, f5, g4, g5; bKg6, Rh7, Pf7, g7,
h5. Now retracting 1.Pf4-f5+ gives retrostalemate.
nNnNnN

The Powerful Super-Circe
by Petko A. Petkov
Conservatism in art means fear from the future and regarding itself.
I. Introduction
In our distressed world many phenomena repeat, but in an artist’s creative
work repeating already known ideas and circuits is performed not so willingly.
In every art form, one theme or one circuit can become exhausted for different
reasons. For example, in literature, such exhaustion can result from essential
changes in political and public life (in the widest sense).
In music, as is well known, classicism, was followed by the baroque, then
by romanticism, etc. The changes were not because of exhaustion of melodies
(musical themes), but because of something else: new music should involve
new tendencies and phenomena in people’s lives. The permanently varying
world demands changes in various spheres of human life, including art. Is
this also true too for chess composition? Our beloved chess composition is a
very specific area of creativity. Progress in it is non-standard. A direct analogy
with other art forms may be harmful.
In a chess composition, the wearing out of different themes, ideas and
mechanisms results from mechanical exhaustion. During one moment “X”
(for example – a fixed time-period), it becomes clear, that with limited chess
material (pieces) and a limited chess board (8x8), it is impossible to create
eternally new, original positions. If chess composers do not take any measures regarding these limitations, there will come a moment when it is impossible to create something new. Composers will create only half-original compositions, mostly repeating old themes and mechanisms. Such activity is a
major creative compromise, with slow, inevitable degradation of the effort.
There will be a search for new possibilities in small or even minimal details –
remaking some problem from another composer. The new composer, with the
help of super computer techniques, hopes to create a little improvement of an
old problem which is enough to merit an independent life.
The struggle against this phenomenon is possible to conduct through
introduction of new genres and conditions and with a goal of adding a really
new pattern in chess problems. This is one way to rescue modern chess composition. It is regrettable that our composers tends to show conservatism – an
unfortunate thing in all arts.
Some not-enough-practiced fairy conditions, like Super-Circe, Anti SuperCirce, Einstein Chess, etc., deserve special attention. They give mighty opportunities for the creation of thousand new interesting and original problems
without unpleasant imitations and predecessors.
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For a fine condition, Super-Circe, I have written an article in feenschach (Heft
151, April-June, 2003). Since then, there have appeared a number of new
problems from well-known fairy experts and new interesting tendencies in
connection with the development of Super-Circe. Therefore, I think it would
be interesting to talk again about these problems and to express new ideas
regarding which I have conducted research for quite awhile.
I want to note especially the work of the Romanian authors Vlaicu Crisan,
Eric Huber, Paul Raican and Ion Murãrasu - a vanguard army in modern
fairy composition. In the last few years there has been plenty of activity by
other composers as well such as Guy Sobrecases, Peter Harris, etc.
This article is only about Super-Circe. I hope that in the near future I will
publish another article titled “Super-Circe + Company”, describing combinations of Super-Circe and other fairy conditions.
II. Historical Review
There is an interesting fact which not all composers know: the main idea
(rebirth of captured pieces) of the most popular fairy genre Circe was known
in 1940 when John E. H. Creed published (in The Fairy Chess Review) some
problems with the condition "Replacement Chess". It was defined this way:
Whenever either player captures he must restore the captured man on any
"legal square" he places. "Legal square" forbids replacing Pawns on 1st or 8th
rank, or giving check, but nothing else matters.
I will show two of his path-breaking problems.

No.1 John E.H. Creed

No.2 John E.H. Creed

No.3 Rafael Candela

No.4 Rafael Can. Sanz

Replacement Chess

Replacement Chess

Replacement Chess

Replacement Chess

Sanz, feenschach 1963W________w
feenschach 1963
Fairy Chess Rev. 1940 W________w
Fairy Chess Rev. 1940 W________w
W________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[wdwdbdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwGKdwh]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dKdwdwdw]
[dwdrdwdw]
[dwHNdpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwiw0]
[w0pGwdB$]
[w0piw0w$]
[dwdrdw0w]
[dwdwdpdw]
[hwdkdpdw]
[dbdw0wdw]
[wdwdw0w0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wIwdw0wd]
[wdrdw)wd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdPdw]
[dwdp0w)w]
[w0ndP0wd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[p$w0wdwd]
[wdw0wdPd]
[dKdwgwdk]
[dwdwdwdw]
[drdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------w-------w-------w-------h#5
(1+4+1)
#2
(6+10)
s#2
Maximummer
(3+10)
#2
(8+12)
No.1 The key-move demonstrates a self-unpin (typical in this genre) by the
white Rook : 1.Rxd2 (Pb2)+! (zz), 1...Rxd6 (Bd4) 2.Bxb6 (Pe6)#, 1...Rxd6 (Bd3)
2.Bxf5(Pf6)#, 1...Kxd6 (Bd5) 2.Bxa2 (Pc7)#, 1...Kxd6 (Bd4) 2.Bxb6 (Pe6)#,
1...Kxd6 (Bd3) 2.Bxf5 (Pc7)#, 1...Ke6 2.Sxf4 (Pf7)#.
No.2 1.Sxe5 (Pd4)! [2.Rxf6 (Pc5)#], 1...fxe5 (Sg6) 2.fxe5 (Pc5)#, 1...fxe5
(Sf6) 2.Se4#, 1...fxe5 (Se6) 2.Be7#, 1...Sg6 2.Sxf7 (Pc5)#, 1...Rc5 2.Rxf6
(Pd5)#, 1...Kc5 2.Sxd3 (Pd6)#, 1...c5+ 2.Rxf6 (Pd7)/Rxf6 (Pc6)#.
Both problems are interesting, even revolutionary for the time, but they
had no major effect on the chess problem community. Back then, the fairy
world was dominated by Dawson’s inventions. Also, composers were probably weary of the unusual power of Replacement Chess, which meant a big
danger from cooks.
There were four more problems with the same fairy condition following the
initial work by Creed.
An interesting example from this time is No.3 from Candela Sanz’s article
in feenschach, 1963. (I have called the condition “Replacement Chess” which
is comparable to Super-Circe.) 1.Kxc2 (Sg2)! (zz), 1...Rd1 2.Kxd1 (Rf3) Se3#.
The first neutral promotion is realized in No.4: 1.Ke7 nPf6+ 2.Kd8 nPf7
3.h5 f8nB 4.nBc5 nBxf2 (Pd7) 5.h4 nBxh4 (Pg3)#.

No.7 Eric Huber &
No.5 Jorg Kuhlmann
No.6 John Beasley
Vlaicu Crisan, Quartz ‘01
No.8 Matrix
feenschach 1972
B.C.M. 1992
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwhwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdbdw0wd]
[dwdwdKdw]
[dwdPdwdP]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dw4w$Bdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[wdpdPdwd]
[wdwdw0pd]
[wdpdNdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[IwdwdP0w]
[dpdwdndw]
[dwHk)w!w]
[BdwdrdwG]
[wdk)Qdwd]
[w0pdw$wd]
[w)w0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdBiwdw]
[dw$wdwdK]
[wdwdNdwd]
[PdwdbdRd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dNdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------w-------#2
(10+5)w-------h#2 ORC
(2+8)w-------#1 Super-Circe (10+6)
h#2 Super-Circe (4+2)
Optional Replac. Chess

b) Pb5→d7

The Modern rules of this genre were formulated by the German fairy expert
and innovator Jorg Kulmann in feenschach (VII, 1972). These rules are official
and accepted by other composers and PCCC. Thus, I will use Kulman’s definition in the rest of the article.
No.5, by Kulmann, shows creation of a white battery. 1.Rxh4 (Be4) Sg3
2.Rxe4 (Bh2) Sxe4 (Rd5)#.
Work in this genre, from Kuhlmann and Romeo Bedoni in 1985, is in Rex
Multiplex (VII-XII, 2005). An attempt to change Kuhlmann’s definition was
made in 1992 by John Besley and was dubbed “Optional Replacement Chess"
(ORC). ORC is still a Super-Circe but with two important restrictions concerning Bishops and Pawns. Beasley’s definition is the following: “A player who
captures an opposing man puts it back on any vacant square (a Bishop only
on a square of the same color, a Pawn not on the first or last rank)”.
No.6 1.Rxg5 (Pa3)! [2.Sxa3 (Pc3)#], 1...Sxd7 (Pc3) 2.Qxe2 (Bd5)#
(2.Qxc6+?), 1...Sxh7 (Pc3) 2.Qxc6 (Pd3)# (2.Qxe2 (Bd5)+? Sxg5(Rd3)!,
1...Sxe6 (Pc3) 2.Qxe6 (Sd3)#. Double blockade with black and white Pawns on
c3-square. An excellent idea. Unfortunately, the dual-avoidance motivation is
not full and perfect.
Beasley’s ORC was revisited in an article published in the Romanian
magazine Quartz in 2001. A interesting example from this article is No.7,
which shows a typical (for this genre) reciprocal battery created by white Rook
and Bishop. a) 1.Kxd3 (Bg8) Rxc4 (Pd4) 2.Kxc4 (Rf7) Rxc7 (Pd3)#, b) 1.Kxf4
(Ra5) Bxf5 (Se4) 2.Kxf5 (Bb5) Bxd7 (Pf4)#.
It is interesting that the problems numbered 6 and 7 are also correct with
the stipulation Super-Circe! My opinion is that, in all such cases, the ORC
stipulation should be replaced with Super-Circe, a more general and better
known fairy condition.
Following my article in feenschach, 2003, Super-Circe was a theme in the
Andernach tournament of the same year. This tourney was the strongest and
most successful in history of this condition and enjoyed the participation of
some of the best known fairy composers.
In the same article I introduced Anti Super-Circe (with 11 light examples).
However, the active development of this new condition began two years later
with the creation of a computer program for checking its correctness.
IIІ. Definition and Features of Super
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Official Super-Circe rules were formulated in 1972 by Jorg Kuhlman. They
are:
1. Each captured piece: white, black, neutral or half-neutral (except Kings)
can be reborn on any free square. The rebirth must be a legal move, not a
self-check of selfmate.
2. It is also possible to remove the captured piece from the board. The choice
is made by the capturing side.
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3. A castling is possible with a reborn Rook if other castling’s rules are satisfied.
4.The Pawns (white, black, neutrals, half-neutrals) can be reborn on the first
or eight row as well. When reborn on the first row (for Black) or on the eight
row (for White) the promotion is obligatory and the choice of the promoted
piece is made by the capturing side.
5. When Pawns are reborn on the first row (for White) and on the eight row
(for Black) they become immovable. After a capture, such Pawn can be activated, i.e., placed on any free square with other stipulations being satisfied.
6. White Pawns on eight row and black Pawns on first row are illegal in the
initial position or during the play. However, a neutral or half-neutral Pawn
can stand legally on the first row (if it is reborn there by Black) or on the eight
row (if it is reborn there by White).
The rules are further explained with a few elementary examples.
In No.8, there is an immovable black Pawn on f8. (This is legal). White’s
try 1.Sxf8 (Pd7)+? fails to 1...dxc3 (Re6)!! and the battery line is closed. Another try 1.Sxc7++? looks promising, but where should we place Rc7? 1.Sxc7
(Rd7)+? fails to Rxd7 (Se6)! while 1.Sxc7 (Re6)+? is refuted by 1...Kxe5 (Pf5)!.
Similarly, 1.Sxc7 (Rf5)+? Kxe5 (Pe6)! Such King’s moves, which ensure free
flights for the King (after specific line-closings) are interesting thematic elements in Super-Circe. Correct is 1.Sxc7 (Rg4)#.

No.11 Nikolay Dolginovich
No.9 Petko A. Petkov
No.10 Eric Huber
3rd-4th Pr., La Tribune
No.12 Vlaicu Crisan
Educational example W________w
Quartz 2001
feenschach 2001
de Genеve 1982-1983 W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdrdBI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdw1b0wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w0wdkdwd]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dw4kdBdw]
[gwdpdwdw]
[dwdnhwdw]
[dw0ndwdw]
[w0Rdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdw1wdpI]
[wdkhwdw$]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dn$w0k0w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Ndwdpdwd]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
[dwdwIwdw]
[dwdw$wdw]
[dwdwdwdr]
w-------w-------2 sols.
(3+6)
h#2 b) Pd7→d6 (3+7)w-------h#3 b) Pc5→d3 (3+8) h#2
h#2
2 sols.
(3+7)w-------Super-Circe

Super-Circe

Super-Circe

In No.9 (an ANY type, i.e., two unrelated solutions), the first solution demonstrates castling with a reborn white Rook: 1.Bxc3 (Rd1)+ Sxc3 (Bg4) 2.exd1B
(Rh1) 0-0#. The second solution shows a promotion to a black Bishop realized
by White: 1.Ke4! Kxe2 (b1B) 2.Bxa2 (Se6) Rxe3 (Pf5)#.
IV. White Batteries (the most common theme)
Similar to other genres, the most common theme is creation and transformation of white batteries. Thus, we begin with this theme with a remark that in
Super-Circe, this theme is somewhat unique (and dynamic) due to its fairy
definition.
The first attempts to compose Super-Circe problems have shown that the
creation of white batteries is promising, especially in helpmates, where the
main actors are the white Rook and Bishop. More concretely, the battery
creation is almost always reciprocal. In the later development of Super-Circe,
these orthodox pieces were replaced by pieces that can play a similar role.
Battery creation and transformation is also prevalent in problems in
which Super-Circe is combined with other conditions. (This article is limited
to problems with Super-Circe.)

Аn example is No.10. Here the matrix is well known from helpmates where,
in such a situation, a reciprocal battery creation is realized in three moves. In
Super-Circe, however, the same combination is achieved in two moves: a)
1.Qe3 Rxe3 (Qf5) 2.Sxe3 (Rb3) Rxb6 (Pe7)#, b) 1.Qc4 Bxc4 (Qf7) 2.Sxc4 (Be2)
Bxg4 (Pf6)#.
Essentially the same thematic concept is realized in No.11. a) 1.Re3 Be6
2.Rc3 Bg4 3.Sb3 Be2#, b) 1.Rb1 Rf4 2.Rb5 Rf7 3.Sb4 Rc7#.
Comparison of these two problems raises some interesting questions. (The
most banal is: Which problem is better, considering the length in which the
same idea is shown?) However, a more important question is whether No.11
is a full or partial predecessor of No.10. If the answer is “no”, then in many
classical problems and schemes, the number of moves can be reduced by
using the Super-Circe condition. The reduction is usually one move. My feeling is that No.11 is not a predecessor of No.10, although No.10 seems not to
be very original either. In conclusion, I don’t think that the play in No.12 is
typical for Super-Circe. This problem, as to content and construction, is a
masterpiece. 1.Bxf5 (Bg1) Rxc5 (Rc4)+ 2.Kxc5 (Rf2) Rxf5 (Bc6)#, 1.Rxc4 (Re1)
Bxe6 (Bf5)+ 2.Kxe6 (Be2) Bxc4 (Bd7)#. The same can be said for No.7.

N.14 Norbert Geissler
No.15 Vlaicu Crisan
Special Prize
Commendation
No.13 Eric Huber
No.16 Vlaicu Crisan
idee & form 2004
Buletin Problemistic 2004
Andernach-T.T. 2003 W________w
StrateGems 2003
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[w$wdwdBd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw4wdw]
[dwdwdRdw]
[wdwdkhwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w4wgBdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdRdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dpiwdwdw]
[dBdKdrdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdpdwIwd]
[wdbdw0wd]
[dwdw0wIB]
[dwdwdw1k]
[dwdRdwdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwgwdwd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdrdw]
[dwdKdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwhkdw]
w-------h#2 b) Rb6→c6 (3+7)w-------h#2
bSd2
(3+3)w-------h#2
2 sols.
(3+4)w-------ser.h#3 2 sols. (3+7)
Super-Circe

Super-Circe

Super-Circe
rRPaos, bBVaos

Super-Circe
rRPaos, bBVaos

In the nice miniature, No.13, the creation of new batteries follows the destruction of the initial white R/B battery: 1.Rxf5 (Rc2) Bxf5 (Rc5)+ 2.Kxf5
(Bb1) Rxc5 (Re6)#, 1.Rxf5 (Ra5) Bxf5 (Rd3)+ 2.Kxf5 (Bb5) Bxd3 (Re6)#.
This problem raises an important question as whether the two key-moves,
1.Rxf5 (Rc2) and 1.Rxf5 (Ra5) are the same. In my opinion, they are two different moves because of the differing rebirths. Thus, such key-moves do not
represent a weekness.
Another interesting problem is No.14, composed with only six pieces. a)
1.Qxb8 (Rg2) Kxd2 (Bh2) 2.Qxg8 (Bf1) Rxg8 (Qh4)#, b) 1.Qxg8 (Bh2) Kxd2
(Sg2) 2.Qxb8 (Rh1) Bxb8 (Qg4)#. The white King’s moves (1...Kxd2) are not
identical because the King captures different pieces which are reborn on
different squares.
In No.15, the roles of Rook and Bishop have been replaced by the Chinese
Rook (PAO) and Bishop (VAO). a) 1.Kd5 PAOb3 2.Kxe6 (VAOa2) PAOxb6
(Rd7)#, b) 1.Kd4 VAOd7 2.Kxd3 (PAOd8) VAOxb5 (Pc3)#.
An attractive complex is shown in No.16. 1.PAOxb5 (VAOf5) 2.PAOxf5
(VAOa6) 3.VAOxf7 (PAOb5) PAOxf5 (PAOg1)#, 1.VAOxf7 (PAOc4) 2.VAOxc4
(PAf8) 3.PAOxb5 (VAOf7) VAOxc4 (VAOg1)#. The creation of reciprocal white
batteries is combined with many other motives such as cyclical captures,
swichbacks, Umnov, etc. This manner of combining themes and ideas is
important in series-helpmates where Super-Circe is (still) a rare phenomenon.
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No.17 Vlaicu Crisan
No.18 F. Pachl, A. Beine
4th Pr., 14th T.T. Chess & M. Rittirsch, Comm.
No.19 Petko A. Petkov No.20 Petko A. Petkov
feenschach 2003
feenschach 2003
Composition Microweb ‘04
Andernach-T.T. 2003 W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

No.22 H.Rehm, U.Avner No.23 K.Widlert, U.Avner No.24 V.Crisan & E.Huber
No.21 Petko A. Petkov
& K.Widlert, 1st Prize
& M.Caillaud, 2nd Prize 2nd Commendation
feenschach 2003
Andernach-T.T. 2003 (v)W________w
Andernach-T.T. 2003 W________w
Probleemblad 2004
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwIwd]
[RdwdNiwH]
[RdwdwdBi]
[dwdwdwdB]
[dwdw0Bdw]
[0wdw0pdP]
[dwdwdKdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[wdwdNdwd]
[pdpdw0wd]
[w0pdwhpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdkGRdw]
[dwGwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Rdwdndwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w0wdP0wh]
[dwgwiwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[0wdwdwdw]
[dpdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwI]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------w-------h#2½ b) Bc3→g4 (3+3)w-------h#1½ b) Pe7→h6 (5+2)w-------#2 Super-Circe (6+8)
#2 Super-Circe (5+10)

[wdwgw$w!]
[wdbdw4wd]
[wdwdkdwd]
[k4B0wdwd]
[0ndwdwdw]
[dpHwdwdw]
[dwdRdw)w]
[dwdbdwdw]
[pdQ0w!w0]
[wdwGwdwd]
[wdPdwdp0]
[w$wgwdwd]
[dpdwHkdK]
[dw)Pdwdw]
[$wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[rdwdQdwd]
[wdwiN$wd]
[wdwGwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw)wdw!w]
[Iw$B0wdw]
[dBIw)wdQ]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdBdwdwh]
[P)pdwdwg]
[w)PdNdNd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwIwdw]
w-------w-------#2 Super-Circe (10+10)w-------#3 Super-Circe (11+7)w-------s#3 Super-Circe (13+3)
hs#3
+bPc7 (3+5)

In No.17, the “minor Locusts” (Bishop and Rook type) assume the battery
roles of their orthodox brothers. a) 1...BLxe4-d3 (Sb4) 2.Kxd3 (BLg4) RLxb4c4 (Sf3) 3.Kxc4 (RLh4) BLxf3-e2 (Sb3)#, b) 1...RLxe4-f4 (Sg6) 2.Kxf4 (RLc2)
BLxg6-f5 (Se2) 3.Kxf5 (BLb1) RLxe2-f2 (Sg5)#. This is nice work even though
there is a known visual and play analogy between the orthodox (B/R) and
fairy (BL/RL) batteries.
No.18 a) 1...Rh5 2.Kxe5 (Bg5) Bxe7 (Pe4)#, b) 1...Bg8 2.Kxe6 (Sf7) Sxh6
(d7)#. A simple but interesting idea: transformation of white batteries with a
special effect – the creation of Indian batteries with only two half-moves by
White and Black.
The examples above show helpmates with white battery play in 2-3
moves. This strategy is limited in traditional helpmates with cyclic battery
play (creation), with play of anti-batteries (a very interesting arena!), etc. The
situation in problems with direct stipulations (#2, #3, #n…s#, r#, etc) is even
worse. They cannot compare even with traditional helpmates.
The first direct problems with play and specific white battery transformation, after King’s moves, were published in my article in feenschach, 2003. In
No.19, there is a White correction in tries: 1.Se8~+? Kg7!, 1.Sxf6 (Pg7)+!?
gxf6 (Se8)!; 1.Bxa3 (Pc7)! [2.Sxc7 (Pg7)#]. In three variations, the black King
captures a forward battery piece and places it at different squares on the
same battery line: 1...Kxe8 (Sd8) 2.Sdxf7 (Pd7)#, 1...Kxe8 (Sc8) 2.Sxa7 (Pd7)#
and 1...Kxe8 (Sb8) 2.Sxa6 (Pd7)#.
A more complex example is No.20. It is obvious that the white King
should capture Sf6 and threaten 2.Bxb3 (Ph7)#. However, where will the
Knight be reborn? There are many tries. For example, after 1.Kxf6, the
Knight’s rebirth on squares such as h1, f1, d2, b1 etc., allows 2...Sxe4! (after
the threat move) and a rebirth of the white Pawn as a Bishop or Knight on the
battery line (the eight row), neutralizing 2.Bxb3 (Ph7)#. Other tries: 1.Kxf6
(Sh2)? Sg4+!, 1.Kxf6 (Sg2)? Kxg8 (Bb8)! and after 2.Bxg3 (Ph7) Sxf4 (Bb8)!,
1.Kxf6 (Se1)? Sd3!, 1.Kxf6 (Sa3)? Sc4!. There is no good square for Sf6 to be
reborn on, thus White should remove Sf6 from the board! Such unusual keymoves are marked as 1.Kxf6(-)! [2.Bxb3 (Ph7)#], 1…Kxg8 (Bf8) 2.Bxb4 (Ph7)#,
1...Kxg8 (Be8) 2.Bxc6 (Ph7)#, 1...Kxg8 (Bd8) 2.Bxb6 (Ph7)#, 1…Kxg8 (Bc8)
2.Bxh3 (Ph7)#, 1...Kxg8 (Bb8) 2.Bxf4 (Ph7)#.
No.21, in which the black King has two flights [1...Kxe4 (Gd3) and
1...Kxf6 (Gf7)], there are two separate groups of variations. 1.Sg6! (2.Qf4#). In
the first group, we have the destruction of one white battery and play of the
other, pins, self-blocks (on f6 and e4), black line closings and white blocks on
f4: 1...Bxf6 (Gf4) 2.Gxb7 (Sc4)#, 1...Rxe4 (Gf4) 2.Gxh6 (Pe7)#. The second pair
of variations shows transformation of white batteries after the black King’s
moves and the creation of black/white anti-batteries: 1...Kxe4 (Gd3) 2.Gxa6
(Pd5)#, 1...Kxf6 (Gf7) 2.Gxa7 (Pg7)#.

Rich, logical play is shown in No.22: 1.Sg3+? Rxf4 (Re2)! (2.Se2?), 1.Sf6+?
Bxf4 (Rb5)! (2.Sb5?); 1.Bxc2 (Pc4)! [2.Rxc4 (Pb3)+ Kxc4 (R~) 3.axb3 (Pd4)#],
1...e2 2.Sg3+! Rxf4 (R~) 3.Sxe2 (P~)#; 2...Bxg3 (Se4) 3.Sxg3 (Bf6)#, 1...b5
2.Sf6+! Bxf4 (R~) 3.Sxb5 (P~)#; 2...Rxf6 (Se4) 3.Sxf6 (Rg3)#.
Note that, after the capturing moves, the rebirth of the captured piece on
an unspecified field, for example 2...Kxc4 (R~), is not thematical according to
Super-Circe rules. They are not duals, either, but small deficiencies.
Without any doubt, No.23 is, thus far, the best selfmate of this genre:
1.Qxh6 (Pe6)! (zz), 1...e5 2.Qxg6 (d1B)+ Bxe2 (Sf7) 3.Sxe5 (a1Q)+ Qxa5
(Rf7)#, 1...g5 2.Qxe6 (d1R)+ Rxd4 (Be7) 3.Bxg5 (g1S)+ Sxe2 (Se7)#. Excellent
combination: black AUW and a creation of white batteries with surprising
model-mates.

Super-Circe
Super-Circe
BBishop-Locust, RRook-Locust

Super-Circe

QGrasshoppers

V. Black Batteries and Neutral Batteries
These batteries are frequently used with other fairy conditions but seldom
with Super-Circe. This is an area full of opportunities which has been undeservedly underrated.
I have very few examples in this area. No.24 is an ANI problem where we
have the creation of black battery but only in the first solution: a) 1.Rxd6
(Bg1) Bb5 2.Rxd8 (Pb7) Rxc8(Be3) 3.Rxc8 (Rh1)+ Bxe3 (Bb8)#. In the second
solution we have a model mate after two black self-blocks: b) 1.Bxd7 (Bc4) c6
Mating with a neutral battery is more difficult then with a traditional one.
The same applies to a “mixed” battery, created by a neutral piece and a regular piece (or in a case when we have half-neutral pieces). On the plus side, the
play of batteries with neutral pieces is more challenging and it provides many
more opportunities. I will show a few examples from my “laboratory”.
No.25 Petko A. Petkov
No.27 Petko A. Petkov No.28 Manfred Rittirsch
StrateGems 2003
Original
& Hans Gruber, 1st Prize
No.26 Petko A. Petkov
Original
in mem. Andon Petkov W________w
in mem. Danka PetkovaW________w
Andernach-T.T. 2003
W________w
W________w

[kdwdwdwI]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwgwdwg]
[rdp!wdwd]
[dpdBdpdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dwhwdwdN]
[dwdPdPdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[p0wdw0rd]
[bdwdkdw4]
[0wdw!w)w]
[dwdwdniw]
[0biwdpdw]
[dw0w0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[rdwhwdwd]
[pdpdwdwd]
[wdpdw0nd]
[drdPGwdw]
[dwdwdwdp]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdp0pdwd]
[wdwHwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdBdwdw0]
[dwgwdwdb]
[gwIwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdK]
[gwdwdwdK]
w-------w-------h#2 Super-Circe (1+12+3)
hs#2 2 sols. (5+12)
#2 Super-Circe (6+9+2)w-------h#2 Super-Circe (1+5+3)w-------2 sols., NNightrider

3 sols., NNightrider

Super-Circe
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No.25 After capturing moves, the forward piece of a neutral battery hides
itself! 1.nRxb7 (Pa4)! (2.Qb8#), 1...Kxb7 (nRg2) 2.nRxe2 (Pf2)#, 1...Kxb7
(nRf3) 2.nRxf7 (Pf5)#, 1...Kxb7 (nRe4) 2.nRxa4 (Pb4)#, 1...Kxb7 (nRd5)
2.nRxa5 (Pb5)#, 1...Kxb7 (nRc6) 2.nRxc2 (Pc3)#. In five variations, the neutral
battery is also transformed. The initial battery plays after 1...Bb2 2.nRxb2
(Bb4)#.
No.26 demonstrates the creation of a neutral battery, a Pseudo-Finish
Nowotny, two sacrifices by the neutral Nightrider, black blocks and surprising
mates after triple (!) checks. 1.nNh4 nBxd4 (Sh5) 2.Kxh4 (nNf2) nBxf2
(nNf3)#, 1.nNf6 nRxd4 (Sf7) 2.Kxf6 (nNd6) nRxd6 (nNh7)#.
No.27 represents a significant step forward, with a cyclic creation of three
neutral batteries (on f6) and cyclic transformation of the same batteries.
There are also King’s Y-flights with mates after self-blocks and triple checks.
1.Kd4 nNxf6 (Pe4) 2.nRxf6 (nNd6) nRxd6 (nNb3)#, 1.Kb4 nRxf6 (Pc3)
2.nBhxf6 (nRe7) nBxe7 (nRb2)#, 1.Kc6 nBxf6 (Pc5) 2.nNxf6 (nBb8) nNxb8
(nBa8)#.
VI. Promotions
Many Super-Circe problems have utilized this theme, but it happened only
after the creation of computer programs for checking them. The promotion
theme has huge practical value and application because it is possible to provoke a promotion of one enemy (or neutral, half-neutral) Pawn after its capture on any square on the board. This allows unique (unseen in other traditional conditions) opportunities, which can be compared only with similar
situations in Anti Super-Circe. However, many Super-Circe compositions of
this type are rather simple. Most are miniatures without complex strategy.
Thus, it is necessary to remind composers (mainly new ones), that in SuperCirce, it is desirable to combine the promotions (even AUW or Super AUW)
with some other themes or ideas. So far, these opportunities in Super-Circe
have been scantily examinated. There have been no books or even articles
writen on this theme.
The white AUW in No.28 is combined with two additional black promotions and multiple anti-dual effects (which dictate the exact order of white
promotions on c8, g8 and e8). 1.dxc8R (Pg8) Bxc8 (Rf3) 2.fxg8B (d1B)+ Bxf3
(Rf7)#, 1.dxc8S (Pe8) Rxc8 (Sf1) 2.fxe8Q (e1Q)+ Qxf1 (Se7)#.
You have already noticed this fact: With only one half-move (for example
1.dxc8), it is possible to realize two promotions - white and black. This phenomenon is an excellent reason to have immovable Pawns on the eighth row.

No.29 Hemmo Axt
No.30 Ion Murãrasu, 1st Pr.No.31 Eric Huber
Commendation
Chess Composition
for Laura
No.32 Petko A. Petkov
feenschach 2003
Andernach-T.T. 2003 W________w
Microweb-11th T.T. 2003W________w
StrateGems 2006
W________w
W________w

[wgndwird]
[wdwdwIwd]
[kdwdwdwd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dw0wgqdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[pdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dpdwiwdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdwdwI]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------w-------h#2 b) Kf8→g6 (2+9)w-------h#4 b) Pf6→h7 (1+2+1)
h#2 b) rotate 90º (1+1+2)
h#2 2 sols. (1+1+2)w-------Super-Circe

Super-Circe

Super-Circe

Super-Circe

A good interpretation of mixed AUW is No.29 which shows reciprocal motives
with surprising self-blocks, activation of immovable Pd1 and model mates. a)
1.cxd1R (Pa7) axb8S (Bg7) 2.Rd7 Sxd7(Re8)#, b) 1.cxd1B (Pe6) exf7 (Qf5)
2.Bh5 fxg8Q (Rf6)#.
Excellent nQ-promotions are shown in No.30. a) 1.nPc4 nPxc4 (c1nQ)+
2.nQxc4 (nPe4) nQxe4 (e1nQ)#, b) 1.Kc3 c8nQ+ 2.nQxe6 (nPc4)+ nQxc4
(c1nQ)#. Only four men and chameleon-echo.
Another nice quartet (ANI type) is No.31. 1.nPxb3 (nPg7) g8nQ+ 2.nQxb3
(nPb6) nQxb6 (nBh1)#, 1.nPb2+ Kxb2 (nQd1) 2.nQxa4 (nPa7) nQxa7 (nRa1)#.
A immovable neutral Pawn on the 1st or 8th row is legal. It is important to
note that the neutral Pawn can be placed on the 8 th row only after the capture
by the Black side!
In No.32, the “neutral element” demonstrates its potential power with two
promotions: a) 1.f5 Kxf5 (Pa7) 2.Kc6 Ke6 3.Kb7 Kd7 4.Ka8 Kxc8 (nBh1)#, b)
1.Kc6 Ke5 2.Kb7 Kd6 3.Kxc8 (nPg6) nPxh7 (Pg8) 4.Kd8 nPxg8R (Pg7)#.
VII. Other Themes and Ideas
I can show only a few “other” examples because the word “other”, at this
moment, is not defined. There are not enough materials, or strong tendencies,
outside the themes already shown.

No.35 Michel Caillaud
No.33 T.Maeder, O.Sick No.34 A.Thoma &
No.36 Ion Murãrasu
& R.Aschwanden, 1st HM A.Beine, Commendation Dirk Borst, 2nd Prize
feenschach 2003
Andernach-T.T. 2003 W________w
Andernach-T.T. 2003 (v)W________w
Andernach-T.T. 2003 W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[w4wdwiwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dPdPdwdr]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdpdw0]
[wdpdwdpd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw0w)wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdbd]
[w4wdwgpI]
[QdwdwGNd]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdpIp]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dPdw)wdw]
[dwdwdwdQ]
[wdwdwhwd]
[wdwgwdwd]
[wdwdkdwd]
[wdrdwdwd]
[dwdw4wiw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwIwHR$w]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------w-------w-------h#3 2 sols. (1+6+1)
h#2 2 sols. (1+4+2)
#2 Super-Circe (12+5)
h#2 2 sols.
(2+4)w-------NNightrider

Super-Circe

Super-Circe

Super-Circe

Thus far the best cycle problem is No.33. 1.Nxh6 (Pe7)? (2.b8N#[A]), 1...Rf7[a]
2.Qc4#[B], 1...Rg7[b] 2.Qa2#[C], but 1...Rh8!; 1.Bxh6 (Pe7)! (2.Qc4#[B]),
1...Rf7[a] 2.Qa2#[C], 1...Rg7[b] 2.b8N#[A]. Also: 1...Rxh6 (Bb4) 2.Rf2#). This is
a Shedey cycle.
To me, the alphabet themes are not a fruitful field for Super-Circe.
However, echo-play shows more promise, although there are only a few good
attempts so far to utilize the theme.
An attractive echo, with two castlings (after reborn Rooks) and modelmates is shown in No.34. 1.Rg2 Qxg2 (Rh8) 2.0-0 Qxg6 (Ph8)#, 1.Rc3 Qxc3
(Ra8) 2.0-0-0 Qxc6 (Pb8)#.
Two excellent self-blocks by neutral Knights are shown in No.35. 1.Re4
nSxg4 (Bh1) 2.f2 nSxf2 (f1R) 3.Rf4 nSxh3 (Pf2)#, 1.nSe4+ nSxg5 (Pe2) 2.Kf1
nSxf3 (g1S) 3.h2 nSxh2 (Pf3)#. Remember this trick!
Many problems are composed on the theme: reciprocal captures of neutral
pieces (without battery creation or battery play). This does not mean a Zilahi
theme (wrongly specified in some magazines and data bases). Zilahi in Circe
problems does not exist, because the captured piece is not removed from the
board as in orthodox helpmates.
A good example is No.36. 1.Bc3 nBxb8 (Rf7) 2.Bg7 nRxb8 (nBc5)#,
1.R8b7 nBxd2 (Bg7) 2.Rf7 nBxb4 (nRa8)#.
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VIII. Future Work
In summary, I note again that, so far, Super-Circe has been poorly exploited
in an arena where huge opportunities exist. It seems there is a certain psychological barrier with many composers simply frightened away by the complexity of Super-Circe. Many colleagues have written to me that they do not
like that, in Super-Circe, it is practically impossible to check (with the aid of a
Computer) many problems in four or more moves. This is true, but in every
new genre a composer should begin his work with shorter distances. Start
with twomovers and even 1.5 movers. There are many possibilities in shorter
problems as well. Do not limit your work to helpmates. Pay special attention
to problems with direct conditions (#2, #3, s# 2-3, reflexmates, etc....). Many
new opportunities exist also in the help-self genre.
In every case, it is necessary to try first to demonstrate unique SuperCirce effects. Ideally, every half-move should show some Super-Circe effect. If
you minimize the uniqueness of Super-Circe, the quality of the work will
suffer.
Fearing that it is difficult to show, in a problem, enough Super-Circe
elements, many authors hastily combine the condition with other fairy conditions. Such combinations are often unsuccessful as it is difficult to achieve
harmony and equivalence between two or move fairy conditions. It is unadvisable to make such attempts before one has learned well the secrets of
Super-Circe.
Before starting work with Super-Circe, I recommend an оrganized
theoretical examination and creation of plans for future work in every subgroup, (for example h#, s#, ser.h#, hs#, etc.). When planning, pay attention to
ANI problems. This form promises excellent new opportunities in Super-Circe.
Regarding practical work only, the creation of a large number of workschemes (more than with other fairy conditions) is needed because many end
up with inevitable cooks.
I plan to publish soon additional articles about Super-Circe and am looking forward to comments and suggestions from our readers.

Recently Honored US Compositions
by Mike Prcic
All solutions and comments have been obtained from magazines which
originally published the awards, or from awarded composers.

N1 Mirko Degenkolbe
N2 Steven Dowd
N3 Steven Dowd
N4 Mike Prcic
& Steven Dowd, Sp. Pr. 2nd Honorable Mention 2nd Honorable Mention 1st Prize
Thema Danicum 2006 W________w
Thema Danicum 2006 W________w
The Problemist 2005 W________w
Die Schwalbe 2005
W________w

[wdwdwdkd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdbdwd]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[dwdwdwdw]
[0wdp0qdw]
[dwdp0rdw]
[wdwdw0b4]
[wdwdwdwd]
[P0w)wdwd]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdp)w]
[dwdpdwdw]
[dKdkdw)w]
[dwdpdpdQ]
[w0wdw)pI]
[w0w)wdwd]
[PGw)rdQd]
[wdw)wiw)]
[dP0wdw)p]
[iP0wdp0p]
[dNdP0Ndw]
[dPdw0P0K]
[wdPdwdw)]
[BdPdwdpd]
[Bdwdpdwd]
[rdpdwdwd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwIw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dNdNdndw]
w--------w
w--------w
#7
(8+13)
h#17½
(8+10)w--------w
h#9
(5+8)w--------w
s#3
(12+10)

N1 1...gxh6 2.Bh5 Kxh5 3.Kf7 Kh4 4.Ke6 Kh5 5.Kd5 Kh4 6.Ke4 Kh5 7.Kf3
Kh4 8.Kg2 Kh5 9.Kxh2 Kh4 10.Kg1 Kh5 11.h2 Kh4 12.h1B Kh5 13.Be4 Kh4
14.Bxc2 Sxc2 15.Kh1 Se3 16.c2 Sxg4 17,c1R Kh3 18.Rg1 Sf2# A double
Phoenix.
N2 1.Kb2 Bb1 2.Kc1 Ba2 3.Kxc2 Bb1+ 4.Kxb3 Bf5 5.Kc4 Bxh3 6.f2+ Kxg2
7.f1S Kf3 8.Sd2+ Ke3 9.Sb3 Bf1# A surprised final position in a crowded setting.
N3 1.Se5! (2.Sc1+ Kxd4 3.Sc6+ dxc6#, 1...Rxe5 2.Sc5+ Kxd6 3.Qxd7+ Bxd7#,
1...Rxd4 2.Sxd4+ Kxe5 3.Sc6+ dxc6#, 1...Qf5 2.Sa5+ Kxd4 3.Sc6+ dxc6# Interesting pins of the white Knights after battery play.
N4 1.Sdc3? Ra5!, 1.Kg2?? c2~+!; 1.Sbc3! (2.Sxd5#) e6 2.Sxd5+ exd5 3.Sc3!
(4.Sxd5#) Ra5 4.Kg2! (5.Qg5#) Rg7 5.Qe8 (6.Qe5#) d6 6.Qb5!! Novotny
Rxb5/Bxb5 7.Se2/Sxd5#; 5...Re7 6.Qg6 (7.Qg5#) Rg7 7.Qd6#; 5...Se7 6.Qb8+
d6 7.Qxd6# When the two tries fail, White must execute the foreplan which
ends with a surprising Novotny move.

N5 S.Dowd & M.Ylijoki N6 Richard Becker
N7 T. Garai & C. Tylor
N8 Gianni Donati
3rd Honorable Mention Prize, 15th Meeting of
1st Honorable Mention
1st Prize
The Problemist 2005 £¦¦¦¦¦¦¦¦£
Solidarity 2005-2006 W________w
The Problemist 2003 W________w
Thema Danicum 2006
W________w

[NdKdw!wd]
¢£¤©¤£¤£¤¥
[wdwdwdwd]
[rdwdwdwh]
[dwdw4wdp]
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
[dp0wdwdw]
[0p0wdwdw]
[wdwiwdw0]
¢£¤£¤£¤£p¥
[wdpdwdwd]
[wdn0w0wd]
[$wdwdwdp]
¢3£¼Y¤£¤£¥
[Gwdwdwdb]
[dw0wdwip]
[wdw)w)w)]
¢£¤0ºo¤£¤¥
[RIwiwdqd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdBdw]
¢¤£¤£¤£¤£¥
[dwdwdwdw]
[)wdP)Pdr]
[wdwdwdwd]
¢¹¤£¤£¤£¤¥
[wdwdwdwd]
[wgPdwdP)]
[dwdwdwdw]
¢¤£¤£¤W¤£¥
[4whwdwdw]
[$N1QdbHK]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
PG in 24.0
(12+16)
Win
(7+9)
h#3 4 sols.
(3+8)
s#7*
(8+5)£¡¡¡¡¡¡¡¡£
N5 1...Ke6 2.f5+ Kd6 3.Bxh5 Kc6 4.Qxh6+ Re6 5.Qc1+ Kd6 6.Qa3+ Kc6
7.Be8+ Rxe8#, 1.Sb6! (zz) Ke6 2.Bd5+ Kd6 3.Be4 Ke6 4.Bf5+ Kd6 5.Sc4+ Kc6
6.Be4+ Rxe4 7.Qe8+ Rxe8# White-to-play problem with change of the sacrificed piece on e8 between set and play.
N6 1.Re1! (1.Rf7? Rxd4+ 2.Kxc5 Rd5+ 3.Kc4 Be3 -+) 1...Rxd4+ (1...Bf3 2.Re7
Rxd4+ 3.Kxc5 Rd5+ 4.Kc4 =) 2.Kxc5 Rb4 ( 2...Ra4 3.Sd6 Bd3 4.Sb7+ Ka6
5.Re6+ =) 3.Sd6 Bf8 (3...Bd3 4.Re8 Ba6 5.Ra8 Be3+ 6.Kd5 Kb6 7.Rb8+ Ka5
8.Ra8 Ra4 9.Sc4+ Rxc4 10.Rxa6+ =) 4.Rf1 Be7 5.Rf4 (5.Re1? Rb5+ 6.Kd4
Bf6+ 7.Ke3 Rb1 -+) 5...Ka4 6.Rf7 (6.Rg4+ Rb5+ 7.Kd4 Bf3 8.Rg3 Rd5+ 9.Ke3
Bh1 10.Rg1 Rh5 -+) 6...Rb7 7.Rf4 Rb4 8.Rf7 Rb7 9.Rf4 Rb5+ 10.Kd4 Rb4+
11.Kc5 Ka3 12.Rf3+ (12.Rg4? Ra4 13.Rg3+ Kb2 14.Re3 Bf8 -+) Bxf3 stalemate.
N7 1.Ke5+ Kc5 2.Bf7 Rf4 3.Be6 Bxc7#, 1.Ke3+ Kc3 2.Qe2 Bb4 3.Bf3 Bc5#,
1.Rb1+ Ka3+ 2.Kd3 Rd4+ 3.Kc2 Rd2#, 1.Sa2+ Kb3+ 2.Kc5 Bxc7 3.Kb5 Ra5#
N8 1.d3 h5 2.Bf4 Sh6 3.Bd6 exd6 4.Sc3 Qg5 5.Qb1! (5.Sb1? Qc1 6.Sc3 g5
7.Sb1 Bg7 8.Sf3 Bxb2 9.Sg1 f6 10.Sf3 Kf7 11.Sg1 Re8 12.Sf3 Re3 13.Sd4 Rh3
14.e3 Kg6 15.Be2 Sf7 16.Bf3 Sh8 17.Bc6 dxc6 18.0-0 Bg4 19.Kh1 Be2 20.Sf3
Bxf1 21.Sg1 c5 22.f3 Sc6 23.a3 g4 24.?? Kg5) 5...Qc1+ 6.Sd1 g5 7.a3 Bg7
8.Qa2 Bxb2 9.Qc4 f6 10.Qg4 Kf7 11.Sf3 Re8 12.Sd2 Re3 13.Sb1 Rh3 14.e3
Kg6 15.Be2 Sf7 16.Bf3 Sh8 17.Bc6 dxc6 18.0-0 c5 19.Sdc3 Sc6 20.Qd1 Bg4
21.Kh1 Be2 22.f3 Bxf1 23.Se2 g4 24.Sg1 Kg5 White has to lose a single
tempo.
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N10 Mike Prcic &
Fadil Abdurahmanović
N9 Robert Lincoln
N11 Rauf Aliovsadzade N12 Rauf Aliovsadzade
6th Honorable Mention
3rd Commendation
Special HM
2nd Honorable Mention
Sabra Ty. Rhodes 2007 w________w
Rybinsk-7 Dney Ty. 2007
Rybinsk-7 Dney Ty. 2007
The Problemist 2005-I W________w
W________w
w________w

[rdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdbh]
[wdwdwdwd]
[kdwdwdwd]
[GbdwdndQ]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdpdk]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdw0Pdwd]
[wdBdw0wd]
[wdwdwdw0]
[w$wdw)wd]
[dNdwdwgR]
[dRdrdPdR]
[dwdwdKdw]
[dNdwdKdw]
[NdkdPdwd]
[wdwdwiwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[dKhwdpdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[ndPdwdwd]
[w0wdwdwd]
[RGwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dRdwdKdw]
[dwgwdwdw]
[!wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(4+3)
#4 b) Pf6→g6 (4+1)
#2
(11+8)
h#2 3 sols.
(6+9)w--------w
N9 1.Qf5? (2.Sb6/Sb2#), 1...Bd5 2.Qxd5#, 1...axb5 2.Qxb5#, 1...d5!, 1.Bg1?
(2.Sb6#) axb5!, 1.Rb3? (2.Sb2#), 1...Bxe4 2.Qxe4#, 1...Rxa7!; 1.Qg7!
(2.Qd4#), 1...Se5 2.Sxd6#, 1...Be3 2.Sb2# (Sb6?), 1...Bf6 2.Sb6# (Sb2?),
1...Sb4 2.Rxb4#
N10 1.Sf7 Rg5 2.Rxf5 Rbxf5#, 1.Rd2+ Rd5 2.Ke4 Rh4#, 1.Rd4+ Bd5 2.Ke5
Bb8#
N11 1.Bh8? (2.Qg7#) f6!; 1.Ra8! (2.Rh8#), 1...f6 2.Qa7# Chosing between two
Bristols (Judge: V. Kozhakin)
N12 а) 1.Rе6! Кb8 2.Rе7[A] (thr.) Кс8 3.f7[B] Kd8 4.f8Q#, 1...Kb7 2.f7[B] Kc8
3.Rе7[A] Kd8 4.f8Q#. b) 1.Rf6! Kb8 2.Rf7[A] (thr.) Кс8 3.g7[B] ~ 4.g8Q#,
1...Кb7 2.g7[B] Kc8 3.Rf7[A] ~ 4.g8Q#. Reciprocal change in parts in a baby
form.

N13 Rauf Aliovsadzade N14 Guy Sobrecases & N15 Newman Guttman N16 Gianni Donati
Steven Dowd, Comm.
Commendation
Special Prize
6th Honorable Mention
C. Jonsson-60JT 2007 W________w
Probleemblad 1999 W________w
Lois-60JT 2007
Rybinsk-7 Dney Ty. 2007W________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wgwdwdqd]
[whqiwgn4]
[dKdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[)w0p0w0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Q0R4RdB)]
[dwdw0pdw]
[dwdkdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wdwdwiwd]
[wdndp)Bd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wIwdwdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdK]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw)PdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw)Pd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w0NGwdPd]
[dwdwdN$B]
[dwdwdwdw]
[1wIwdQdk]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#3½ 2 sols.
(5+4)
h#5
(2+4)
PG in 28.0
(15+14)
#5
(4+3)
qQGrasshoppers

N13 1.Kc6! e4 2.Kd5 e3 3.Kd4 e2 4.Se3 ~ 5.Sd5#
N14 1...f5 2.Ke5 Kh4 3.Kf4 Kh5 4.Se5 g3#, 1...Bh5 2.se3 fxe3 3.Ke6 Bf7+
4.Kf5 g4# Model mates, Chumakov theme with tempo moves.
N15 1.Kg2 Kd1 2.Ge1 Ke2 3.Ggg1 Gd1 4.Kh1 Kf3 5.Bh2 Gf1# Switchbacks by
bK and wG.
N16 1.h4 f5 2.h5 f4 3.h6 f3 4.exf3 Sc6 5.Bd3 Se5 6.Bg6+ Sf7 7.d3 a5 8.Kd2
a4 9.Kc3 a3 10.Bd2 axb2 11.a4 Ra6 12.a5 Rd6 13.a6 Sf6 14.a7 Sg4 15.Ra6
Se5 16.Sa3 Sc6 17.Qa1 Sb8 18.Rc6 b6 19.Kb4 Ba6 20.c3 Bc4 21.Sc2 Be6
22.Qa6 Bg4 23.fxg4 Qc8 24.Sf3 Kd8 25.Re1 Sg5 26.Re6 Se4 27.Se5 Sf6 28.f3
Sg8 A task. Twelve Knight’s moves without capture with Platzwechsel.

nNnNnN

Three, Four, Knock on the Door
by Robert Lincoln
This article continues an investigation into the properties of black Pawns residing on their start squares. These items have three or four independent
variations deriving from their activity.

No.1 Bob Lincoln
More Fun with Chess
No.2 Geoffrey Mott-Smith No.3 S. Pimenov
No.4 Bob Lincoln
Miniatures 2000
Chess Review 1937 W________w
Shakhmaty v SSSR 1956
Chess Life 1987
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdQdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[dwdB0wdw]
[dwdB0wdw]
[dwdwdw0P]
[wGwdwdwd]
[wdw)wdwd]
[wdw)wdwd]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dk)wdwdw]
[dwdkdwIw]
[dKdkdwdw]
[dwdwdwdk]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw!wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
[dw!wdwdw]
[dwdwdPdw]
[dwdBdwdK]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwHwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw!wdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(5+2)
#2
(4+2)
#2
(5+2)
#2
(5+2)
There is hardly anything clever about No.1. A straightforward 1.Qb7! (zz)
handcuffs 1...axb6 2.Qxb6#, 1...a6 2.Qd7#, and 1...a5 2.Ba7#. The tail end of
the series brings about an “Umnov” characteristic where White’s finishing
move occupies the site of the departing black unit.
Geoffrey Mott-Smith (1901-1960) was a fixture in Chess Review for many
years with his inventive miniatures. No.2 features some offhand frolicking
through 1.Qc6+? Ke5 2.Qc5#, but 1...Kd4! and 1.Qd3+? Ke5 2.Sg4#, but
1...Kc5! The real crux revolves around a give-and-take 1.Se4! (zz) whereupon
each white officer takes a successive bash: 1...e6 (or 1…Kxe4) 2.Bc6#, 1...e5
2.Qd3#, and 1...exd6 2.Sf6#.
Outward appearances suggest that No.3 is nearly the same as the foregoing. However, there’s a world of difference. All contingencies are down pat:
1...exd6 2.Qe4#, 1...e6 2.Bc6#, and 1...e5 2.Qd2#. Efforts to hold the status
quo redound to 1.Kb6? (zz) e5! and 1.Kb4? (zz) e6! A proper 1.Bc8! (zz) neatly
changes 1...e6 in favor of 2.Bb7#.
My No.4 lingers as a nostalgic souvenir. I remember the editor, David L.
Brown, graciously describing this composition as a jewel. Our son couldn’t
solve it and called the apparatus “nuts”. Worthwhile tries are 1.h8Q?
(2.hxg7#) g5! or 1.Qc6? (2.Qg6#) Kg5! 1.Kg3! (zz) stealthily plans 1...gxh6
2.Qc5#, 1...g6 2.Be2#, and 1...g5 2.Qh1#.
No.5 Bob Lincoln

No.6 J. McGregor

No.7 V. Nikitin

No.8 Bob Lincoln

Newark Star-Ledger 1996
Toronto Week 1884 W________w
Prapor peremogi 1987 W________w
Original
W________w
W________w
[wdwdwdNd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdKd]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdw0B]
[dwdwdpdw]
[ipdBdwdw]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[wdwdNdwd]
[pdwdwdwd]
[wdwdkdPd]
[dwdwdwdk]
[dwIwiwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdNdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwGwd]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwIw]
[dwdwdBdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w)wdwdQd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dQdwdwdw]
[dQdRdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(5+2)
#2
(5+2)
#2
(4+3)
#2
(5+2)
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Another personal anecdote is linked to No.5. The clear-cut 1.Bf5! (zz) prepares 1...gxh6 2.Sgf6#, 1...g6 2.Bg4#, and 1...g5 2.Sef6#. A Russian colleague
at work remarked: “This chess problem makes no sense - Black cannot fight
back!”
Proceedings in No.6 satisfy the formula, but require an aggressive 1.Bd5!
(zz) beginning. Neither of the outstanding exits help since 2.Qg5# tramples
both 1...Kf6 or 1...Kf5. This particular asset also looks after 1...fxe6. Customary self-blocks occur on 1...f6 2.Qe4# and 1...f5 2.Qg7#. Observe that suspicious b2 nomad posted to avoid a 2.Qb2# dual in the last line. This annoyance could have been resolved by shifting the assembly two files leftward.
The key of No.7 not only brandishes a threat, but makes that vital third
defense possible. 1.Bc6! (2.Qxb7#) has the far-reaching wQ travel long distances to fetch 1...bxc6 2.Qb8#, 1...b6 2.Qh7#, and 1...b5 2.Qg1#.
Lateral outlets are often difficult to handle. White controls the irksome f6
spot in several ways for No.8. 1.Kg8! (zz) sidles over to await 1...fxg6
2.Qxg6#, 1...f6 2.Qe4#, 1...f5 2.Qb6#, and 1...Kf6 2.Rd6#. White’s g-Pawn is
not just an ornament inserted to tally one extra swindle. It effectively obstructs a ruinous cook by 1.Qh7 (2.Qf7#).

No.9 Bob Lincoln
No.10 Alexander Azhusin
Still More Fun with
Honorable Mention
No.11 L. Lebedev
No.12 Bob Lincoln
Chess Miniatures 2002 W________w
64 1973
Babruiskae zhytstse ‘98W________w
The Problemist 2006
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[k1w$w!wd]
[wdwdwdRd]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dwdwipdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwHwIwd]
[wdPdwdwd]
[wdK0Pdwd]
[kdP!Rdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdpdw]
[w!wdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwdw!wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[whwdRdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(4+3)
#2
(4+3)
#2
(4+3)
#2
(4+3)
Diagonal egress seems easier to manage and tends to produce bonus post-key
offshoots. No.9 is typical. There is a firm answer for 1...c6 2.Re5#, but nothing else. 1.Re6! (zz) assumes a powerful lodge to dominate all comers: 1...c5
2.Qe4#, 1...cxd6 2.Rxd6#, 1...S~ 2.Q(x)c4#, and 1...Kc6 2.Qb5#.
Black’s Pawn nudges amply cooperate in an unusual Fleck theme arrangement for No.10. 1.Qb4! poses triplet threats (2.Qa4/Qa5/Qxb7#) which
get accurately divided by 1...b6 2.Qa4#, 1...b5 (or 1...Ka7) 2.Qa5#, and 1...Q~
2.Qxb7#. That leftover 1...bxc6 fragment serves up an “elimination” deadlock
so that White must rely on 2.Qxb8#.
The mighty f-Pawn of No.11 defeats two tries and generates five assorted
raps altogether. First, 1...f6! rejects 1.Qg5+? 1.Qf4? (2.Qxf7#) then snags
1...f6 2.Qxd6#, 1...fxe6 2.Qf8#, and 1...Kxe6 2.Re8#, but 1...f5! Finally,
1.Kd5! (zz) has appropriate closers for 1...f5 (or 1...Kf6) 2.Qg5#, 1...f6 2.Qa7#,
and 1...fxe6+ 2.Qxe6#. The supernumerary d6 appendage prevents duals by a
roving wQ on the a3-e7 axis when 1...f6.
No.12. goes one better with the b7 widget involved in six disparate finales.
A measure of unity is attained because White constantly menaces 2.cxb7#
throughout. 1.Qc5? acquires 1...b5 2.Qa7, but 1...b6! 1.Re5? disports 1...b6
2.Qa3 and 1...bxc6 2.Qxc6, but 1...b5! The exacting 1.Qb4! gains access decisively with 1...b6 2.Qa4#, 1...b5 2.c7#, and 1...Bxc6 2.Rxc6# on tap. Of
course, those stark invasions that pinch off flights may not suit purist tastes!

No.14 M. Marble &
H.W. Bettmann
No.13 F. Lindgren
No.15 B. Pustovoi
No.16 G. Kakabadze
Pitts. Gazette-Times 1915
Aftonbladet 1927
Omskaya pravda 1971 W________w
Shakhmaty v SSSR 1986
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdw!]
[wdwdwdwd]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dKdk0Ndw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[)pdwdwdw]
[wdwHw)wd]
[w)wHwdw$]
[RdRdBdwd]
[RdNdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdkdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdRdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwIwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[iwIwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(5+2)
#2
(5+2)
#3
(5+2)
#3
(5+2)
Some debate should arise on whether No.13 represents a genuine “pickaninny,” i.e. four distinct mates from single bP. 1.Qc4? (2.Qc8#) is duly swept
aside 1...exf6! 1.Qe2! (2.Qxe7#) instigates alternative rejoinders against
1...exf6 2.Qe8#, 1...e6 2.Qb5#, and 1...e5 2.Qg4#. That remaining 1...exd6
simply permits the threat to go forward. Is it truly “causing” an execution? At
any rate, this splendid effort by Frithiof Lindgren (1897-1957) considerably
predates a 1940 prize winner. These quirky happenings are now becoming
rarer as editors and judges employ the advantages of data base technology.
Since No.14 begins passively by 1.Qe8! (zz), that fully predictable fourway shuffle does engender unique follow-ups. The mating inventory has 1...c6
2.Qh5#, 1...c5 2.Qe4#, 1...cxd6 2.Rh5#, and 1...cxb6 (or 1...Kc5) 2.Qb5#. This
classic is the collaboration of two legendary talents, Murray Marble (18851919) and Henry W. Bettmann (1868-1935).
The final pair show “Black to play.” This situation offers somewhat enhanced latitude in obtaining the desired quartet. No.15 is the brainchild of
Boris Pustovoi (1938-1974) who made a slew of impressive miniatures. He
probably uncovered every conceivable formation for small scale “castlers.”
Here, a quick retrograde scan proves Black had no previous legal play in the
diagram. Hence, the four solutions are unreeled 1...b6 2.a4 b5 3.axb5#,
1...b5 2.a3 b4 3.axb4#, 1...bxa6 2.Rb6 & 3.Rb1#, and 1...bxc6 2.Rb6 &
3.Rb1#.
Perhaps No.16 reveals broader creativity. Each wR squirms through to
the eighth rank and there’s even a promotional climax to boot: 1...b6 2.Sd8
b5 3.Rc8#, 1...b5 2.Rb6 & 2.Rb8#, 1...bxa6 2.Rb4 & 3.Rb8#, and 1...bxc6+
2.Rcxc6 Kb7 3.a8Q#. Such eccentric morsels are great fun and owe their existence to a merely slight deviation from standard practice.

Byron Zappas (1927-2008)
Byron Zappas, one of the most prominent Greek composers, died on January
5, 2008. Born in Athens, he studied economics at Athens University and subsequently followed a post-graduate course in accounting at the London
School of Economics. Most of his professional life was devoted to education.
He worked as a school teacher in Cyprus and, from 1972, as Professor of Accounting in the Technological Educational Institute in Athens until his retirement.
Byron learned chess from his older brother when he was 14. He soon became a strong player. In his youth he was among the top solvers in Greece.
He started composition with strategic three-move miniatures, and in his first
steps he was supported by Ioannis Koutalidis, Spyros Bikos and Basil Lyris.
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He was very soon attracted by direct twomovers, a field where he developed and revealed his
great talent. In the 60’s Zappas moved to Cyprus. He lost contact with the Greek composers
and took up the game of chess again. He became a champion and held the title for three
successive years. However, he never stopped
composing. He was always trying to initiate
others into the beauty of chess composition. He
managed (for the first time in Cyprus) to create
a team of new composers such as P. Martoudis,
S. Stavrinides, G. Sphicas (now in the USA) and
C. Papadopoulos. With this team, Cyprus participated in the 2nd WCCT in 1967, gaining
15th Place!
After his return to Greece in 1970, he communicated again with his chess
friends and started organizing regular meetings, where formerly inactive
Greek problemists, such as D. Kapralos, N. Siotis and D. Gussopulo, were
discussing and analyzing chess compositions and modern themes. With the
help of the Greek Chess Federation, he established the Greek Committee for
Chess Composition. On his initiative Greece became a member of the PCCC
in the early 80’s. Since then he was the Greek Delegate for 25 years, and in
2006 was nominated as an Honorary Member.
In spite of being occupied with scientific and professional affairs – he was
the author of four books on Accounting – chess composition never stopped
being his great hobby. He published relatively few problems, about 500, but
only composed when he had something good and original to express. This
explains why almost two-thirds of his compositions have been
honored (about 100 prize-winners and more than 200 other distinctions).
Zappas obtained very good results in the WCCTs, gaining in various sections
one of the first three places. In five WCCTs, he was among the eight composers with the best individual results. In the #2 section of the FIDE Albums of
1977-79, 1983-85 and 1986-88, he was the composer with the greatest total
of points, which demonstrates the very high standard of his work. He was
awarded with the IM title in 1984 and with the GM title in 1993.

StrateGems Solving Ladder 2007, Leg 18
By Danny L. Dunn
Leg 18 incorporates points from SG39 and SG40 to which the carry-over points from Leg 17
are added. Twenty-five solvers sent in solutions and seven solvers received assents which are
shown in bold type. Ladislav Belcsak and our new SG Retros and Proof Games editor, David
Moulton, received their tenth assent, making them Strategems Master Solvers. David told me
that he has now earned three chess master titles: over-the-board play, correspondence (and
now) solver. It is also worth noting, that Radovan Tomašević received his twentieth assent (!).
Perhaps SG should have a “Super Master” title. The Leg 18 carryover points will be added to
the totals for Leg 19.
Several solvers have the habit of turning in their solutions late. So long as the solutions
have not been published, there is no problem with getting credit on the current Leg. However,
late submissions make it difficult to include your comments in the next issue of SG and can
make the results Tables incorrect. In addition, please try to use accurate chess notation. If I can
figure out your solution, I will still give credit for minor notation errors. However, frequently,
there is a move given that is not even possible in the diagram. If variations are also given, I can
sometimes figure it out, but if no variations are given, it is usually impossible to give any
credit. (See table on the next page.)

Leg 18 Table
C/O from
SG39
SG40
leg 17 (A) Score (B) Score (C)
Radovan Tom ašević (M20)
531.5
434.5
423
Rom uald Lazow ski (E6)
391.5
388.5
420
Dinu-Ioan Nicula (E5)
319.5
316
347.5
Ladislav Belcsak (M10)
669.5
313
344.5
David Moulton (M10)
595
325
262.5
C.C. Frankiss (M16)
653.5
254.5
276
P.H. van der Laan (E4)
519
227.5
233.5
Gabriel Balinth (A2)
447
100
182
Ryan McCracken (E4)
114.5
133
132.5
Dailon Stauvers (E3)
542
82.5
66
Jeremy Morse (E3)
309
60
84
Barry Keith (E8)
207
0
138
Christopher Myers
192
0
114.5
Frank Lee (A2)
128.5
51.5
38.5
Bob Bua
633
42
48
Alex Markevitch (A1)
313
79
0
Renato Casalino (A1)
616.5
46
18
Timothy Chow (A2)
415.5
52.5
0
Paul Steiner (A1)
411
18
24
Otis Lew is
82
0
31
Klaus Wenda
7
7
0
Thomas Walther
500
0
0
Matthew Dickey (E6)
675
0
0
Frank Cockerill
344.5
0
0
Wolfgang Dittmann
14
0
0

Name

Total Needed for Ascent(s) C/O to
A+B+C
Ascent Received Leg 19
1389
737
1
652
1200
737
1
463
983
737
1
246
1327
737
1
590
1182.5
737
1
445.5
1184
737
1
447
980
737
1
243
729
737
729
380
737
380
690.5
737
690.5
453
737
453
345
737
345
306.5
737
306.5
218.5
737
218.5
723
737
723
392
737
392
680.5
737
680.5
468
737
468
453
737
453
113
737
113
14
737
14
500
737
500
675
737
675
344.5
737
344.5
14
737
14

Leg 18
Totals
857.5
808.5
663.5
657.5
587.5
530.5
461
282
265.5
148.5
144
138
114.5
90
90
79
64
52.5
42
31
7
0
0
0
0

StrateGems 2007 Solving Championship
By Danny L. Dunn
Radovan Tomašević has won the StrateGems 2007 Solving Championship
for the eighth time with 95.6% of the perfect score. Radovan had the highest
score or tied for the highest score in #n, E, S, Q, F, R, and PGs. Romuald
Lazovski came in second (88.1%), followed by Dinu-Ioan Nicula, third
(72.1%), and Ladislav Belcsak, fourth (70.7%). P. van der Laan was the only
solver to have a perfect score in the #2 category. C. C. Frankiss had the highest score in the Series-Movers with a score of 188 out of a possible 174 due to
the many cooks he found.
More points were earned for Helpmate solutions than for other kind of
problem (4,186), followed by Series-Movers (1,873), and, somewhat surprisingly, Moremovers (1,528). Twomovers, Threemovers, and Stalemates were all
about the same (1,138-1,419).
If you are just submitting solutions for one type of problem over and over
again, challenge yourself to try to solve other types of problems. Take a look
at the solutions in past SG issues and see if you can figure out why they
work. If everything is still unclear, ask one of the SG editors to explain. You
will not only earn more points on the solving ladder, but you will be amazed
at what the problem composers can come up with and you will have a lot
more solving fun. (See table on the next page.)
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2007 Solving Championship Table
Name
Perfect Score
Tomašević Radovan
Lazow ski Romuald
Nicula Dinu-Ioan
Belcsak Ladislav
Moulton David
Frankiss C.C.
v.d. Laan P.
Keith Barry
Morse Jeremy
Myers Chris
Balinth Gabriel
McCracken Ryan
Walther Thomas
Lee Frank
Markevitch Alex
Stauvers Dailon
Dickey Matthew
Bua Bob
Chow Timothy
Casalino Renato
Lew is Otis
Cockerill Frank
Steiner Paul
Dittmann Wolfgang
Wenda Klaus

Total #2 Total #3 Total #n Total E Total S Total H# Total C Total Q Total F Total R Total PG Total

82
80
80
78
70
78
0
82
6
68
52
42
0
20
32
48
80
2
72
2
36
50
0
78
0
0

148 204
145 204
148 204
148 176
148 164.5
145 143
0
0
148 204
3
12
0
0
29
25
79
68
0
19
36
50
0
18
72
15
34 21.5
6
0
89
0
0
0
3
0
38
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

105
83
68
39
0
5
0
0
16
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

111 378
111 380
87 383
62 378
38 359.5
46 357
97 372
9 317
2 209
0 98.5
5
72
5
88
0 175.5
20 84.5
2 113.5
0
46
0
64
2
96
0
0
0 86.5
4
74
2
17
0
37
0
0
0
0
0
0

174 120.5 228.5
185 127.5 220.5
171 71.5 212.5
123 53.5 195.5
185 67.5 98.5
168
71
97
188 81.5 212.5
114 42.5
0
107 37.5
7.5
124
32
0
90 19.5
0
0
0
0
39
11
0
31
0
0
47 15.5
0
11
8.5
0
0
0
0
47
14
0
0
0
0
37
11
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
26 17.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

77
35
28
0
14
21
14
0
7
0
7
0
14
0
0
0
0
7
0
7
0
0
0
0
7
7

140
119
105
21
105
56
119
0
70
0
7
0
7
7
0
0
0
7
0
14
0
0
0
0
0
0

1768
1690
1558
1274
1250
1187
1084
916.5
477
322.5
306.5
282
265.5
258.5
228
200.5
199.5
181
161
157.5
117
113
80.5
78
7
7

Recent Tourney Winners
by Mike Prcic
Comments and solutions are from the magazines which originally published the awards.
R1 Viktor Chepizhny
R2 Marco Guida
R3 Evgeni Bourd
R4 Piet le Grand
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
Zheltonozhko-64
diagrammes 2005
IRT 2005
Probleemblad 2003
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[w!wdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwG]
[wdwdw$wd]
[rdrdBdwG]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw4P0Kdw]
[dwGP4b0w]
[dNdw)Kdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[PdP0wdPd]
[wdwHwdwd]
[w$pdwdwd]
[Hwdwdpdw]
[)wdk)BdR]
[dwdw4wdw]
[dPdkdpdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[p!w)wdpd]
[RdwhwiB)]
[w)wdw0w$]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdPdwHK]
[dw0Pdwgw]
[wdNdwdwG]
[wdPdwdwd]
[wdwdw)wd]
[bdQ)Ndwh]
[dwdwdKdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[gwdwdndw]
[1wdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2*
(5+2)w--------w
#2*
(13+6)
#2*
(11+8)
#2*
(13+11)
R1 1...Kd5 2.Qe5#, 1...Kf3 2.Qf4#, 1.Se1? (2.Qe5#), 1...Ke3 2.Qf4#, 1...f4!;
1.Qb4! (2.Qf4#), 1...Kd4 2.Qe5# Pseud-le Grand and Rukhlis.
R2 1.exd6? (2.Qc5#[A]) exd6 2.Qb5#[B], 1...Rxc6!, 1.e6? (2.Qb5#[B])
Kxc6[b]/Rxc6
2.Qc4[C]/Bd3#,
1...Rb7!;
1.Bd3!
(2.Qc4#[C])
Kxc6[b]/Rxc6/dxe5 2.Qb5[b]/e6/Qc5[A]# Pseudo-le Grand, le Grand and
Salazar.

R3 1...g5/Se3 2.Sh5[A]/Se2#[B], 1.Sd~? (2.Sh5[A]/Se2#[B]) Sxg3!, 1.Sc4!?
(2.Sh5#[A]), 1...Sf5/Sxg3 2.Se2[B]/fxg3#, 1...g6!; 1.Sf5! (2.Se2#[B]),
1...Bc4/Sxg3 2.Sh5[A]/fxg3# Barnes.
R4 1...Rd8/Bf2/Qg1 2.Bxc6/Sxf4/Sxc3#, 1.Rxc6? (2.Rd6#), 1...f3/Rd8/Rxc6
2.Rd4/Rc5/Bxc6#, 1...Ra6!, 1.Rxf4? (2.Rd4#), 1...cxd2/Bf2/Bxf4/Qg1/c5
2.Qc5/Rxf5/Sxf4/Sxc3/Rd6#,
1...Sf3!;
1.Qxc3!
(2.Qc5#),
1...cxb5(c5)/Qg1/Qxc3/Bc4/Qc1 2.Rd6/Qe5/Sxc3/Qxc4/Qd4(Qe5)# Cyclic
Pseudo-le Grand in combination with changed mates, changed defenses and
line openings by Pawns.
R7 Marjan Kovačević
R5 Viktor Melnichenko
R6 Vasil Dyachuk
R8 V. Shanshin
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Place
Moscow Konkurs 2006 Moscow Open Ty. 2006
Shumarin-65JT 2006 W________w
80-JT 2006
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Kdwiwdwd]
[w4wgBdwd]
[GwdwdwdK]
[dPIwdpdw]
[dwdw0bdw]
[$pdw0pdw]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[wdwdN)b0]
[wdwdw!wh]
[qdQdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdQ]
[$w!BGkdw]
[gwdrdwdw]
[dbdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[wdpdNdw1]
[BdRdwdwd]
[k)wdwdw$]
[dwdwdwgN]
[dwdwdndP]
[dwGwdwdw]
[HwGwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdP0ndwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[P)w0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwgwdw$w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2*
(5+6)
#2 b/c) Sh3→e2/c6 (5+2)
#2
(12+10)
#2
(10+9)
R5 a) 1.Kg6?[A] (2.Qf5#), 1...Bf4 2.Sf2#, 1...Be5!; 1.Qb5![B] (2.Bb7#), 1...Be5
2.Qd3#, 1...Kf3 2.Qe2#, b) 1.Bc4? Be5!, 1.Qb5?[B] (2.Bb7#) Kf3!; 1.Kg6![A]
(2.Qf5#), 1...Bf4 2.Sc3#, 1...Be5 2.Qh1#, c) 1.Kg6? (2.Qf5#), 1...Bf4 Qh1#,
1...Be5!, 1.Be2? (2.Qf3#) Bf4!; 1.Se7! (2.Qf5#), 1...Bf4 2.Qd5# (Note: This was
a tourney for miniatures.)
R6 1.Bxc4?[(2.Sd6#) (Sg7?)], 1...Qxe4 2.Sg7#, 1...Kxe4 2.Bd3#, 1...Sxe5
2.Qxe5#, 1...d1Q!, 1.Bc6? [(2.Sg7#)(Sd6?)], 1...fxe6 2.Sd6#, 1...Kxe6 2.Bd7#,
1...Sxe5 2.Qxe5#, 1...Qxf6!, 1.Qe3? (2.Sd6#), 1...Sxe5 2.Sg7#, 1...Qxe4
2.Qxe4#, 1...Kxe5 2.Bxc4#, 1...Ba3!; 1.Qe7! (2.Sg7#), 1...Sxe5 2.Sd6#,
1...Kxe5 2.Bc6#, 1...fxe6 2.Qxe6#, (1...Qxf6 2.Qxf6#) A complex of themes
including le Grand, Salazar, Sushkov with changed mates and many other
mates.
R7 1...exf6 2.Bxf6#, 1...Be6 2.Qf8#, 1...Rd1 2.Bxa5#, 1.Qd4? (2.Bxa5#), 1...e6
2.Qf6#, 1...e5 2.Qh4# (Qf6?), 1...Rd7 2.Qxd7#, 1...Ba~ 2.Qb6#, 1...Bc7!;
1.Qc6! (2.Qc8#), 1...e6 2.Bf6# (Qf6?), 1...e5 2.Qf6#, 1...Be6 2.Qe8#, 1...Rc5
2.Qd7#, (1...Bc7 2.Qxc7#) An elegant problem with set-play, try, many
changed mates, interesting defenses by Pe7, dual avoidance and great economy.
R8 1.Q~? (2.Bxb5#), 1...Bxe8 2.b5#, 1...Bd7/Bc6!, 1.Qb6? Bd7 2.Bxd7#,
1...Bc6!, 1.Qg6? Bc6 2.Qc2#, 1...Bd7!; 1.Qe6! (2.Bxb5#), 1...Bb~ 2.b5#,
1...Bc6 2.Qb3#, (1...Ba5 bxa5#)

R9 I.Agapov & A.Baharov R10 Wenelin Alaikow
R11 b. ellinghoven
R12 Hubert Gockel
1st Prize
1st Prize
& H.P. Rehm, 1st Prize 1st Prize
S. Kompozitsya 2005 W________w
Probleemblad 2004
Messigny 2005
Chlubna-MT 2006
W________w
W________w
W________w

[KdRdwdwd]
[wdwdwIwd]
[nGwdwdwg]
[wdwdwdQd]
[GwHwdwdp]
[0wdwdPdw]
[dQhR0Kdp]
[dwgndwdw]
[QdPiwdw4]
[w0wdR!wH]
[wdP1pdwH]
[w1wdwdbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw0pdP0w]
[dwHPiw)w]
[4wdwdPdw]
[pdpdwdNd]
[Pdk)wdrd]
[wdpdwdBd]
[w0P0k0P0]
[dbdwdwdw]
[dw)wdw)N]
[dwdw)P)w]
[dPdwdNdR]
[wdwdwdwd]
[P)wdwgwd]
[bdrdRdwd]
[wdPGK0Nd]
[dBdrdwdw]
[dBdwdndr]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdBdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#3
(14+10)
#3
(12+11)
#3
(14+11)
#3
(8+7)w--------w
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R9 1.Qb7! (2.Qb4+ Kxc6 3.Se5#), 1...Rd5 2.Sb5+! (Se8?) Rxb5 3.Qd7#;
2...Ke6 3.Re8#, 1...Re6 2.Se8+! (Sb5?) Rxe8 3.Qd7#; 2...Kd5 3.Qb5#, (1...Re1
2.Se6 Kxe6/Kd5 3.Qd7#, 1...Rh5 2.Sd5) Dual avoidance.
R10 1.Sxg4? Bxg3!, 1.Sxf2? Rxg3!; 1.Rc6! (2.Rxc5+ bxc5 3.Qa6#), 1...Rxd4
2.Sg4 (3.Se5#) Rxg4/Re4/Bxg3 3.b3/b3/Qxd4#, 1...Bxd4 2.Sf2 (3.Bd3#)
Bxf2/Rxg3/Bxc3 3.b3/Qxd4/Qxc3# Umnov and Keller paradox.
R11 1.Qb5! (2.f4+ Kxd5 3.Bf3#), 1...Qxc5 2.Kg8 (3.Sf7#) Qxe3 3.dxe6#,
1...Sxd5 2.Bxe6 (Kg8? Sf6+!) (3.Sg4#) Sxe3 3.Sb3#; 2...Sf6 3.f4/Sd3#,
(1...Qxd7 2.Sxd7+ Kd6 3.Qc5#, 1...Sxb5 2.Bxe6 ~ 3.Sg4/f4#, 1...Kxd5
2.Bxe6+ Sxe6 3.Sxe6#) Black half-pin.
R12 1.Kd1? Ra1+!, 1.Kxf2? d3+!; 1.Qd8! (2.Sg5+ Ke5 3.Bxf4#), 1...Rxf5
2.Kd1! Sc5[a] 3.Qxd4#[A]; 2...Se5[b] 3.Qd5#[B], 1...Qf6 2.Kxf2! Sc5[a]
3.Qd5#[B]; 2...Se5[b] 3.Qxd4#[A] Reciprocal change.

R14 V. Zheltonozhko
R13 Valery Shavyrin
R15 Ivan Agapov
R16 Martin Hoffmann
& V.Shavyrin, 1st Prize 1st-3rd Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
Kirilov-55JT
Zheltonozhko-64
Ural Problemist 2006 W________w
Schach-Aktiv 2005
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdrdwd]
[wgwdwdrh]
[wdwdw$Qd]
[wdwdwIwh]
[dpdwdw0w]
[)wdPdwdw]
[0pdwgwdw]
[dpdQdw0w]
[wIpdwdw)]
[w)BdPdw$]
[wdwdwHqd]
[w$ndwdp1]
[dwdwdw$w]
[dPGwip$N]
[dN0Pdwdw]
[Gw)wiB0w]
[bdpipHNd]
[w)w0wdw0]
[wdkdwdwd]
[w4wdw0bd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[)wdp0wdw]
[$rdw0pdw]
[wdwdR)wd]
[w!b4wdwd]
[w$wdwdpd]
[wdPdwdwd]
[gBdwGwdw]
[IwHwdwdw]
[GwdBdwIw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#3
(9+9)w--------w
#3
(14+10)
#3*
(10+9)
#3
(8+14)
R13 1.Se3! (2.Bb4 and 3.Rd2#; 2...Bc3 3.Bc5#), 1...Bc3 2.Rd2+ Bxd2 3.Se2#,
1...gxh6 2.Rc5 and 3.Sf5#; 2...Re5 3.Rxc4#, 1...Re5 2.Sf5+ Rxf5 3.Rxe4#,
(1...Bb2 2.Rd2+ Kc3 3.Rd3#), 1...Bb4? c3! Quiet threat with an anticritical
move by the white Bishop.
R14 1.Rf6! (2.Sd3+! Rxd3/Bxd3 3.Rgxf5/Qxd4#), 1...Rd1 2.Rfxf5+ Bxf5
3.Qe2#; 2...Kxe6 3.Rf6#, 1...Be4 2.Bxd4+ Rxd4 3.Qh2#; 2...Kd6 3.Bc5#
Novotny.
R15 1...Bxf6 2.Sd6+ Kd4 3.Rb~#, 1...Qxf6 2.d6+ Qe6 3.Qxe6#; 1.Sd4!
(2.Bb3+ Kxd4 3.Rb~#), 1...Bxf6 2.Rb4+ cxb4 3.Rc8#, 1...Qxf6 2.Rc2+ dxc2
3.Be2#, 1...cxd4 2.Rc8+ Bc5 3.Rb4#, 1...d2 2.Be2+ Qd3 3.Rc2# Two pairs of
thematic variations.
R16 1.c4! (2.Qd5+[A] Kf6 3.Qe6#[B]), 1...Rxc4 2.Qe6+[B] Kd4 3.Qd6#[C],
1...Bxf5 2.Qd6+[C] Ke4 3.Qd5#[A], 1...Rd3 2.Qe6+[B] Kd4 3.Qd5#[A], 1...Se7
2.Qd6+[C] Kxf5 3.Qe6#[B], 1...gxf5 2.Qd5+[A] Kf6 3.Qd6#[C] A double cycle of
White’s second and third moves.

R17 Alexander Sigurov R18 Alexander Feoktistov R19 Grigory Popov
R20 Yakov Vladimirov
1st-3rd Prize
1st-3rd Prize
1st-3rd Prize
1st Prize
80-JT 2006
80-JT 2006
80-JT 2006
Moscow Konkurs 2006
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwIRdQd]
[ndwdkdwd]
[wdwHwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGR0r]
[dwdRdwdw]
[gqdp0wdp]
[drdngwdw]
[w0wdPdP0]
[PdpGwdwI]
[wHpdwdwi]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dndwiw0w]
[dpdw0wdw]
[drdwdwdw]
[dwdw)Kdw]
[w)Pdwdwd]
[qhbdw0Bd]
[wdw)wdQ)]
[wdp0wdwd]
[0w)w0whN]
[dp4pdwdp]
[dwdR0wdP]
[dPdwiwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[wdw0rdPd]
[bdwdwdwI]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dNdwdwdB]
[dwdwdRdw]
[GrhwdwdB]
[dwGwdBdN]
w--------w
w--------w
#4
(14+10)w--------w
#12
(7+15)
#8
(10+12)w--------w
#8
(7+7)

R17 1.Qf8! (2.Rf4 3.Qf5+ Sxf5 4.Re4#), 1...e2 2.Bc5 e1Q 3.Qd6+ Sxd6
4.Bd4#, 1...Sxh1 2.Rf5+ Ke4 3.Rf4+ Ke5 4.Qf5#; gxf4 4.Qxf4#, 1...Sxc3
2.Bd6+ Kd4 3.Bc5+ Ke5 4.Qd6#; 3...bxc5 4.Qxc5# Four harmonious variations including two Bristols.
R18 1.Rh7? Bg8!, 1.Rb7? Sxa6!, 1.Re7+? Kd8 2.Ra7 Qxa6 3.Ra1 Sa2!; 1.Ra7!
Qxa6! (1...Sb6 2.Re7+ Kd8 3.Rh7) 2.Ra1! Qxa1 3.Re7+ Kd8 4.Rb7! Sa6
5.Rd7+ Ke8 6.Rh7! Bg8 7.Rh8 Kf7 8.Rxg8 Kxg8 9.Be6+ Kh8 10.Be7 Rxg2
11.Bf6+ Rg7 12.Bxg7#; 2...Sa2 3.Rh7 Qc8 4.Rh8+ Kf7 5.Rxc8 Kf6 6.Re8 d1Q
7.Rxd1 h2 8.Bf8 Kf7 9.Bh5+ Kf6 10.Bg6 h1Q 11.Rxh1 & 12.Bg7# Complex
idea with 100% use of all white material. Quiet moves and excellent logic in
author’s style.
R19 1.d5! Bb8+ 2.d6 Rxa1 3.Rd5! Bxd6+ 4.Rxd6+ exd6 5.Bd5! Rb2+ 6.Bg2
Rb5 7.Sd5! Rxd5/Bxd5 8.Sf7/Qg5# Four-fold Novotny on the same square.
R20 1.Sc4? Kf3 2.Bh6 Bb4 Bb4/c3!, 1.Sxc4+? Kf3 2.Sd2+ Ke3 3.Se4+ Kf3
4.Bh6 Bb4 5.exf6 Rb5+!; 1.b4! (d3 2.Sb3+ d2 3.Bxd2+ Kf3 4.Sd4#) fxe5
2.Sxc4+ Kf3 3.Sd2+ Ke3 4.Se4+ Kf3 5.Bh6! Bxb4 6.Sg5+ Ke3 7.Sh3+ Kf3
8.Sg1#

R21 David Gurgenidze R22 Gerhard Josten
R23A.Bezgodkov &
R24 A.Kuryatnikov &
& Iuri Akobia, Prize
1st Prize
V.Samilo, Prize
E.Markov, Prize
Problem Paradise ‘96-’04
Schach 2004-2005
Hagemann-MT 2003 W________w
Martin-Zilina 1998-1999
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wIwdwdwd]
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdw$wdK]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw)wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[wdwdw)wG]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdwiw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dkdwdbdw]
[dkdw)wdp]
[wdwdwdpd]
[ndKdndwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw$wdwdw]
[iwdwdwdw]
[)w)w)wdw]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[wdwdNdwd]
[wdw4PdPg]
[wdwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwGwdw]
[dwdwdwdN]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
Win
(4+4)
Win
(4+3)
Draw
(8+4)w--------w
Win
(4+3)
R21 1.Rg3/i Rh1+ 2.Kg8 g1Q 3.Rxg1 Rxg1 4.g7 Rf1 5.Re5+ (Rf7? Ra1;) Kg6
6.Re6+ Kg5 7.Rh6 Ra1 (Kxh6; Kh8) 8.Kh7 Ra8 9.Rg6+ Kf4 10.Kh6 g3 11.Kh5
Rg8 12.Rg4+ Kf1 13.Kh4 g2 14.Kh3 Kf2 15.Rxg2+ wins. i) 1.Rc5+? Kh4 2.g7
g1Q 3.Rc4 Ra8; 1.g7? Rh1+ 2.Kg8 g1Q 3.Kf8 Qf2+ 4.Rf7 Qxf7+ 5.Kxf7 Rh7
draw.
Nice, quiet key-move in a game-like position. 7.Rh6!! is a great discovery.
Even then the win is not easy. White doesn't promote his g-Pawn during the
solution!. (Judge: Harold van der Heijden)
R22 1.Bf8+ Ka2 2.Kd3 Sxf6 3.Kc2 Sd5 4.Sc1+ Ka1 5.Bg7+ Sac3 6.Bd4 Sb4+
7.Kxc3 Kb1 8.Se2 Sa2+ 9.Kd2 Sb4 10.Bc5, and: 10...Sa2 11.Ba3 Sb4/i
12.Bxb4 Kb2 13.Sc1 Ka1 14.Sd3 Kb1 15.Be7 Ka2 16.Kc2 Ka2 17.Bd6 Ka2
18.Sc1+ Ka1 19.Be5 mate, or: 10...Sa6 11.Bd6 Kb2 12.Sc1 Kb1 13.Sd3 Ka2
14.Kc2 Ka1 15.Be5+ Ka2 16.Bb2 Sb4+ 17.Sxb4 mate, or: 10...Sd5 11.Kd3
Kb2 12.Kc4 Sc7 13.Sf4 Kc2 14.Bd4 Kd2 15.Be5 Se8 16.Se6 Ke2 17.Sg5 Kd2
18.Kd5 Ke3 19.Ke6 Kd3 20.Ke7 (Kd7, Ke7) wins, or: 10...Sc6 11.Kc3 Se5
12.Kb3 Sc6 13.Bb6 Ka1 14.Be3 Kb1 15.Sc3+ Ka1 16.Sb5 Sa5+ 17.Kc2 Ka2
18.Sc3+ Ka1 19.Bc1 Sc4 20.Sd5 Ka2 21.Sb4+ Ka1 22.Bh6 Se3+ 23.Kc1 Sf5
24.Bd2 and 25.Bc3 mate, or: 10...Sc2 11.Kc3 Sa1/ii 12.Be3 Sc2 13.Bg5 Sa1
14.Sc1 Sc2 15.Sd3 Sa3 16.Be7 Sb5+ 17.Kc4 Sc7 18.Sc5 Se8 19.Se6 Kc2
20.Kd5 Kd3 21.Bg5 Kc3 22.Kc6 Kc4 23.Bd8 Kb4 24.Kd7 wins. i) Ka1 12.Kc2
Sc3 13.Bb2+ Ka2 14.Sxc3 mate. ii) Se1 12.Kb3 Sc2 13.Bd6 Se1 14.Sc3+ Ka1
15.Ba3 Sd3 16.Se4 Kb1 17.Sd2+ Ka1 18.Bf8 Sc5+ 19.Ka3 Se6 20.Bb4 Sd4
21.Bc3 mate. A real endgame study that offers great joy to solvers that like to
analyse. Pretty game-like position, lovely introduction, interesting lines and in
addition a miniature! Great performance!. (Judge: Johann Chaschtschanski)
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R23 1.a4+ Kb6 2.a5+ Kxa5 3.c4 Kb6 4.c5+ Kxc5 5.Bxd2 Kb6 6.g3 Bxg3
7.Ba5+ Kxa5 8.Kb7 Be4+ 9.Ka7 Bxc7 stalemate. “At first a superfluous tempo
is wasted and then the annoying white bulk of material – paradoxal”. (Judge:
Rainer Staudte)
R24 1.Sd4+/i Kc5/ii 2.e6, and: 2...Kd6 3.Sg3 a2 4.Sgf5+ Kd5 5.Se3+/iii Kd6
6.Sec2 Ke7 7.Kc7 h4 8.Kc6 h3 9.Kd5 h2 10.Sf5+ Ke8 11.Sg3 wins, or: 2...a2
3.e7 (Sb3+? Kd6;) a1Q/iv 4.Sb3+ Kd6 5.e8S+/v Ke7 6.Sxa1 Kxe8 7.Sf2 h4
8.Sh3 with a 'Troitzky-win'. i) 1.Sc7+? Kc4 2.e6 a2 3.e7 a1Q 4.e8Q (Sf2 Qf6;)
Qxh1 draws. ii) Kc4 2.e6 a2 3.Sc2 wins. iii) 5.e7? a1Q 6.Se3+ Kd6 7.Sef5+
Kd5 8.Se3+ Kd6 9.Sdf5+ Kc5 10.e8Q Qa8+ 11.Kd7 Qxe8+ 12.Kxe8 h4 draws.
iv) Kxd4 4.e8Q a1Q 5.Qh8+ wins. v) 5.Sxa1? Kxe7 6.Sf2 Kf6 7.Sc2 Kf5 8.Se3+
Kf4 9.Sed1 Kg3 draws. "Two interesting variations containing thematic tries.
Their harmonious combination gives a very elegant impression. The Knight
promotion has an unusual motivation, namely to gain an important tempo".
(Judge: Mario Matouš)

R27 Camillo Gamnitzer R28 Yosi Retter
R25 Alessandro Cuppini R26 Michel Caillaud
1st-2nd Prize
1st-2nd Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
diagrammes 2004
diagrammes 2006
IRT 2005
Zheltonozhko-64 2006 W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdKdw!]
[wdwdwdbg]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdQ]
[0wdPGwdb]
[0wHP)p4r]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdN0PdwG]
[wdwdwdRd]
[PdPIwdp0]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dPdKdwdw]
[dwdwdwdk]
[dw$w0wdw]
[dwgPdQdB]
[BdwdRdw0]
[PdwdwdRd]
[wdNiwdBd]
[w0wGwdwd]
[dwdkdwdP]
[dwdwHwdw]
[dwhw$wdw]
[dpdwdP0w]
[wdwdp0wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w!wdP)wd]
[pdwdkdpd]
[HRdwhwgb]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[4wdRdwIb]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
s#4*
(11+9)
s#6
(8+3)
s#5
(13+11)w--------w
s#3
(7+10)
R25 1...Sf3 2.Rf4+ K~ 3.Qd3+ Kxd3 4.Rf3+ Bxf3#, 1...Sg2 2.Rxh4+ Kc3
3.Qg7+ Kd3 4.Qg3+ Se3#; 1.Qg7! (2.Bc2+ Sxc2 3.Rd1+ exd1Q 4.Sb4+ Sxb4#,
1...Sf3 2.Re3+ Kd2 3.Rd3+ Kxd3 4.Qd4+ Sxd4#, 1...Sg2 2.Rd4+ Kc3 3.Rxh4+
Kd3 4.Qg3+ Se3#, 1.Qh8? Sg2! A rich composition with changed play from set
to play.
R26 1.Rc6! (zz), 1...a5 2.Rc8 Kh6 3.Rh4+ Kg6 4.Rd8 Bg8 5.Qh5+ Kg7 6.Qf7+
Bxf7#, 1...a6 2.Kf7 a5 3.Ke6 Kh6 4.Rd6 Kh5 5.Rh4+ Kg6 6.Qe5 Bg8#
R27 1.Be6! (2.Rd5+ Kxc4 3.Rd4+ Kxd4 4.Qb6+ axb6 5.Sb5+ Sxb5#), 1...fxe6
2.Sd2 Rf7 3.Sf3+ Rxf3 4.Rc4+ Kxc4 5.Re4+ Sxe4#
R28 1.Be3! (2.f4+ Kxe3 3.Qe4+ Kxe4#), 1...Kxd1 2.Qd3+ Ke1 3.Qe2+ Kxe2#,
1...Kxe3 2.Re1+ Kd4 3.Qd3+ Kxd3# Black battery creation horizontal and
diagonal.
R29 Kostas Prentos
R30 Cristopher Jones
R31 Uri Avner
R32 Chris Feather
1st-2nd Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
1st Prize
Thema Danicum 2004 W________w
Thema Danicum 2006 W________w
The Problemist 2005 W________w
The Problemist 2003
W________w

[wdrdwdwd]
[wdwdw$wd]
[wdwdwhBI]
[Bdwhwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw0w0w4w]
[dwdrdwdw]
[dw0p1wdw]
[wdwdwdbd]
[wdw0wdwd]
[wdwdrdwd]
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw0bdwgn]
[dp)wdw0w]
[dwdwdw0w]
[w0wdwdwd]
[n1piw0wd]
[w0kdwgw$]
[w0kdwgw$]
[dPdw0wdw]
[dwdP4wdw]
[dp0qdw0Q]
[dwdwdw)w]
[w0wdPdwd]
[wdwdwdpG]
[wdw)wdwd]
[wdwdwGw0]
[dniwINdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwdndwdb]
[4wdwdw4w]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#3 b) Pd3→e5 (4+15)
h#3 b) Bf4→g4 (5+11)
h#3 2 sols.
(4+7)w--------w
h#2 b) a1=h1 (6+14)

R29 1.Rf8 Sg3 2.Rf3 exf3 3.Bc2 Se2#, Tries: 1.Rd8? Sg3 2.Rd3?, 1.Rc2? Sg3
2.Rxe2+?, 1.Be8 Sd2 2.Ba4 bxa4 3.Rc2 Sb3#, Tries: 1.Bf7? Sd2 2.Bc4?,
1.Bc2? Sd2 2.Bxb3? Nice tries and good economy.
R30 a) 1.Re6 Rf5 2.Be4 Rxc5 3.cxd3 Bg1#, b) 1.Bf3 Bxf4 2.Re4 Bd2 3.dxe5
Rd8#
R31 a) 1.Qd5 d4 2.Be3 (Bf~?) Qf1#, b) 1.Re4 d4 2.Rcd5 (Rc~?) Qa3# A black
unit, unpinnned by Black in one phase, gets unpinned by White in the other
phase.
R32 a) 1.Kb5 Bf3 2.Bd6 Re4 3.Kc6 Re5#, b) 1.Kd3 Bc5 2.Be2 Rd4+ 3.Ke3
Rd6# Battery play.
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